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•UNDRY. CONTENTS OF APRIL NUMBER. To the Honorable Members of the Conn- States are not considered beneficial by the 
cil, and, Gentlemen of the Legislature farmers of the country, notwithstanding 

• 0, O,iiari0 ._ the many attempts to make them appear
so by those interested in their mainten- 

Gbntlemkn,— ance.
A semblance to the justification for 

such an expenditure may perhaps 
tempted by showing that the Board of Ag
riculture commends it. We would inform 
yeur honorable body that the suggestion 
originated not with the farmers who com
pose the Board, but with political mem
bers, the Hon. A. McKellar and the Hon. 
D. Christie. What farmer could be found 
to stand against such a powerful request 1 
The very same persons who have supported 
the resolution, have, on more than one oc
casion, informed the writer that they did 
not believe the institution proposed by the 
Government would be of any benefit to 
the farmers, and that it would be more in
jurious than beneficial.

We would be extremely sorry to injure 
the Board of Agriculture and Arts, as it is 
composed of many gentlemen who wish 
for the prosperity of the agricultural in
terests of the country, but who could dare 
oppose a suggestion from the Minister of 
Agriculture and the Hon. D. Christie.

charter or money to it would tend rather 
to its injury than to its benefit.

There may be alterations required in 
the Agricultural Bill. The Board of Ag
riculture and Arts should be composed of 
gentlemen elected by the farmers of each 

bo at- electoral district, and they should be the 
persons to control the agricultu
ral affairs of the country, and there should 
bo enough of them for the purpose. It 
is already found that the Board is becom
ing too large ; the Fruit Growers’ Asso
ciation, the Entomological Society and 
the Mechanics’ Institutes now have their 
representatives there. No doubt they are 
good men, but for the benefit of farmers 
it would be better to have the Associa
tion untrammelled by any others thau 
those elected by the farmers.

The members now having seats at the 
Board, who are not elected by the farmers, 
are, undoubtedly, worthy gentlemen. Wo 
do not wish to injure them, but the Board 
is now too large ; this is admitted by 
many of its members.

It is proposed to allow the Dairymen’s 
Association a voice at the Board. If this 
is granted, the stock men, the grain grow-, 
e:s, the veterinary department, the seeds
men, the lumbermen and a host of others 
would be applying. We are quite satis
fied that the interests of the country 
would bo better served if the members of 
the Board were all elected by the farmers 
of the country.

Instead of adding- to the Association, 
which is becoming too unwieldy now, it 
would be better to take off the names of 
those who are there without having been 
elected by the farmers.

It may bo said that the opinions we 
have expressed are only those of an indi
vidual, and, consequently, of little impor
tance. In reply, we state that as editor 
and publisher of an agricultural paper, 
having a much larger circulation than any 
other agricultural paper in the country; our 
opposition to measures relating to agricul
ture should have some weight. Wears 
confident that our opinions on these sub
jects arc the opinions of our subscribers. 
Wc have spoken to hundreds of farmers 
on these subjects and have received letters 
from all parts of the country, and they all 
agree with us. We therefore protest 
against such uses of the public money, 
under the guise of beneficial and necessary 
agricultural
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On behalf of a very large number of 
the farmers of Canada, we deem it our 
duty to express our opinion regarding some 
important questions that will be brought 
belore you affecting the prosperity 
progress of the agricultural interests.

The establishment of an Agricultural, 
Educational, Experimental and Test Farm 
was not originated, devised, or suggested 
by any member of the Government, until 
the plan had been put into operation by 
private enterprise. No farmer or farmers 
have ever memorialized the Government 
or requested the Government to establish 
such an institution, previous to their be
ing asked to do so by the Government 
through its supporters to ,glvc it an ap
parent justification for establishing such 
an institution.

We, on behalf of the farmers of Can
ada, most humbly request that you will 
not make any expenditure for the estab
lishment of a Government Farm. We do 
not consider that such an institution, car
ried on by the Government, would be for 
our interest ; we believe that such an in
stitution, established by the Government, 
would be of greater injury than benefit to 
farmers. It must assuredly check, to a 
very great extent, the enterprise of pri
vate individuals ; it most assuredly would 
be made entirely subservient to a few in
dividuals, to the detriment of the majority 
of farmers.

The Government had previously estab
lished their Model Farm at Toronto, but 
it proved only an expensive failure, confer
ring benefit only on a very few who had 
the control, and of no use to the country. 
The Government previously attempted to 
establish an agricultural paper, the On
tario Farmer, by giving an order of $1000 
to commence with and subsequent aid, but 
the paper was not of any benefit to the 
farmers ; they would not support it.

It must be the same with this contem
plated institution ; it cannot exist unless 
the farmers are heavily taxed every year 
for its support and the feeding and fatten
ing of its few controllers, A grant is now 
given for Agricultural Education in the 
Province of Quebec, and it is with the ut
most difficulty that the ten pupils can be 
obtained, required to enable the controllers 
to receive the grant that is appropriated 
to it, that being the least number that en
ables them to receive it, and no good ap- 

to have resulted from the expendi-
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Another measure will probably be 
brought before your notice—the granting 
of a charter to the Dairymen’s Associa
tion and a grant of money for its aid.

Having attended the Dairymen’s Asso
ciation for several years, we have always 
looked upon it as one of the most useful 
institutions in our country. It has pro
gressed, and is now a successful institu
tion. The request for a charter was 
brought forward by some of the leaders 
of this Assoc ation, but the qucstioil was 
not openly discussed. We have heard 
remarks from some, much interested in 
dairy matters, who have been in the habit 
of attending the meetings, questioning 
the advisability of such a course and con
demning it. It is our opinion that grant
ing a charter to the Association, and the 
granting of money towards it would not 
be of advantage to the general dairy in
terests of the country ; the advantage 
would be to the favored few, to the injury 
anil loss of others.

The Association and the interests of the 
dairy have succeeded, and without Gov
ernment interference, 
with favoritism is creeping into it, and 
the fostering of the institution by Gov
ernment will at once injure it, and less 
satisfaction and less good, we fear, will be 
the result if it should be made a Govern
ment institution.

We wish the Dairymen’s Association
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59 We issued the foregoing article as a sup
plement during the last month, and sent 
one to every member of the Ontario Legis
lature previous to their adoption of the 
Guelph farm project. There was also a 
petition sent and laid before the Legisla
ture, signed by real, practical and intelli
gent farmers, praying that the Govern-
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, . ,, p • • difference dation, and late Warden of the County ;

It is our firm conviction that the real from weeds. Wheat or any other cei eal Pg are fyr cr0p8 for soiling, one acre of m, ‘ e verv much pleased with all the 
independent farmers, of -which class our exhausts the soil of much of the ele- 1. :uart to be sown with rye in the fall Th Y a. a0 wlti, 8ome 0f tuem
Bubscribers principally consist, will ap- ments of fertility ; and when wheat fol- for tbe earliest soiling, and, after the rye essayiar_that’they intend to make 

of the supplement sent to our legis- lows wheat in unbroken succession, the plowed at once, manured and sown ln 1a , , ^ therein
Strong party men of either side 80jl must be greatly impoverished. We is cut, p . One acre sown trial of some ot the suggestions therein

of polities may take umbrage, but as your have seen in this vicinity a large field that with rap for soil'ing after the rye e^acUsPed ^"tw
advocate we should he failing in our duty had been so cropped for twenty years . , and one acre with western corn, cm n . . p^Lire approval of the brin/
to you had we not done our utmost to The crop that it then bore was not worth Jp® three acres will need manuring pre- express their entire‘PP™™°. 5 J'
check what we considered a measure the labor ; it was more weeds than oats. * to the next year’s crop. Second ing out of essays by the ottering at the
likely to be of greater injury than benefit. When one-fourth or one-sixth, as the 1 £ t or other grain crops, sown
Once sanctioned, it must be put in opera- ccmrse adopted may be, is every year sown 3 ‘ > , amj grasses. Third year, clo-
tion and maintained. Private enterprise, -with clover to be ted to cattle on the farm. gges for hay, and three acres cut
unless to a favored few, must be in a great and one-fourth or sixth is well manured > » , soiling. Fourth year, pasture.
measure made subservient to this institu- and sown with turnips, mangolds and. b pasture ; plow rough and
tion ; fat berths for favorites must be 0ther roots, the soil must be always in early in the fall, manuring for the
made, and stock must be purchased to suit good condition. next ‘crop Sixth year, wheat or other
particular parties. A few wealthy inch- H0 will feed more cattle on his farm.— cerea]8
viduals may profit by it, but the thousands American agriculturists say that three This ends the course ; the next year it
of poor toiling farmers, farmers wives and acreg of their pasture are required for each ommence8 anew. Field No. 2—1st year,
children who are struggling for a bare ex- CQW Now, we have no doubt that less • crop . 2nd year, root crop and soil- 
istence, even the thousands that are than half of three acres will feed a cow e and so on as above. Field No. 3—1st 
struggling to keen life m them and their weu by following the system we recom- pasture, soiling ; 2nd year, wheat ;
charges, must directly or indirectly be mend We can say, from our own know- ’-gar roots and so on. Field No. 4- 
taxed for the support of this institution ledg6j that COWs liave been fed by soiling, 'lgt ^ear’ pasture ; 2nd year, pasture, then 
and its leeches. two cows to the acre. It is true that I , t then roots and soiling. Field No.

The political papers may be made sue- ttiere we pastured one cow to the acre, but r lgt’ year meadow and soiling ; then 
servient to it, and through their influence one_iialf that acre was enough for soil- * . urefor two years, then wheat followed
actual injuries may be made to appear to ing jlg sai|j above by roots and soiling. Field
you as great benefits. Party speakers may The yield of the cereals will be increased 6_lst year wheat ; 2nd year, clover 
address you, pointing out the great good ag the jand becomes more fertile. Soilin ,‘dow and soiling) ; 3rd and 4th years, 
it may have done or will do, but there are t)le cattle in the farm-yard will greatl Lsture ■ 5th year, wheat or other cereals, 
enough scattered independent and practical jucreasc the manure heap. This is an un- Lu,.™,]’bv root crops and soiling, as di
farmers, that have not yet bowed the knee faili source 0f increased fertility. An “T dsfor JNp> L
to its mighty sway, who will yet sift tins Ameldcan writer has well remarked : “It m. onjv difficulty in the rotation will 
institution to its foundation. livery -g certainly true that the culture of roots bg gating the several fields into it at 
mode was adopted to get tins measure })ft6 \>eeu the salvation of English agneul- ~ . t^ie cuiture of them not having been 
through the House ; a very meagre num- ture-> The very preparation for the root acco’rdiDK to such a system ; however, if 
her carried it, yes, carried it m the tace oi crop a„d its subsequent culture convey to tjie nece8Sary manure can be obtained, 
the farmers’ petition against it ; against thc soil nearly all the benefits of a sum- . p.g difficulty can be easily overcome. It 
the voice and condemnation ot neany mer fallow, and to this we have to add the m be found necessary to use some of 
100,000 farmers. ... , , , manure applied. And the crops sown for V fertilizera now easily procured, such as

We believe the institution is not estab- goiUng tend of themselves to improve the h hate gypsum, salt, &c., at
lished for fanners ; it is merely taking a goip Even the cereal grasses do not nn- Jag /or the first year or two, at least,
name to give it an appearence for such a poveri8h, as they are cut when green.— farm-vard manure will not be suffici- 
purpose. Considering the opinions ex- pq0Ter especially serves to enrich the soil. t
pressed by farmers and others, and irom sends its long large roots deep beneath There can be no good farming without 
positive knowledge about its whole origin, wPere the roots of other plants have not sufficient manuring. Farmers in England,
we look upon it as the most unjust and reaclied; to bring out the hidden stores of . ddition to all the manures that can be
dishonorable act that ever was introduced lant f00di and when ploughed down, ured at home, import manures from
or passed in any Legislative liait mCanada, those roots converted into plant food as pVfTV land where they can be procured—

However, we do not profess to be always cavbOT) iumi8h rich food for thc plants ot bon(fg wooicn rag8| &c. from the continent 
right in our views, and will be happy to other succeeding crops. In a proper rota- f e’ e guano from South America,
insert an article ot reasonable length on tion each crop serves to prepare the soil , thev are getting from Australia the
this subject from any member of parlia- and to provide nutriment for the crop suc- , J tbe aaimais killed there for the 
ment, warden of a county, president oi see- ceeding it. hides and tallow. Tliese bones are ground
retary of any agricultural 80®iety» The number of years through which a there and pressed into cakes for shipment
°t any city or any leading tanner, t t f rotation extends varies accord- to England, thereto be dissolved and ap-
w,11 furnish the proper name and address J circumstances, as the area of the piied as liquid manure. The English 
Had they been desirous of aiding the thg nature of th’e soil> &c., but in all the profits to be realized by the
tarmers one-tenth part ot the money that . ^ there is a regular system and an crcased fertility of the soil. Let us take a
this establishment will nnnua y reost Jh to it ; and in nearly every sys- Uaf out 0f their book.-A. Ed.
might have been expended in the dînèrent tem it is a principie that one grain crop 7 --------- —---------
townships to estab ish farmers clubs and immediately succeed another. At prizc Essays on tlic Cultivation
procure an agricultural library, and a ^ expiratiou of tl(e term of years
thousand times more good woul < ■ 1jraced jn the course, the system recom-
1 cen done. By aiding societies and farm-
ers’ clubs, we would be commencing; at t ie ingtanceg puvsuedi and very advantage-
foundation, but by commenci g ouslv. This is especially so in small
college it is like building y oui loot first. - , i- i t n The four-vear , _____ ___What we want is to distribute information ; X follogw& . ' lst', root crops ; 2nd, practice, such as the majority of good far-
among the whole farming community not . 3rd goilh (cl’over &c.) 4th, mers might adopt; and adding thatchcm-
keep it among a few. Thousands ot ex- ^ courgc Qne half t|le ]anc( ical analysis and technical terms were not
l-eriments are tried every yea y ■ always yielding grain crops, onc-fourth necessary. We are pleased to say that

through the country, more valmv > f cv g and there is no pas- we have received eight very good essays on
b!c than anything which probably will be J the subject.
tried at the Agricultural College. Ail that is ^ { tiscd for many ycars is There can be no doubt of the good ef-
needed is that everyone should have some gi ar8 course. I think it would be feets of giving these prizes. The essays 
means of knowing the results. suitable to the farmer who makes the eti- arc of great benefit to the writers them-

,miry. By following it he will liave one- selves as well as to the readers. i liey 
Rotation ot Crops. third of his arable land under pasture, one- lead to more exact observation and reficc-

A Western Farmer “ wishes for full in- third under wheat or other grain crop, and I tion. It has been remarked that while 
formation on the rotation of crops. What the remaining third will be divided be- reading stores the mind with knowledge, 
are the advantages he may expect 1 How tween root crops, meadow and crops for writing has the invariable tendency to 
is he to commence and carry on a suitable aoilmg. 1 will describe it briefly : Let us produce accurate, correct conclusions 
rotation on Cfarm of 100 acres, such arro- s„nnnse this' 100-acre farm to have 72 writing makes a correct man.’ He who 
tution as is best adapted to the country 1 a(nas ^leareri, arable land. This we divide dilligcntly studies an agricultural subject,
Wishes the reply to be easily understood into six fields of twelve acres each ; one that he may place the results of his ob- 
aud easily followed.” field is to be manured every year for root servation in their best aspects before the

Reply_Thc advantages to bo derived crops, &e. ; with this crop we begin. This public, will not be apt to follow the care-
fronVa well carried out "rotation of crops field then, the 1st of our course, we plow less, bap-hazard ways too oltcn seen with 

■ His farm will be in better condition lightly the previous autumn, as soon as some farmers.
fertile and free from weeds than if we can after the removal ot the former The judges appointed to examine the 

tilled without such a system ; hq, ran feed crop. Blow it again deep and rough be- essays on carrot culture, and to award the 
a much l ireer stock and the yield of his fore thc winter sets in, having thc furrows prize were Thomas Routledge, President 
grain cropsVill he increased. ' The quail- clean that the ridges may be dry. As to of the East Middlesex Agricultural Asso-

rovc
ators.I

pnz°s.
The prize, after most careful examina

tion of the essays, was awarded to W. C. 
St. John, of Sunderland. They unani
mously came to this decision ; their rea- 

------ “ The ideas~are new, and thesons are :
preparation of the ground and the general 
cultivation are thorough. They are so
highly pleased with his ideas that the y 
intend to give his method a trial them
selves, persuaded that it will give good 
results. Some of his ideas have been 
proven in garden culture, and found quite r 
feasible. "v

The judges also highly commended the 
essay by “ Young Farmer,” of Castlebar, 
and add that all of them meet their ap
proval.

We publish the essays of W. C.St. John 
and “ Young Farmer,” without any com
ment for the present. In our next issue 
we purpose to give a digest of the eight 
essays, with remarks. Meantime, we 
would thank any of our readers who have 
had experience of carrot culture, to let us 
know their opinion on the ideas brought 
before them. On the sowing of the seed 
in November we would be much pleased if 
any having experience in the matter would 
say what has been the result. We know 
that in the old country the sowing of car
rots, as well as parsnips and onions, has 
been attended with great success. Will it 
be equally successful here 1—A. Ed.

ON THE CULTURE QF THE CARROT.
The following is my method : - 
In the field you intend to summer fallow se

lect as much ground as you intend to allot for 
the raising of carrots. In the latter part of 
Mav plough and harrow it well and let it re
main till about the 15th or 20th of June ; then 
plough it with a sub-soil plough as deep as pos
sible, and harrow it till it is mellow and level.

The next thing is to manure it heavily with 
well-rotted manure ; then plough it under and 
work it the same as the other part of the fallow 
the remainder of the summer. About the 25th 
of October drill your land so _ as to be able to 
carry off the surface water in the spring, the 
drills to be 16 inches in width and as high as 
possible. Then manure between the drills and 
drill them back again. The ground will then 
be mellow, and on account of the first manur
ing the young plants will easily penetrate the 
soil, and, when they come in contact with the 
manure below, will grow rapidly, and the 
ground being loosened to so great a depth by 
sub-soking and the pulverizing action of the 
frosts, will better retain its mo;sture and will 
be a great help to the carrots in a dry season.

On or about the first of November (according- 
to the season) sow your seed, placing a weight 
on the machine so as to put them down a good 
depth, and roll with a hand roller. _ My rea
sons for sowing in the fall are, let—it gives a 
better chance to prepare the land ; 2nd—the 
seed is more apt to germinate, and on account 
of the carrot not being easily injured by the 
spring frosts, they will get the start of the 
weeds and will grow more solid and large than 
when grown in the spring.

In the spring, when the plants are about 
three inches high, thin out to four inches apart. 
When any weeds make their appearance hoe 
with a hand lioe, never using a^iltivator tor 
fear of destroying the drills, th^y being rather 
close for it to work without injury to the

plSome fine morning, towards the latter part 
of October, commence pulling your carrots, 
utting three rows into one till you think you 

sufficient to bring into the cellar in the 
afternoon. Then take a sharp knife and cut

iXSSSSSl "i*.C ss
MwhCpUedTn’alliunP one.
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51FARMERS ADVOCATE
■

feeding of stock to eat up the coarse grains 
in which our prairie soils are so fertile. Thus 

might establish a rotation in which clover 
would play an important part, and with its 
deep searching tap roots bring up the hidden 
fertility of the soil for the use of wheat and 
barley.

We reiterate that it is in diversified agri
culture that our farmers must find the true 
solution of many of their troubles. It takes 
time, however, to work out agricultural 
problems, and as soon as we know just what 
classes of plants are suited to our climate 
and condition, wc shall have solved one of 
the most important questions of the day.

TWO AND FOUR-ROWED BARLEY.

WINTER IN THE WEST.Sulkey Horse Rakes.
These useful labor-saving implements 

are rapidly gaining favor. Many farmers 
who looked on these implements as super
fluous three years ago will purchase them 
this year. We have introduced but very 
few into this section as yet, but we predict 
that in this county alone ten times as many 
more will be sold the present season than 
have ever been sold in one year previous.— 
There are many kinds of Sulkey Horse 
Rakes ; some are more difficult to work 
than others, and some do not work as 
efficiently as others, but every salesman 
sells the best, no matter of what pattern, 
make or material the rake may be.

We cannot positively inform you which 
is the best rake or who is the best maker, 
but at the last Exhibition we were more 
impressed with Mr. Howell’s rake, which 
appeared to us to be deserving of com
mendation in its adapting itself to uneven 
ground, and the advantages of being ar
ranged so as to attach a grass seed sower 
and plaster sower to the frame.

Mr. Howell makes no other implement. 
He believes in specialities ; that one man 
can generally succeed better when his 
mind is confined to one purpose. To show 
the rapid increase in demand there is for 
his rakes, he has this season sold 50 of 
them to go to New Brunswick, and 50 
more are sold to go to Manitoba.

We intend to keep this rake in stock 
this season. One may be seen at the Agri
cultural Emporium, together with the 
Grass-seed Sower, and Plaster Sower, at 
any time ; if any one has a better one we 
should be pleased to find it out.

AN ESSAY ON THE CULTIVATION OF CARROTS.the County ;
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Never but once in the history of the West 
has such fearful cold been experienced as that 
which culminated at Chicago on the 23rd of 
December, carrying the mercury to 23°. 
Throughout the West and Northwest the 
cold was generally intense, and the wave pass
ing eastward, spirit thermometers in some 
portions of New Hampshire are said to have 
indicated 50° below zero.

At Janesville, Wis., 37° below was indica
ted ; at Clinton, Iowa, 26°; in the Michigan 
lake shore region the weather was unprece
dented ; at St. Joseph, directly in the fruit 
belt, 20° below zero was indicated, and at 
South Bend, Ind., 25°; at Springfield, 111., 
13°; at St. Louis, Mo., 14°; at Cairo, 111.,the 
latitude of Kentucky and Tennessee, 7° below, 
at Toledo, 0., 15°; at Detroit, 14°; at Fort 
Garry, Manitoba, 42°; at St. Paul,Minn.,30°, 
and at Madison, Wis., 25° below.

An idea of the extent of this wave will be 
imparted by the figures above given from a 
mass of data in our office. The most serious 
apprehensions are felt for the fruit buds, and 

for many varieties of fruit trees. There 
is one thing, however, that will go a great 
way in warding off fears in this direction. The 
preceding dry season, extending through the 
fall, and until winter set in, carried the trees 
and buds into winter quarters in the best 
possible condition; and except to the buds of 
the peach and other tender plants, we do not 
anticipate serious evil so far. Certainly we 
do not anticipate the wide spread disaster 
that followed the winter of 1857, when vast 
amounts of apple trees even were killed to 
the roots.

We may expect continued cold weather 
this winter, since the whole country and the 
mountains to the west are covered with snow. 
We may also expect continued snow this win
ter, and probably much rain next season, 
since wo have now had nearly three years of 
extreme drouth.—Chicago Rural,

The soil for carrots should be a deep, rich 
loam, free from weeds, if you have it ; if not 
select a piece of land with a dry subsoil ; if 
very weedy, summer fallow the year previous 
and pulverize the soil as deeply as possible. If 
the laud is tolerably clear, or if it is imprac
ticable to summer fallow it, as soon as you 
have removed the previous crop give it a heavy 
coating of manure as thoroughly decomposed 
as you can get it, and plough it under ; after it 
has remained long enough for the weed seeds 
that are near the surface to sprout, give ft a 
harrowing, and give it a cultivating or harrow
ing once or twice more during the autumn, to 
get as many seeds started as possible. If the 
land is at all heavy or wet, it will be beneficial 
to plough it in deep ridges just before the ground 
freezes up, and leave it in that state a 1 winter. 
If the soil is a light dry loam the ridging in the 
fall may be dispensed with ; in the spring, as 
soon as the land is dry enough to work nicely, 
level it#vith the cultivator or harrow, plough 
deeply, harrow it well, plou .h it in ridges 
about 24 to 30 inches apart, and it is ready for 
sowing. The objects to be aimed at in prepar
ing the soil is to get It pulverized as deeply and 
thoroughly as possible, and get the manure 
well incorporated with the soil.

The seed should be
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A glance at the market quotations will 
show that a difference of from ton to fifteen 
cents per bushel in price exists between the 
two and the four-rowed varieties of barley. 
Farmers generally prefer to raise the two- 
rowed, as it yields best and ripens at a more 
favorable time. For some years past the 
four-rowed invariably sells the quickest and 
for higher prices. The important thing for 
barley growers to know is, whether these 
conditions are likely to continue, and which 
variety will probably be most profitable to 
grow. Malsters prefer four-rowed barley be
cause it is better adapted to make light ales, 
and especially lager beer, than the two- 
rowed. It gives a brighter and clearer color 
to the liquor than does the two-rowed barley, 
and this quality is highly essential, in mak
ing lager especially.

on ;
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sown immediately after 
the land is ridged, and as early in the sprieg as 
it is possible to get the land in good condition. 
As carrot seed takes-a long time to germinate, 
and the weeds are very apt to get the start of 
the young plants, it will be advantageous to tie 
the seed in a bag, and soak it in warm jvater 
for some time ; it may be s aked two days 
without injury. Then spread it in a warm 
place to dry for a few hours. It will expedite 
the sowing to mix the seed with a large pro
portion "f clean, dry sand. It is always best 
to bow a liberal amount of seed, as the plants 
can be easily thinned out, and sometimes the 
seed will not all grow. If the seed is good, 
three lbs. to the acre is sufficient, but perhaps 
it would be as well to sow four to be sure.— 
When the carrots are high enough to be seen 
easily, thin them out from four to six inches 
apart. Some people advocate thinning them 
from nine to ten inche-, while others leave 
them very close together, but my experience 
teaches me that we can raise a larger tonnage 
per acre at a medium distance than by leaving 
them very thick or having <hem very thin. Of 
course-we must be governed some by the nature 
of the soil ; if the land is strong and the car
rots will grow large, they should be thinned 
farther apart than if the land is poor, 
l est kind to sow I think is the long orange 
rot, although there are awne white varieties of 
which you can raise a much 'arger crop, but 
the orange will more than make up in quality 
what it lacks in quantity.

In cultivating carrots the land should be kept 
perfectly clean from weeds, though not stirred 
to any great depth, for if the land has been 
pr perly prepared before the seed is sown, it 
will not require any further cu'tivating to pul
verize the soil, and the small fibrous roots of the 
c irrots will completely fill the ground between 
the rows and deep cultivation will destroy 
these roots and retard the growth of the carrots. 
The carrots should be harvested before there 
are very heavy frosts in the fall. If the land 
is light and white carrots are sown, which will 
grow a good deal above ground, and, conse
quently, pull easily, a good plan to harvest 
them is to pull the carrots and lay them down 
on the side of the ridge in a row, with the 
necks just on top of the ridge ; lay them down 
so that you will have two rows of carrots to
gether and two rows of tops ; then take an old 
piece of a hoe blade or some thin steel plate, 
take a stick about as long as a walkv-g cane 
and saw a curve into one end, into which wedge 
the hoe blade or plate of stee’. Grind it sharp, 
then take it into your hand, walk along and top 
your carrots ; with an instrument like this o e 
p-rson can top as many carrots as three persons 
with knives.

But if you have the orange carrots which 
grow almost entirely below the ground, the- 
best plan is to plough a furrow from the row of 
carrots as close to the carrots as you can plow, 
pull them, throw them in heaps and top with a 
knife.
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For making heavy or dark-colored ales the 
two-rowed is better. In this country light 
ales and lager are far more popular and are 
consumed more extensively than heavy and 
dark ales—hence there is greater demand for 
the variety of barley which will best produce 
them.

In England the reverse is true, heavy and 
dark beer being most in demand, therefore 

barley sells much the best 
In view of these facts it is not pro-

^grimltural.
the two-rowed HORSES MORE PROFITABLE THAN HOGS 

OR CATTLE.
Editor Western Rural The great

er number of farmers say, by their actions, 
that it pays better to sell grain to the 
shippers, while some say give it to the 
hogs, others feed it to cattle, and a few 
prefer feeding it to horses. Either of the 
three last mentioned are no doubt more 
profitable than the first.

Will not the raising of horses, if properly 
conducted, enable the farmer to realize the 
highest possible prices 1 I say if properly 
conducted, for if the farmer, as well as 
every one else, does not conduct his affairs 
in an economical, systematic and advan
tageous manner, it makes but little differ
ence what kind of stock lie may raise, or 
whether any at all. There is one class of 
hogs and cattle, as well as horses, that ne
ver brings any profit, that will never pay 
for the grain they eat, while another class 
will bring a reasonable return for the labor 
and feed.

It is a good hog that weighs four hundred 
pounds ; and four dollars per hundred, or 
sixteen dollars, is a good prise at sixteen 
or eighteen months old, if fat. Again,four
teen hundred pounds is good weight for 
cattle, steers and heifers, four years old ; 
and six dollars per one hundred pounds, or 
eighty-four dollars is a fair price for cattle. 
I claim that it does not cost any more to 
raise horses that will weigh fourteen hun
dred pounds and sell for two hundred dol
lars a-piece by the car-load, than it does to 
raise five hogs worth eighty dollars, or cat
tle worth eighty-four dollars. If this be 
true, we have a profit on the horse, over 
hogs, of one hundred and twenty dollars ; 
and over cattle of one hundred and sixteen 
dollars.

deep I'LouoniNo. Perhaps two hundred dollars may he
Some months since we wrote pretty fully considered two high for horses ; but it is

on the subject of deep ploughing, the ailvan- not more so than the calculation we have
tages of which we had proved for many years, made on hogs and cattle. I am aware that
We have reason to know that some of our we have a great many small, worthless
readers resolved to profit by our remarks, be- horses, that will not pay for keeping twelve
ing convinced that deeper ploughing and more month’s. But this need not necessarily be

French farmers generally employ Glauber’s suited to the plant. thorough-cultivation were absolutely necessary Hf) an,| would not if proper attention was
salt along with quick lime to kill rust, &.c., If beet sugar, however, could be made to unless in exceptional cases, to the production .)a’j(l to breeding good and large horses such
in seed wheat. About three ounces of the pay the cost of cultivation and manufacture, of crops that would be remunerative. We hope ag are j,, thy greatest demand. The breed-
salt is dissolved in one quart of water, the the enhanced production of the wheat and deeper ploughing and more thorough culture f ' j. , f V to
grain after being steeped is rolled in lime—2 barley with which it would be rotated, would will yet lie as universal in Canada, as it is b. . It «.ill lake vt-nranf the
llis. of the latter per eacli bushel of grain, ensure profits. We shall still look with in- with the good fanners of the Old Country, such an extent I V ,
Common salt often takes the place of Glau- I terest to the future of beet sugar in the i From the Iowa we give the views most strenuous étions on tne part 01 in 0
bar’s, and is invariably added to the seed- West. The great difficulty with our farmers j of an American fanner who lias tried and engaged in this branch Ot business to over-
steep, when composed of blue vitriol, is that they have neglected the breeding and proved its advantages.—Ass’t. Ed, come the evil. I. U.

there.
bable that two-rowed barley will usually 
bring as high a price or sell as readily as the 
four-rowed, amt it is wise for the grower to 
heed the demands of the market. It is 
profitable always to raise the higher-p 
grain, provided tlic aggregate sum it brings 
per acre does not fall below the lower-priced, 
as it costs less to handle the lesser number of 
bushels than the greater.

ENGLISH FARMING AND AMERICAN.
Mr. Wall, in an address to the farmers of 

New Jersey, alluded to the fact that in Eng
land, in less than a century, the production 
of wheat had risen from lfi,000,000 to 100,- 
000,000 bushels. This enormous increase he 
attributes to systematic attention to all the 
requirements of good farming ; to the skill 
and exactness with which all the operations 
are performed ; to their careful selection of 
the best varieties of seed, and to the exten
sive and good use of their barnyard manure. 
Nothing is left to casualty or chance, 
expectations are indulged in that an unusu
ally favorable season will atone for short 
comings or neglect. He alluded to the busi
ness like liberality of the English farmers in 
restoring to the earth, by means of pur
chased manures, the elements of fertility ex
hausted by cultivation, and stated that in 
1837, the first year in which bones came into 
general use as a fertilizer, the foreign bones 
imported were valued at the custom house at 
#1,500,000, since which time it is estimated 
that the amount paid for imported bones 
alone amounted to #150,000,000. Since 1841 
upward of 500,000 tons of guano have been 
used.

Mr. Wall believes that the English farmer’s 
rotation of root and grain crops comes nearly 
to perfection, and that the care which hail 
been Vies towed on root cultivation had been 
the salvation of England.

It is certainly true that the culture of root 
crops lias been the salvation of English agri
culture. The cultivation of these crops may 
as truly be the means of improving the soil 
in our Eastern States. We bad once hoped 
that the manufacture of beet sugar would en
able Western farmers to avail themselves of 
this root as a fallow crop, but we fear that 
this will prove not to be the ease, just yet ; 
perhaps time may give us cheaper labor by 
which it may be done. Fortunately, We have 
Indian corn, which enables our farmers to 
clean their land m an admirable manner, if 
properly attended to. Still, it can never take 
the place of tap rooted plants. The turnip 
crop will probably never be. available in the 
West, even if we could afford to make it 
take the place of com as a feeding crop, for 
the reason that our hot summers are not

more
riccdThe
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THE DAIRY FARM.
The dairy farm is the home of the cow. 

Our study should be to make that home 
suited in its arrangements to the peculiar 
habits, inclinations and fancy. For any 
pains we may take for her health and com
fort we will be amply repaid by an increas
ed flow of,milk. The cow is emphatically 
a domestic animal, naturally quiet, loving 
case and rest when satisfied with food and 
drink. It is essential that this peculiarity 
of her nature be consulted in the arrange
ment of our pastures and watering places.

No

to be able to

PASTURES.
Cows should not only have a variety, hut 

such a combination of grasses as will afford 
them some one or more kinds in maturity 
or approaching maturity continuously dur
ing as long a season as possible. This may 
be done by learning the nature of different 
grasses and sowing those which will mature 
in différents parts of the season as we may 
wish.

If pastures be so arranged that they can 
be provided with shade, cows will show 
their appreciation of them by an appropri
ation of their cooling efiects during a few 
hours of the sultry midsummer days.

To store carrots you want a cool, dry, well 
ventilated -cellar. If stored ill large quantité s 
in a damp, close cellar, they are apt to heat, 
and çrow. but if the cellar is well ventilated 
and is only just warm enough to keep them 
from freezing, there is no trouble in keeping 
them.

These suggestions are respectfully offered.
Yuf/NU Farmer.

Castlebar, March, 1873.

TO KILL RUST IN SEED WHEAT.
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way, and be permanent as if raised by what 
seems to us to be the more natural mode of 
seed»

In regard to the sweet potato, which never 
seem to flower with us, it takes this privilege 
in the South and thus produces seed. No 
attempt seems to have been made to raise 
these seeds until recently, when someone near 
New Orleans has taken the matter in hand 
and report has it that he has raised many 
new and improved sorts, which are superior 
in some respects to the old ones. Now that 
attempts are found to succeed in this line of 
business, there will probably be no end to the 
new varieties of sweet potatoes.—Qermanlmm 
Telegraph. -----

CORN IN HILLS AND DRILLS,
At the Michigan Agriculiural College, in 

1868, two plots of land were set apart, sub
stantially equal in character of soil, each mea
suring forty-eight rods in width. The ground 

ploughed May 5th, and manure was 
spread evenly and worked in by cultivator 
and harrow. Yellow Dent com was planted 
May 21st, in rows four feet apart ; one of the. 
plots being planted in hills and the other in 
drills. The plots were cultivated and hoed 
June 15th, and again July 7th ; the plants 
being thinned so as to leave the same number 
of stalks on each plots, including the equal 
distribution of the plants throughout the sub
division of the plots. As near as possible each 
of the two plots received the same amount of 
cultivation. The stalks were cut at the bot
tom September 17th, and stacked in good 
order ; three weeks afterward the com was 
husked and weighed. The stalks then again 
carefully stacked ; and were hauled and weighed 
in good condition, October 12th. The

was

com
on the portion planted in hills was better in 
quality than on that planted in drills. But 
the drilled portion produced 74 1-6 bushels 
of shelled com, and three tons of stalks to the 
acre, against 654 bushels of shelled corn, and 
2$ tons of stalks per acre produced by the 
portion in hills.—Rural World.

CROPS.
I shall not weary your atience by any 

details upon the subject o crops, only say- 
that soil, location, and market value of 
grain and similar questions must decide 
particular crops to be raised. One thought 
might be mentioned. Aim to raise such 
crops as have a value both as cattle feed 

d in the market, with ready sale ; we 
thus have the choice of two channels for 
disposing ot our grain.

The influence of particular kinds of 
grasses, grain, aud roots upon the question 
of quantity and quality of milk, and upon 
the flavor of butter ana cheese, are subjects 
upon which constant experiments are being 
made, and by a little study and research 
we may avail ourselves of the results of 
those experiments.

There is one thought which seems to 
commend Itself with peculiar force to the 
dairyman : What is worth having is worth 
taking care of, and what is worth doing at 
all is worth doing well.—Prairie Farmer.

an

POTATOES FOR SEED.
The following are the ideas of an old fanner 

in Maine on seed potatoes, as given in ths 
Lewiston Journal-.—We use too ripe seed 
when we propagate from tubeis that have 
lain in the ground till dead ripe. Plants that 
are propagated by tubers require different 
treatment from those propagated by seeds.
Our corns and grains that we use for seed 
like to have stand a little longer than the main 
crop, and become perfectly matured. On the 
same principle our corn is selected lrom the 
ripest, best developed ears and kemals. Bnt 
potatoes for seed should be dug and placed in 
a cool dark cellar, just as soon as a majority 
of them will slightly crack open in boiling.
This is almost invariably while the tops arc 
yet green and growing fast. The tubers are 
then in their most vigorous state. Disconnect 
them from the parent stock at that time and 
they retain their vigor. Instead of deteriora
ting, as most all of us know the older sorts 
have, their vitality is increased, and they 
yield better, with less tendency to rot. As 
long ago as 1845, and .subsequently, observa
tions led him to make some experiments to 
test the theory, and he finds it the proi 
course to puisne. Is it not often said tl 
the late planted potatoes are .better for seed 
than those planted early ? The lateness of 
their planting, presumedly, prevents perfect < 
ripening, lienee the principle of the above 
reasoning would be in force.
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much, it is not, because an immediate appli
cation in most cases may be made of muck 
treated with the salt and lime mixture, black 
mould from the woods, peat, river deposits, 
etc. Clover fields are sometimes infested by 
vegetable parasites of well developed 
ture, producing seed. The small broom ( or o- 
banche minor) is one of these. Its flower 
are of a pale brownish color. Microscopic 
examinations show that when it infests clover 
there is an organic connection between the 
plants. This parasite is interesting to the 
agriculturist, not for its utility, but for its 
mischief. The dodder (eu.inij is another of 
these depredators, belonging to the family of 
the eanvolvulaceœ, having small flowers re
sembling those of the convolvulus. It bears 
perfect seed which is shed upon the soil, and 
there germinates, pervading the ground by a 
wire-like process, doomed to a lingering death 
unless it finds a clover plant. In the com
mencement of its growth it gets its nourish
ment from the soil, but afterwards from the 
juices of the plant which it infests. The dod
der wall find the object of its destruction if 
within reach, and its papillro or peg-like 
processes, although delicate in structure, will 
sink into the stalk and. feed upon the juices 
of the clover plant. The crimson clover 

incarnatum) is now grown for soiling and 
and is a beautiful Italian plant, somc-

Much

CLOVER.
There are several of the many varieties of 

clover of great value to agriculturists. Red 
clover ( T. pratense-) is a biennial plant, hav
ing perennial qualities under special modes 
of cultivation; and is particularly adapted to 
the argillaceous soils. Small clover, or the 
rowen crop, is excellent for young stock; but 
animals should not be permitted to feed on 
clover lands in early spring, or late in au
tumn ; in the latter case the crop is likely to 
be winter-killed for want of a mulch like 
protection, and in the former is not able to 
regain full vigor during the afterpart of the 
season, and this is especially true if sheep 
are the pasturing stock. Land may be seeded 
down to clover with any of the cereal crops, 
such as wheat, barley, rye, oats, and in spe
cial cases with buckwheat. It is very desir
able th&t the seed should be sown sufficiently 
early to receive the full benefit of the spring 
rains. The dung of cattle fed on clover hay 
is often sufficient to seed laud, if distributed 
evenly throughout the soil, the seed generally 
passing through the animal organism without 
having its germinating qualities impared. 
The proportion of seed to be sown with 
timothy or other grass seeds must necessarily 
vary with the results desired. In order to 
secure even distribution, it should be sown 
in calm weather. Standing on one ridge 
while sowing on another, as is sometimes 
done, on a windy day, is unfavorable to the 
best performance of the work, even by the 
most skilful sower. If the soil be plowed in 
seven-pace lands or ridges, casting the seed 
with both hands after the Scotch system, will 
enable the operator to do his work better and 
go over twice as much ground in a given 
space of time. In dry weather, and on very 
clayey soil, it is well to bush-harrow, to 
insure full covering, and occasional rolling is 
very desirable. Every farmer should have 
plenty of clover of soiling in early spring for 
his working animals. After each cutting 
during the season, top-dress heavily with 
manures. Land becomes “clover sick” only 
ill the absence of a proper succession of crops, 
and the elements of fertility necessary for the 
support of the plant. Many farmers have 
great faith in the power of clover, when 
ploughed in, to restore fertility to exhausted 
soils. It does so only by taking carbon from 
the atmosphere, and causing elements in the 
soil to assume organic forms, thus rendering 
them more available 
and is therefore, very necessary in a rational 
system of husbandry; but if a soil be robbed 
of its fertility by excessive cropping, its equi
librium must be restored by adding deficient 
elements. I .and is often too poor for the 
seed “to take.” In this case it should be 
summer-fallowed, manured, sowed to winter 
grain, and to clover in the spring. I’rof. Way 
found in 100 parts of the ash of clover, 
grown on a silicious sand, phosphoric acid 
5.82, lime 35.02, potash 18.44, soda 2.79, 
sulphuric acid 3.91. As indicated by analy
tic research, plaster of Paris, which is sul
phate of lime, the phosphates, wood ashes, 
and muck treated with the shit and lime 
mixture, are excellent top-dressings for clover. 
The use of plaster, sometimes called gypsum, 
is often of great value for top-dressing, even 
in the immediate vicinity of plaster beds. We 
have seen instances of this fact along the 
Grand River in Upper Canada, where the 
gypsum taken from the beds was ground and 
applied to the soil above them with the 
greatest advantage. The practice of plough
ing in a clover crop preparatory to tho grow
ing of wheat is of much importance. There 
is a great similarity between the composition 
of the ashes of wheat and clover, especially if 
the latter be grown on soil replete with the 
necessa-iy constituents. Analytical reseach 
has shown that tho composition of clover or 
any other plant varies with the chemical 
condition of a soil; this truth has been often 
enough demonstrated. Clover crops should 
therefore bo grown on soil containing suffi
cient pabulum, and in an available condition 
for their support." The growing of clover is 
equal to deep ploughing, because its long 
roots travel deeply in search of food for the 
stems and leaves, which, if ploughed into tho 
land will undergo decomposition, and leave 
near the surface elomenls taken from the sub
soil. Its leaves take carbonic acid from the 
atmosphere, and the ploughing in of the crop 
augments the carbon of a soil very materially, 
which changes its color, and gives it greater 
capacity to absorb solar heat and to retain 
manures and ammonia, whether resulting 
from their decomposition, or absorbed for the 
atmosphere. It is very doubtful whether 
in all cases clover is the most economical 
mode of furnishing carbon. If time be worth

stroc-

(T.
hay,
times cultivated as a border flower, 
attention is given at present to its cultivation 
in Scotland. Fulton’s experiments in grow
ing crimson clover attracted special attention 
from the members of the Highland Agricultu
ral Society. A large crop was grown from 
seed sown by Mr. Fulton on land from which 
a crop of early potatoes had just been taken. 
Three months after it was sown, on Oct. 17, 
the yield was 24 tons per imperial acre. He 
arrived at the following conclusions:—It is 
highly valuable as a secondary crop after 
early potatoes ; it is an excellent crop to 
precede turnips; it will withstand severe 
weather if well established before frost; it 
produces an excellent crop of forage, much 
relished by all the live stock of the farm. If 
the land is not very clean, it will not answer 
so well as vetches, but it is of easy cultivation. 
Coming early to the scythe as a summer crop, 
10 or 12 weeks after sowing, it may bo pro
duced very early in the season if wanted for 
stock. White clover ( T. repenx) is an excel
lent plant on all pasture lands, of great value 
in sheep husbandry, adapted to almost every 
kind of soil—loamy, rocky, sandy, or clayey 
—and its network of roots is all through the 
soil.—“ American Cyclopaedia.”

as food for other crops,

potatoes mixing in the hill.
It must not be supposed that because some 

vegetables originate from what is technically 
called a “ sport,” that this method of creation 
is not as natural and permanent as that of 
reproduction by seed. We are so accustomed 
to this latter mode of origination in new va
rieties that we are liable to imagine it nature’s 
only mode ; but the history of many things 
shows that good permanent varieties originate 
in this way sometimes. We have heard, for 
instance, of potatoes mixing in the hill. Some 
one plants a piece of white potatoes. He 
knows they were all white, yet on digging he 
finds a tuber, or set of tubers, all red. There
fore he fancies that bees have brought the 
pollen of tho red variety from some distance 
to the white flower, anil that in this way the 
pollen of the red became infused with the 
white, and that this infusion Of pollen affected 
the sap so as to infuse the whole plant, 
down to the tubers, and this is what is called 
“ mixing in the hill."

even

It is clear from one circumstance that mix
ing cannot occur in that way, for if our obser
vations are correct, as we believe they are, 
bees do not exhibit much partiality for the 
potato blossom. The chance, therefore, that 
pollen is carried backward and forward, and 
thus mixed by them, is small. But there is 
no occasion for inventing any such roundabout 
explanation. The sweat potato “mixes” in 
just the same way as the other potato. That 
is to say, the plant will occasionally produce 
a red tuber from a white stock, or a white one 
from a red stock, and yet the sweet potato in 
this part of the world produces 
dll. It is believed that all the varieties of 
the sweet potato under culture were raised in 
this way, that is, that a tuber was found 
varying from the rest, and this one saved or 
“ selected,” originated a new variety or race.

The fact is there is an innate power in 
plants to change sometimes, without the in
vention of seed or the seed organs, and there 
would therefore seem to be

ifower atno

no reason why 
varieties may not sometimes originate in this

t.
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MEADOWS.

In regard to the arrangement of meadows 
but little need be said. Both pastures and 
meadows should be large enough, or rather 
the amount of stock should be small enough 
to give ample feed at all seasons. One rule 
we should aim to follow—give stock enough 
of what they like best. I think we have 
always overlooked the importance of a 
variety of feed—at least wo are very much 
behind our English neighbors who have 
for very many years been noted for their 

, fine pastures and meadows. I find in look
ing up the subject a little, that in England 
some 30 or 35 different kinds of grasses 
are in general use, many of them imparts 
a desirable fragrance to their hay, causing 
it to be eaten by their cows with a pecu
liar relish. In this country not more than 
six or eight are common, and cows are often 
kept through an entire winter on one kind 
of hay alone, which should be avoided.

Roots have been too much neglected, 
perhaps, mainly on account of the amount 
of labor required in raising them. Most 
of them are most relished by stock in con
sequence of their freshness and furnishing 
a variety, and some of them rank high in 
nutritive virtues. The total nutritive per
centage in 100 pounds, as given bv good 
authority, is, of potatoes, 20; sugar beet, 
14; mangold wurtzel, 13; while carrots are 
only 7,and common white turnips are only 4

Another reason for sowing a variety of 
grasses is, that individual plants of the 
same species will uot thrive in close prox
imity toeacl other,but intermediate plants 
will soon decay, as all are drawing heavily 
upon the same elements of the soil. But 
if different kinds of grasses are sown, the 
roots will interlock and thrive close to eaoh 
other, and thus we get a good turf, in 
which no weeds grow, and we have a clean 
crop of hay. The prevention of the growth 
of weeds is quite important, as many of 
them are eaten by the cows and a bad fla
vor given to butter and cheese.

willow for live fence posts.
In the year 1863, I bought and set nine 

thousand white willow cuttings. Many of 
them were very small, and as the summer 

very dry, I lost about half of them. The 
next spring I cut back and filled up the vacant 
places, and that summer was very dry and I 
lost many more. The next spring I tilled the 
gaps without cutting back, but they did not 
do well, and are yet very small, and I am now 
tilling up with cuttings every spring, as I have 
time, from two to four inches in diameter and 
four or more feet long, and they are doing 
well, considering the dry summers we have 
had. When I use cuttings for live posts I 
take those that are four inchesormorethrough, 
and from six to'ten feet long, and set them 
one and a half feet deep; ram the first six 
inches hard, then cut a large circle the depth 
of the spade around the post, leaving the soil 
well pulverized for the roots, and mulch well. 
Tho first cuttings that I put out are now 
about thirty feet high, and from four to eight 
inches through, and will make about live 
thousand posts, and a largo amount of fine 

id have my fence left. When I have

was

wood ai
cut for posts or wood I have had them make 
fifteen feet growth from the stump the first 
year, and the second growth is very straight. 
I bore holes through the posts and put on 
wires (No, 7 is the best), use live or more 
wires and strain with common posts. If the 
posts are four or more inches when set they 
will be firm enough for a fence in three years. 
Weave in strips of boards or sticks of wood 
taken from the wood jtile, and you will have 
a fence which will be much cheaper and bet
ter than boards. 1 am aware that many will 
say that w'illow will not make a good fence, 
hut they might as well tell me that I cannot 
raise a good crop of corn. Another objection 
to the willow' hedge is that it shades too much 
ground. 1 got as good grass in tho shade of 
my willows, and have for nine years, as 1 do 
anyw'here else, and have fifteen feet to turn 
my farming implements on. From my wood 
kind I get fire wood and nothing more, but 
with my hedge 1 getfence posts, good firewood, 
-\ good wind break and good shelter for my 

lack. 1 now have thirty thousand trees from 
dae years’ growth down to three years, and 
J1 the cuttings I have used, taken from ray 

nedges have done well. If live posts are used 
for pasture fences they should be ten feet long 
and the colts cannot reach the top .— Prairie. 
Farmer.
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fungus growth, without injuring 
highly organized potato plant. The app 
tion of finely divided sulphur is beneficial 
as in other plant diseases. It is stated that, 
if as soon as the disease had attacked the 
fields, the steins be cut down close to the 
ground, the infection will not extend to the 
tubers ; and when the crop is nearly ripe this 
may be a judicious application, but it neces
sarily has the effect to stop any further 
growth. Even in this case, however, the po
tatoes may bo serviceable for seed for the 
coming year. After reviewing all that has 
been said on the subject, a writer comes to 
the conclusion that the only way in which 
there is any reasonable hope of relief from the 
scourge is m obtaining early maturing kinds. 
August, in England at least, is the month 
when the disease is worst, especially if the 
weather be both wet and warm. If the crop 
can be secured before this period the evil will 
be avoided. The production of early kinds, 
so as to cause a systematic improvement, is 
possible only with time united to skill and 
patience. ----- “

the more 
lica- 
here

raised by what 
natural mode of

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS OF A SUCCESSFUL 
FARMER.

Few persons imagine how much knowledge 
and especially what varied knowledge it is 
necessary a man should possess to be a suc
cessful farmer. There is scarcely a branch of 
science which is not intimately connected 
with agriculture. It is true a fanner may be 
the most ignorant of men and yet make good 
profits out of his holding ; but this success is 
due to incidental circumstances beyond his 
control, and from which he profits ignorantly. 
Experience goes a long way, but étudy is ne
cessary, especially study during youth. A 
theoretical farmer, without any practice or 
experience whatever, will probably lose Ilia 
money ; but a man who has experience and 
knowledge drawn from books, will, other 
things being equal, make §250, where another 
who lias expenence only, without the assis
tance and hints given by the study of various 
subjects and sciences, will only make $150.

farmer’s children.
Mrs. Howard writes in the Lansing Jlepttb- 

lican: “ Before their school days begin, the 
children of respectable farmers should know 
by daily participation how to feed and pet 
the small animals on the farm ; should learn 
to tell by the look and action of an animal 
when it is sick and needs nursing. As soon 
as the child is old enough to be taught some
thing of its value, and of the process of its 
growth, he should at every proper season be 
allowed to help set a tree of some kind to bo 
liis own, and thus from the earliest recollec
tion leam to love the soil and products of his i 
home. Children will doubtless acquire, by 
occasional visits to large towns, a love of 
more show and freedom than they ean find 
on the farm. This is to be expected ; but 
while acquiring these ideas, let them be taught 
the expense of all these desirable attainments, 
not in money merely but in many other 
ways. ’’

deep plowing vs. shallow plowing.

Editor Homestead:—I heard a man in the 
early part of this season say that if he did p] 
a certain field to corn he should plow it shallow; 
the field being a creek bottom, and as the sea
son was a wet one, the land most of the time 
was wet by the frequent rains. This was said 
in the presence of several farmers, and of 
course brought out the expression of others 
in regard to the depth of plowing. All but 
one said that their experience in plowing for 
corn was on the side of shallow plowing. I 
remarked that the old motto was to “plow deep 
if you would have com to sell and corn to 
keep,’’and I believe it to be as true to-day as 
it was three-fourths of a century ago. That’s 
old fogy, say they. Can it be possible that 
men of large and long experience have adop
ted this theory of deep plowing, and backed 
it up by their practice, proving it to their own 
satisfaction, and it would seem that it ought 
to convince others of its truth that deep til
lage for com at least was the true principle ? 
Is it old fogyism when practice proves theory 
to be true Î

In the spring of 1860. I plowed a field for 
corn with two yoke of oxen to a 12 inch plow, 
putting the plow to such a depth that it was 
hard work enough for the two yoke of oxen 
to draw it, turning up dirt that never saw 
daylight before. In a field adjoining a renter. 
was at the same time plowing for corn ; plow
ing as most renters do plow, in a way so as 
not to hurt their teams—(not deep). The two 
fields (his and my own) were planted at the 
same time. About the time that our com 
was up, the renter took a notion to migrate 
farther westward, and wanted to sell out his 
interest in the crop. I bought him out. The 
two fields were tended alike, as my interest 
was alike in both. Through the growing sea
son a marked difference could be seen in the 
growth of the com. It will be remembered 
that the season of 1860 was a very dry one in 
the West, especially in Western Iowa. In 
the fall when I came to gather the corn, 
men who helped me to do the work said that 
there were two bushels on the ground of the 
deep plowing to one on the rented ground, as 
we called it, and I thought they were not 
much out of the way.

The following spring both fields were sown 
to wheat of the same variety, put in the same 
way, and as near as possible at the same time. 
The grain of the two fields was threshed by 
the same machine. The field of the deep 
plowing averaged 22J bushels to the acre ; 
that of the shallow plowed not quite 14 bush
els to the acre. I could never account for the 
difference in the yield of the corn and the 
wheat in any other way than from the differ
ence in the plowing.

WATER.
It is perhaps unnecessay to say anything 

here of the necessity of providing cows 
with pure water. Yet it is so very impor
tant and so much neglected that this ap
pears to be one of the truths that need a 
frequent repetition. We consider that 
87-100 of milk is water, and 34-100 ot all 
good, soft, mellow cheese is water, we at 
once see the impossibility of the production 
of pure milk without pure water. It should 
not only be pure, but it should be in abun
dance, and in convenient places, to avoid 
to much exercise by the cow in obtaining 
it, as that tends to hurt the milk, and it 
comes into the hands of the dairyman car
rying more animal heat and odor, which, ii 
not destroyed, just so much helps the milk 
on iu its decomposition.
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WATERING STOCK.

Many persons are under the impression 
that it is wholly or quite unnecessary to 
to water sheep more than once a day in 
winter, and not all in summer, when on 
pasture. There could not be a greater 
fallacy. It is true that sheep, and also 
horses, will manage to live, and even do 
tolerably well in dry pastures in summer, 
by feeding exclusively at night. But care
ful observation will show that if allowed, 
water will always be taken in small quan
tities, and usually at regular intervals, and 
this with advantage to themselves and 
profit to their owners. There can be no 
more vicious practice than that of watering 
but once a dav, as many otherwise good 
farmers do.

It has been pretty well demonstrated 
that a large amount of water taken at one 
time is detrimental to health,and especially 
to fattening animals, as producing an un
necessary amount of carbonic acid. Besides 
in winter, sheep, as well as any other ani
mals, when they are watered regularly, 
will take so much that it chills them ; or, 
if very cold, will not drink at all. But if 
allowed freedom to drink at will, they 
will consume only just enough, and that at 
regular intervals. Therefore, tree access to 
water, both summer and winter, or water
ing regularly, not less than twice a day, 
ought to be regarded as indispensible by 
every Hock-master. If there is a shepherd 
who is not aware of the difference there 
will be in the condition of sheep that have, 
and of those that have not, been thus wa
tered during the winter, lie has but to try 
it to be convinced.—Colonial Farmer.

THE WHEAT CROP OF 1873 IN ENGLAND.
Mr. James Sanderson, the eminent valuer, 

writes : The continuous heavy rains during 
the last three weeks have not only suspended 
seeding operations but also have caused serious 
damage to sown wheat. A considerable area 
of land has been submerged and must be re
sown, while on a large breadth of strong 
clays the braird is thin and sickly, and a con
siderable portion of the seed has perished. 
Indeed, deep chalk soils, which are little affec
ted by either excessive rains or droughts— 
the chalk rapidly absorbing an excess of rain, 
and yet retaining sufficient moisture in dry 
seasons—are the only soils on which the wheat 
plants are healthy and promising. The au
tumn sown area is unusually short. In the 
counties of Sussex, Essex, Suffolk and Hunt
ingdon not more than one half the usual 
breadth of land has been seedei, and taking 
England generally not more than two-thirds 
of the average acreage has been sown. Nor 
is it possible that there can be an additional 
area sown in spring to balance the diminished 
autumn sown area. The soaked and pulpy 
state of the land must make a late seed-time, 
and unless there are severe naked frosts iu 
January, a favorable seed bed will not be se
cured. Judging from present appearances the 
area under wheat in 1873 will prove one of 
the shortest on record, and this following the 
most inferior crop which has been harvested 
fur many years, must awaken serious appre
hensions on the part of consumers as well as 
producers. Perhaps a higher range of prices 
than those of the present would, by increasing 
the already liberal foreign supply, eventually 
prove the best policy.

•Id. EGGS.
Pack in barrels well hooped (not salt bar

rels). Use clean cut straw, not more than 70 
to 75 dozen in a barrel. Straw weighs light 
and costs little, thus saving in freight ; if you 
cannot get rye straw use wheat straw, but 
never use oat straw-, dirty oats, hay dust, saw 
dust, or bran. If you use good oats, first lay 
a layer 1 J inches on the bottom, then a sheet 
of strong paper to prevent the eggs iront 
working through to the bottom of the barrel ; 
alternate eggs and oats to the top. Instead of 
the head top off with straw, ami cover with 

; they will then be taken caro of by 
the railroad company in handling. Small 
boxes, from 20 to 30 dozen, sell best, 
little straw on the bottom, h avc the top so as 
they ean be soon, only cover with pieces of 
far enough apart that the eggs cannot bo 
taken out without lifting a lath; be correct in 
counting ; mark the evunt on each package, 
when we know all will be right. Iteturna 
are mado the day of sales.
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POTATO DISEASE.
THE SOILING SYSTEM AT COL. CROZIER's FARM, 

NORTH PORT, L. 1.Hardtoicke's Science Gossip (London) discus
ses the potato disease. The true cause of the
evil is now well ascertained to consist in the . One of our correspondents writes us about 
disorganization of the tissues of the plants, his visit to the above farm, and the extensive 
caused by a fungus known as Pervnospora in- operations carried on there on the high farm- 
festans. This never developes itself .on the lng system that is, getting the heavier pro
upper surface of the leaf (which appears to be ducts off the land and at the same timekeep- 
quite impervious to its attacks),and it seldom m8 up its fertility. Soiling seems to be 
originates in the stems ; but the mycelial practised on a very large scale. Our corres- 
threads pass down from the leaves and soon pondent says : Twenty-live acres of mangold 
roach the tuber. The stem and the leaves were grown the past season, yielding 1000 
then rapidly rot and fall off upon the earth, bushels per acre.-—Samples of these were on 
in an offensive mass. So rapid, indeed, is the exhibition at the I air of American Institute, 
growth of the fungus that in a few days it Twenty-five acres of fodder com were gr 
will spread from plant to plant over a large and cut with a moving machine, which 
tract, giving to the field the appearance of 0rozler believes to be the best machine for all 
having been attacked by frost. The prime purposes of the farm. This was cured in the 
causa of the death of the leaf is probably to hekt, and then stored in stacks made on ele- 
be found in the choking of its breathing pores vated platforms to secure ventilation below 
resembling iu a measure the action of croup a“d through the stacks , -50 bushels of rye 
iu a human subject. The omission of perspir- I were sown for feed ; 20 acres of turnips and 
ation or moisture from the leaf is thus pre- | n‘ne acr03 raPe> ^or feeding, coining in 
vonted, and the plant becomes surcharged after fodder corn, and an article which Arner- 
with moisture, which rapidly rots the stums ““ farmers and graziers seem to know little 
amd leaves, the mycelium preying upon the about. 1 hiUulelp/ua Practical r armer. 
tissues. It is very common to find a species
of aphis upon the leaves and stems of the iu- beet root sugar in California.
footed plant, and many persons have ascribed The All a Californian says : The Alvarado
to this minute insect the origin and perpétua- Beet Sugar Company has made arrangements 
tion of the evil. It is, however, the opinion for next year’s planting, which will cover 
of most of the authorities that the disease is about 200 acres of its own land atnl 400 acres 
primarily caused by the fungus, which attacks of land belonging to farmers in the vicinity.
perfectly healthy plants, and that the aphides The Company undertakes to pay to outsiders milk to a pound of butter.
simply find in the resulting decay a suitable §4.50 per ton for good beets delivered. The .
and agreeable resting place. Very little can j yield near Alvarado ranges from 10 to 20 tons Mr. Mackie writes Oeorge E. \\ anng, that 
be done to arrest the disease, from the fact ! and the average about 15 tons, The area 13 Jersey cows, from the 13th to the 20th of
that the infection spreads so rapidly that the I planted in 1873 will be aboùt 10 per cent. October last, ( i days) gave 1,0., 1 pounds of ...... . ... ... , .
first intimation of its presence may be the greater than in 1872. The yield of last year milk; aVerage per eow per day, 17.02 pounds; saturated in this brine ; this wil keen it 
destruction of the crop in an entire field, was 8,000 tons, and one half of it has been from which was 804 pounds of butter, or one sweet. Loll.butter- Each roll should be done 
Potatoes escape with little or 110 disease, in worked up. and the beets on hand will keep pound of butter to 18.22 pounds of milk; each up in a white muslin cloth, and packed to 
the neighborhood of chemical works ; which the mill going till May 1st. The pulp is used cow yielding (i 7-8 pounds per week. Milk good oak half barrels or'in small white oi
ls due po-sibly to the effect of the sulphurous while sweet lor feeling 350 oxen, intended set 111 shallow pans. Cows at pasture, with basswood boxes, not to exceed oO pounds 
acid or other gases wiiich are noxious to the for the San Francisco market. , no feed but grass. I each. Use 110 paper around butter packages

UNSKILLED FARMING.

What is applicable to the professional class 
is also to the laboring class, the mechanic, 
and the farmer, upon whom depends the 
prosperity of all classes, they should he such 
practically ; but in order to succeed, theory 
and practice must go hand iu hand. A far- 
mor ought to know the philosophy or lirinei- 
pilo upon which every fanning implement 
works, and also the condition of the soil, and 
judge the quality ;of the seed, yet with all 
this knowledge meet with poor success for 
want of that knowledge gained by practice. 
A city man in the East went on a farm; he 
had the theory and thought it sufficient; took 
farming tools, his stock, and two agricultural 
papers. His stuck yard laid on the river side 
(the river fenced one side); in trying to drive 
a calf in the yard, it being contrary, ,ke 
caught it by the tail; the calf took fright and 
rail around until at last it took for the river, 
the man hanging on, the calf jumpud down 
the bank, man and all, the man got hung by 
his suspenders, hut the calf swam across the 
river and was never heard of, and the gentle
man sold all out, and went back to the city, 
just as you might expieet.— Willamette Parmer, 
(Oreijon.)
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BUTTER.
For each twelve pounds of butter, »se one 

one pmuiid of the following ingredients after 
they arc properly incorporated with each 
other : Eleven poundsAshton salt, 6 pound* loaf 
sugar, and three-fourths of a pound of salt 
]ietre. The firkins to he made of white oak 
timber, entirely free of sap, and must weigh 
22 pounds, ami lie finished in every piart in 
the most perfect manner. While packing th 
brine must not bo allowed to touch the exte 
rior of the package. The package should lie 
kept scrupulously clean, and when full, with 
the head in, should tie covered with coarse 
sacking, which should remain on while tho 
package is in transit to market. Tubs should 
hold about fifty pounds, the cover fit tight— 
and the package be ns small anil smoothly 
made as the firkin, and well sacked to keep 
it clean. All packages should be soaked with 
brine for two days before receiving the butter.

ANOTHER MODE.
Butterisoften shipped in a deplorable condi 

tion, whereas, if the following instructions were 
adhered to those interested would be hand
somely rewarded for the pains taken. Solid 
jiacked butter, to command the best prices, 
must be put up uniform in color ; small tubs 
sell best. Tubs should be soaked in brine 
tinctured with saltpetre, a tablespoonful to a 
bucket of brine. Cover butter with clotl.s
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We have in our Western plains almost an em
pire m territory to populate ; in the course of 
a few years it will be teeming with inhabit
ants ; it is especially the home of the cattle 
kind ; its hills and valleys furnish the succu
lent grasses upon which the buffalo and other 
animals fatten kindly ; this must be in the 
nature of things peculiarly a gl azing country 
furnishing food to millions of our more East
ern people. It is important to these people 
that they make the right start in cattle raising 
having for breeders those whose produce will 
command the highest pride in the markets 
where they are to be consumed. This insures 
prosperity to our Short-horn breeders for 
many years to come.— Lexbujlon Home Jour- 
nul.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE IN COLD CLIMATES.
A farm near the city of Ogdensburgh, N. 

Y., containing 170 acres, has now upon it 40 
head of cattle, all either full-blooil or high 
grades of Ayrshires, put into the stables 
the 15th Is ov. last—since which time we 
have had frequent snowstorms, with snow at 
least three feet deep in the woods, and ex
tremely cold weather (down to 30 below, 
Dec. 26, and to 20 again Jan. 12), freezing 
the manure in the stable a great portion of 
the time—now half-wintered on the straw of 
7 h acres of oats, barley and picas, with about 
200 bushels of mangolds, and the fodder of 
11 acres of Western corn, planted in drills, 
and put away in the mow with the straw 
above mentioned, in alternate layers, without 
any hay. In this herd are several cows in 
milk, making an average of two pounds of 
butter daily. One dry two-year-old heifer 
was killed for beef Jan. 4th ; and the 
week a new milch grade cow was sold for 
$75, showing the condition of this straw-fed 
herd.

If there is any other breed of cattle that 
can be kepit in a thriving condition with the 
quantity and quality of feed suppilied to this 
herd, it would be of vast importance to far
mers and dairymen, particularly those who 
are located in the northern portions of the 
United States and Canada, where animals 
are housed and fed (as all should be) in the 
manger, say seven months in every twelve. 
It is to be hoped that such information may 
be published.—Com. in Nat. L. S. Journal.
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DIAKREIEA IN CALVES.
A young breeder having had a case he 

could not control, asks for a remedy. This 
complaint is often caused by giving a calf too 
much milk at a time, or cold milk instead of 
that in the condition in which it would be 
drawn from the ilam. This same correspon- 
dent, without stating what his piractiee has 
been, asks whether it is best to keepj calves 
separate from their dams, or to let them run 
together. We think the calves do best 
when allowed to run with the cows, if the 
weather is favorable, and especially is this 
the case where there is any derangement of 
the bowels, because it is important that the 
calf should, if ailing in this way, have its 
food often, and but little at a time. But it 
is better for the cow to be separated from the 
calf, and to have it suck at stated periods—- 
say twice a day, or three times for the first 
week or ten days.

The treatment of diarrhoea may be, three 
drachms of carbonate of soda in well-boiled 
wheat-Üour gruel, once a day ; or give a 
talilespoonful of common rennet after each 
meal of milk.

The old piractiee was, to give first a dose of 
castor oil say two ounces—or three ounces 
of salts, and then chalk, catechu and ginger, 
in the piropiortion of one ounce of chalk, four 
drachms of catechu, and two drachms of 
ginger, to be given in gruel.—National Live 
Stuck Journal.

ECONOMIZING ROOD.
Much depends upion the warmth and com

fortable accommodation of animals in this 
respiect. It is the food that piroduces animal 
heat, or rather that tends to keepi it up ; 
the farmbr can economize that food and i 
one-half of it go about as far as the whole 
would, by kccpiing his stock in warm, com
fortable winter quarters. The cold winds 
penetrate through every crevice of the bam. 
No matter how small that crevice the cold 
will find its way through. If you would eco- 
liomize your food look thoroughly to the 
warmth and condition of your barns and 
stables, for herein lies the great secret of 
success in saving food. “Stop out the cold 
and you can keepj more stock upion the same 
amount of food,” is the verdict of the past and 
present age.
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though often bom with the colt, or observable 
very soon after birth, it usually appears to be 
independent of hereditary transmission. In 
a few cases in which we have known it to re- 
apipear in the progeny of stringhalt parents, 
it has followed the sire rather than the dam. 
No treatment, either of pregnant mare or of 
her foal, can prevent its occurring. Violent 
exertion, undue excitement, unwonted sights 
and sounds, as in other animals, tell very pre
judicially on the fœtus in piregnant mares, and 
become a source of spiringhalt. Chorea and 
other disorders in children are often traceable 
to frights and violent nervous impressions 
sustained by the female while the child is in 
utero. In well established cases of stringhalt 
neither iron, arsenic, strychnia nor electricity 
are of any piermanent value as a cure.

FERTILIZING PROPERTIES IN BONES.

The true value of bones, aside from their 
importance in the arts for handles, rings, 
paints, clarifying sugar, etc., is fast beginning 
to be appreciated in this country. Peopile 
were horrified a few years since by the pub
lished account of the tons of human bones 
transported from the battle-field of Waterloo, 
to be ground and strewn over the worn-out 
lands of Europe. From time immemorial it 
has been known that vegitation, and particu
larly tree, thrive immensely in grave-yards.

Now, it is neither the gelatine nor glue 
that holds the particles of bone together, nor 
the lime of which they are composed, which 
gives activity to vegetable growth alone, but 
the phosphorus in them, that inflammable 
material of which matches are manufactured, 
known in its combination as phosphate oL 
lime, that plants seize upon with avidity a$|j$|i 
food. Nothing else within the range of agri ” 
cultural experience so rapidly developes the 
cellular structure.

To be most useful the bones should be pul
verized, and that enables water to make a 
quicker solution of the phosphate, which the 
minute rootlets immediately absorb and cir
culate through the shaft, leaves and fruit. 
Save the bones, therefore. Let nothing go to 
waste. There are actual treasures concealed 
in a dry bone, if the right course is pursued 
to extract them.

In the skeleton of a horse, an ox, or even a 
dog or cat, there are about from one to four 
pounds of phosphorus. The carcass of any of 
those animals, cut up, and distributed among 
fruit trees, instead of being buried out of the 
way as a nuisance, would be to them a rich 
entertainment of delicious food. — Colonial 
Farmer.
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IMPORTANCE OF FEEDING REGULARLY.

Success in feeding operations does not de
pend altogether upon feeding liberally. The 
usual supply of food should be given with 
regularity ; and when the time comes at 
which the stock should be fed, nothing should 
serve as an excuse for delay. And whether 
the practice of feeding two or three times a 
day is pursued, the farmer should see that 
the stock is fed promptly when the time 
comes.

The system becomes accustomed to the 
times at which food is taken ; and if the food 
is not taken at these times, derangement and 
injury is sure to result. When the stock is 
not fed at the proper times, the animals are 
disappointed and thrown into a state of ner
vous excitement and anxiety, highly deroga
tory to their improvement. And any one 
who has seen a lot of cows lowing up and 
down the yard, or seen a lot of pigs squealing 
and rushing from one side of the pen to the 
other, because the hour at which they had 
become accustomed to receive their food had 
been suffered to pass without it, need not be 
told that such animals are not only not in the 
way of improvement, but that they are aotu- 

ly losing ground.
But this excitement and worry is not the 

only evil result which follows the delay in 
giving food, the appetite and digestive appar
atus become deranged, and some animals will 
gorge themselves to such a degree as to be
come quite uncomfortable, even if not made 
actually sick, while others will not take as 
much as they require. “We know how it is 
ourselves ” is a cant phrase which is often 
appropriate ; and any one of our readers who 
has been called upon to make extended jour
neys by rail, has probably experienced the 
ill effects which result from irregular meals. 
To ride until ten o’clock in the morning, for 
instance, before having an opportunity for 
breakfast, or until three o’clock before arriv
ing at the dinner station, is sure to try the 
patience and endurance of all. Many a per
son has become very uneasy from hunger, and 
when the eating-house was reached has found 
that his appetite had become so deranged 
that he scarcely cared to partake of a mouth
ful ; while others, in whom the derangement 
was of a different character, would gormand
ize to such a degree as to be scarcely able to 
sit iu comfort for hours after. And when 
men, with their ability to reason and to com
prehend the cause and the necessity of the 
delay, experience these injurious results from 
this irregularity, the dumb brutes, who can
not comprehend the cause of the delay, and 
when the hour for feeding arrives are expect
ing it every minute until it comes, must sus
tain an injury much more serious. The suc
cessful farmer will never allow liis stock to 
become hungry even for the shortest length 
of time, and finds it to his advantage to keep 
his stock comfortable, to preserve them from 
excitement of all descriptions, and to keep 
their digestive organs in a state of the high
est health. To secure success, there should 
be stated intevals for feeding, and these in
tervals should be strictly observed.—National 
Live Stock Journal.
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WHEN TO APPLY FERTILIZERS.

Prof. Voclcker, of the English Royal Agi 
cultural Society, reports as follows on recent 
experiments :

A considerable percentage of the nitrate of 
soda was parried off in the drainage, when 
applied at a fertilizer. The soil did not retain 
the whole of the salt, nor of the assimilable

I •i-

>idI
I nitrogen. Being readily dissolved in the soil, 

it should not be applied till late in the spring, 
according to the climate and season. The 
sulphate of ammonia lays in the ground better 
than the nitrate of soda, and should be sown 
two weeks earlier ; potash, salt and soluable 
phosphates at the same time. All stable and 
yard manure is best applied in the fall or win 
ter. Lime, marl and gypsum may be applied 
in January, February and March—the earlier 
the better.

Mr. J. B. Lawes, of England, has a plot of 
experimental meadow- that has had fourteen 
$ms of stable manure every year since 
1843. Plants grown on this surface have ab
sorbed all the rain water so that little or none 
has been discharged by underdrams. Similar 
drains under a part of the meadow not 
manured 
year.”
within thirty-six inches of the surface 1,910 
tons of water ; whilo the same area and 
depth of a similar ground unmanured, holds 
only 191 tons. These facts show how largely 
manuring from 1843 to 1871 changes the 
character and constitution of a soil, 
ilustrious, reading and scientific farmer may 
make his farm what he pleases.
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WHAT GREELEY THQI/GHT OF PLASTER.

In one of his last agricultural addresses, 
Horace Greeley gave his testimony in favor 
of land plaster (gypsum) as follows :

As to a fertilizer, I place gypsum or plaster 
first on the list, without supposing it to be of 
equal value everywhere, even of any value 
under all conceivable circumstances. And 
yet I doubt that a hill or dry plain can be 
found inland on which a first application of 
plaster, to the extent of 200 pounds per acre, 
would not be repaid in the very next crop, 
more especially if that crop were clover.

Wherever ground plaster may be had for 
less than $20 a ton (as it can be in some parts 
of the Union) I hold that each fanner who 
has not yet tried it should buy at least one 
ton, apply it to ten acres in strips of two roils 
width, alternating with a like breadth left 
unsown, and carefully watch the result. If 
no benefit is realized he may safely conclude— 
not the plaster is a humbug—but that his 
land does not need it, or that he has not 
known how and when to apply it. In my own 
case I judge that I have bought no other fer
tilizer that paid so amply and speedily as 
plaster.

have run freely several times a 
An acre of long manured lands holdsi
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§ RURAL AND DOMESTIC.

If worms infest your flowor-pots apply wa
ter in which a little fresh lime has been dis
solved.—A Minnesota dairy produced 27,434 
lbs. of cheese last season, without putting 
itself out of the whey.—A pair of boots in 
Iowa costs just two loads of potatoes, and to 
raise the pqtatocs just wears out a pair of 
boots. A dairyman at Storrington, Frontenac 
county, Ont., kept careful accounts last year 
and found that his average receipts from each 
of his 56 cows was $49.57.—There are 57 far
mers in the Minnesota legislature, a fact 
which ought to insure to that State a fair 
share of attention to the agricultural interest. 
—When a farmer loses a horse, a sheep, 
or any other animal, instead of throw
ing the carcass to the dogs and crows, or 
burying it, and in this manner losing it, let 

.him throw over it a few handfuls of slaked 
lime, and then from eight to ten times the 
bulk of the animal of earth. By this means 
the fertilizing gases which are thrown off 
during the decomposition of the animal will 
be absorbed. He will thou have one or two 
cartloads of manure, which will pay him five 
times ovor for his pains.

i

‘ ■ IS STRINGHALT UERIDITARY ?B The North British Agriculturalist, in answer 
to a question asking if stringhalt is heriditary, 
states the case thus :—-

The precise conditions on which stringhalt 
consists are yet unknown. Frequently it is 
traceable to tumors about the brain ; some
times spicuhe of bone have, after death, been 
found pressing upon the great nerve going 
down the hinder extremity. Probably any 
causes which interfere with the nutrition of 
the brain, spinal cord, or even of the large 
nerves, may induce the peculiar catching 
movement characteristically entitled string- 
halt. In many cases it resembles chorea, or 
St. Vitus’s dance. It may, indeed, be fittingly 
regarded as chorea affecting the extremities.

Although more common in the hind limbs, 
it occasionally effects one or both fore legs. 
The nervous way some horses carry their 
heads; the trembling muscular twitching and 
other fantastic movements of the head which 
are often excited while the bridle is being put 
on, appear to be manifestations of conditioM 
very similar to stringhalt. All these defects 

usually particularly apparent when the 
animal is first brought out of the stable, and 
when from any cause he is irritated or an
noyed.

The slightest cases of stringhalt are readily 
enough made apparent by causing the animal 
to move backward, or to take a sharp turn, 
when for a few steps the natural symmetry of 
motion is disturbed, and the sudden catching 
up of the affected limb is particularly notice
able. The great majority of cases of string- 
halt appear to bo brought on by causes over 
which we have as yet but little control. Al-
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In England, this year, 1,882 head of short
horn cattle have been sold for about $555.090. 
The average price was not far from $300, and 
the highest $8,250.
Short-horns we see that the number of sales 
is large, and the price a fair one;it is rather 
remarkable that the demand for this class of 
stock seems to be on the increase even in 
England; this cannot be accounted for in any 
other way than that of their superiority over 
every other strain.

We well recollect, in our boyhood’s days 
hearing the prediction made, that the breeding 
of “ Short-horns” would soon be everdone.yet 
our early breeders pursued this entrprise with 
great energy, from time to time importing at 
almost fabulous prices, animals, for the 
purpose of getting new blood infused into their 
herds. Since their day their sons and others 

The report from the County of Dorset, Eng- have pursued'the same course, and prosperity 
land, respecting the foot and mouth disease, has attended their efforts. It is a remarkable 
is again of a favorable character, while , phenomenon that the breeding of Short-homs, 
pleura-pneumonia has entirely disappeared Inis been throughout its history a prosperous 
from the county. In Somerset, however, the business ; the exceptions are those few in- 
latter diceauc lias broken out very severely, stances in which the parties engaging in it 
Foot and mouth disease is on the decline. , had no talents for the business. The effect 
From Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire and 1 of this enterprise on the part of the Short- 
Norfolk, equally satisfactory accounts aro ! horn breeders, has been, largely to cidianco 
received, 1 the value of cattle, wherever this blood lias

In the home of the
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PRODUCE FOR MARKET.POTATOES

are one of the staples always saleable, because 
always consumed. Wo advise shipment in 
sacks ; they are easier bandied, have less 
waste, and can generally be sold to better 
advantage, whether in car lots or from store. 
The peach-blow is the popular variety for 
general use.
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13all to no purpose, she ‘accepted the situation,’ 
and calmly submitted to the process till 
milked clean. Two or three such lessons 
cured her entirely. Such usage would pro- 

frightened her and made the 
habit worse had she not been accustomed to 
being handled and petted. But a few lessons 
gave her an understanding of what was re
quired, and subsequently any attempt of a 
repetition of the misdemeanour would be sud
denly checked by merely placing my hand 
gently upon her leg.

“It is very important that cows of any age 
be milked clean ; but more especially should 
this be practised with heifers. One of the 
secrets of butter-making lies just here.
I need not tell those that are used to the 
care of cows yid dairying that the last drawn 
gill is nearly all cream, and when one of these 
little measures of milk is left in the udders 
of several cows, as a 
often do, no insignificant quantity of the 
richest milk is lost evory day.

“ But this is not all or perhaps the greatest 
loss. Leaving milk in a cow’s bag has a most 
deleterious effect upon the cow. Undoubtedly 
many cases of garget may bo traced to this 
neglect. And the habit, if persisted in to 
any length of time, will cause a gradual fall
ing off of the milk, and the cow will be very 
unlikely to regain her full milking powers 
again. This matter is worth more than a 

I casual thought. Heifers, the first year of 
their coming into the dairy, should be in- 

I trusted to no inexperience 1 or carch ss milkers. 
A good milker will draw the milk in silence 
and quickly. Never allow yourself to leave a 
cow half milked and then return and finish, 
thinking to get the full compliment that the 
cow would give. This habit is nearly as bad 
as the one spoken of above, and its practice 
brings about the same results. By such 

heifers often contract the habit of with
holding their milk ; a most perplexing habit 
and often not easily cured. A good milker 
will attend to his work, and draw the mill; 
clean as quickly as possible and establish the 
habit of giving down freely—a valuable item 
in a young cow.”

WELL-FLAVORED BUTTER.

How can it be expected that butter of good 
flavor can bo produced from pastures foul 
with every strorg flavored weed ? From 
early spring, when garlic abounds, up to fall, 
when the golden rod and ragweed cover the 
pastures and meadows, cows rarely get a bit 
of grass or clover free from admixture with 
weeds. And when it is kn >wn that these 
strong and often disagreeable flavors concen
trate" in the milk, and that every impurity in 
the milk seems to concentrate in the butter, 
how can it then be otherwise than that the 
great bulk of butter coming to market should 
be poor in quality, and poorer still in profit
able returns to the fanner 1 Here is the 
strongest argument for clean pastures and 
meadows, and such farming as will raise feed 
ami not weeds.—Am. Agriculturist.

AYRKHIRES AS MILKERS. THE BRITTANY COW.
The Brittany cow will average from thirty- 

six to forty-two inches high, from the hoof to 
the top of the shoulder. Mr. Flint has an 
imported cow, six years old, recently bought 
of Gen. Paine, that measured only about 
thirty-two inches high, but the average height 
is a little over three feet. The weight varies 
from three to five hundred pounds. A two 
year old heifer owned by the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College, full with calf and in 
high condition, weighed 445 pounds.

The utilk varies, of course, like that of 
other cows, but it is usually from eight to ten 
quarts a day at the height of flow, and it 
holds out exceedingly well, and is of high 
quality. We know of no breed of cows of so 
uniformily good temper as the Brittany. They 

Weight of Sre docile, and like to be petted and fondled.
They are very easy and pretty milkers, the 
teats generally long enough, with a free and 
easy flow. So far as our observation has 
gone, they are easier milkers than the Ayr- 
shires, and the teats, as a general rule, much 
better developed as to length and size.

As to the expense of keeping, we never saw 
cows of any breed more easily kept, and 
though no careful and exact experiments have 
been made so far as we know, we think they 

A correspondent of the Vermont r armer uot consume more than half as much as
thus describes an improved poke or jumping our farger cows to keep in the same condition, 
stick: - They come up full and satisfied, on short, rocky

“ First put a piece across the horns. Then ailq bard pastures, which is more than the 
have a piece of hardwood board, one-half or ]aro-er cows in the same herd do.—Massachu- 
throe-fourths of an inch thick, and about S(,t^
three feet long. Have a hole inserted in the ' ___
bar across the horns in such a way that when breaking heifers to milking.
this hardwood strip is inserted in it, running
out over the back, as the animal naturally A correspondent writes as follows to the 
carries its head, the rear end will be just free Lewiston Journal on this important subject: 
of the back. Drive throe or four shingle “All domestic animals require some train- 
nails, ground sharp, into this end, letting ing or education. The steer may require 
them come through three-fourths of an inch, more training than the heifer, because the 
so that as soon as the animal makes an effort uses are varied to which he has to become ac
te raise his head to jump the fence, the nails customed to make his labor skilled and practi- 
will soundly prick his back, and ho will be cable. W bile the cow may not need to be 
apt to frisk his tail and start for some feed schooled in these higher branches of practi- 
that is easier to be obtained. For cheapness cable studies, she should be taught that to 
and durability this arrangement is unequalled, stand quietly while being milked, and to 
It weighs less than three pounds ; it is not in 1 hoist’ the right foot and place it back of the
the waÿ in travelling around, and when the other, are virtues to be commended and right and wrong way to milk.
animal lies down it is on one side, as it is rewarded (by kindness at least). No animals Farmers Ga-ctte nublishi'j the fob
natural for the animal to throw its head op- should ever be allowed to pass their first winter T Pr(|f(.F.()r L)ick_ tll„ mantK.,. „f

M lien they are without being thoroughly halter broke, so milki“ The operation of milking is perform-
they can be led by the horn, ora rope ai on in e(j diffwvntly in various parts of the country.

--------- I the neck, gently and peaceably. Doing this In g()me tlie dairy-maids dips her hands into a
BEST KEEP FOR DAIRY oows. i while they are young and easily handled saves little^ milk, and by successfully stripping the

nr _ 1 -i OTYin a vast amount of subsequent hard work and teat .between her fingers and thumb, unloads
For small farmers, be they weal A y am - ty, and, may be, the animals kicks the udder. This plan, however, is attended

teurs or working men the hist step to succe 1^1 Thero p, a great difference m with the disadvantage of mitât ng m re or less
is a clean, well ventilated cow-house ashed tonehorg ju thig kind 0f science, as well as in the teat, and rendering it i dile to c a ks and
will not be sufficient ; next, a dairy-houso footed pupils. 9Some teachers I have chops, which are followed by inflammation ex-
where the temperature can be kept uniform 11 e (|f the tending to the rest of tlje quarter. 1 l.csc

pUle they undertook to train. On Urn other

r S These I Bible to teach them the first rudiments of thumb mid fingers, as I have stated, the dairy-
to beat the wear < next Consideration Boml mamiers- * But certainly, in most cases maM follows more closely the principl-s which
having been provided, the next consideration k nothing gained by letting them grow instinct has taught the calf. She first takes a
,s the breed oi cattle. YV ealtliy men ongle ]r ^ m«=lth wn^_ thm£ing to take slight hold of the teats with her hand by which 
to own nothing save clear-bred cattle and ^ iu haIul at a Mer day. ‘ Train while she merely encircles it, then lifts her hand so as 
they may safely allow fancy to dictate be- sLould be the motto of the barn-yard, to press the body of the udder upwards by
tween the rival merits of the Channel Island Y l( = otherwise excellent milker has which the milk escapes into the teat ; or if, as
cattle and the two varieties of the Ayrshire,or M.uiyaiot .ft jti is generally the case when some hours have
the clear-bred Kerry cow. These various bcen spoiled tor life by harsh treat ■ elapsed between milking times, the teat is full,
r noted milkers and first class better to govern by gentleness and kind treat- ghel 8 the leat dose to its origin with her
b11!'1 . The working farmer can very meut t,ian by harsh means and fear of the tbumb and fore-finger, so as to prevent the milk
butter make s The workmg master. A heifer, if well broke to the milk ^ui, h ia in the tent from escaping upwards ;
seldom purchase clear-bred cows but at cast ig thereby made worth a least twenty- theu making the re.-t of the fingers to close from
be can obtain grades, and grades of t e . I five per cenfl. more—an increase that will pay above downwards in quick succession, forces 
named animals are the best toi him, as Dy f()r much minstaking. The handling of thu out what milk may be contained in tlie teat having such, and then using clear-bred bulls, ^ anJ the pro<;e38 0f milking is a very through the opening of it. The hau l u again 
lie can obtain gradually and inexpensively a , cee(fing and in addition, the press, d up and cV sed as before, and the milk

1”"' «* —■ 5» often innik.1.- skk poioful to SS&T»"1 «■"*
TURNIP FLAVOR IN milk AND buti’ER. the gentlest touch, How often in such a J

A correspondent of the American A g rim l- I condition from pain and appiehcnded danger 
turinst states that last winter he fed turnips in she almost unconsciously lifts her foot and 
the usual way at milking time to five cows, knocks over the pail, and perhaps hits awell- 
until the milk and butter became so strong | deserved thwack oyer the pail, and then 
that it could not be used. He then com- kicks and bruises arc freely exchanged between 
menced feeding immediately after milking the frightened brute ami the irritated master, 
and found that “there xvas not a particle “ First teach all the animals to love rather 
of turnip flavor in the milk or butter.” After than fear you. Teach them to welcome your 
a time the taste returned. On investigation coming by presents of a nubbin of corn an 
he found that one of the cows was nearly dry, apple, a little salt, &c., oil all occasions when 
and was milked only once a day, 'while practicable. Handle them freely, and get 
she was fed with turnips twice a day. She them accustomed -to your touch by rubbing 
gave but a pint of milk per day, so that when and scratching them. Heifers thus accus- 
Fed in the morning she Guild only have about turned to being handled will soon conic to 
half a pint of milk in her bag; yet this re- like the operation of milling. I once had a 
ccivcd so much taste from the turnips that it heifer that from having exceedingly sore teats 
spoiled the milk of four other cows in full contracted the habit of running. aWay .tom 
flow. To make the test complete- lie had her me, when milked in the yard, before the m.bi 
milked twice a day, when the difficulty at was half down. All my endeax ors to break 
once ceased and did not recur. the habit failed, till, as a last resort, w, en

Evidently a very small amount of milk m 1 she started away from me 1 caught up the 
the udiler will suffice'to do tlie mischief, and | pad with one hand nml seized mm „md leg the but,.he . 
if drvimr-off cows are milked only once a day ! w.th the other, and held it firmly, -'river best, am. s.,ecp ! 
while ini turnip feed, their milk should not hopping a few steps and giving some pretty warm quart, :s tout lam « may be sufi iy 
be mixed with that from the rest of the herd, severe kicks and jerks to tree herself, madi mopped m la bin..)).

I write to send you a statement of the 
ield of milk of my three Ayrshire cows. I 

kept an exact account, and have ascer
tained their yield in pounds. I would say 
that my Ayrshire cows are only those whose 
ancestors either have been imported or whose 
pedigrees can he traced back to their progeni
tors in Scotland. My Ayrshires are mostly 
young stock, and include an imported bull 
and a heifer, Lady Essex, 1413, which has 
just dropped a tine bull calf, and which is a 
promising milker. The age given is taken 

July 1st, 1872 ; the weights are those re
corded March 23rd, 1872 ; and the number of 
days in milk are comprised, between August 
26tli, 1871, and August 25th, 1872, inclu
sive :—

il bably haveave

.

■ '
IOil

Weight No. days 
Ago. of Cow. in milk,
8 1268 lbs. 320, 8159Ï lbs

975 283 7.728Ï
1151 200 52771

milk.Name.
Maud, 604,
Lily Dale, 1475 4 
Lassie, 1442 4

My record was not commenced early 
enough to give more than one year’s yield.— 
Cor. Country Gentleman.

careless milker will
'HIGH FEEDING ONLY WILL FAV.

Our graziers are beginning to learn that 
they will soon bo driven out of the field as 
feeders, if they continue to undertake to com
pete with the coarse Texas cattle of the South 
and the vagabond grass-fed steers of the 
Western plains. The best feeders in our 
State have already adopted the practice of 
buying grade Diirhams, and the higher the 
grade the better, and if full blood, so much 
the better yet, and crowding into them all 
they can eat from the Very start, and selling 
them at two, or between two and three years.
Iii summer, blue grass and timothy,clover and 
standing corn ; in tlie winter, corn in the 
shock and corn in the ear, cornmeal and oil- 
meal, sheaf oats, and the best hay tlio richest 
fields will yield—such is the bill of fare pro
vided. Grade steers, so pushed, make a gross 
weight of from 1,300 to 1,600 at the ago 
named, and sell tor 7c. to 8c. while equally 
heavy but scrubby raw bone bring not moro 
than 4c. As ordinary fed, our prairie cattle 
getting ready for market lose the fat and 
flesh, and everything but the mere hone and 
frame growth of two summers. The calf in 
good condition at the first of September is a 
skeleton at a year old. He gained llesli dur
ing the summer to be reduced again tlio 
second winter, and is finally sold, after be 
has gained 3 and lost 2 suits of fat and flesh, 
’riiis style of fceiling is about at an end ; and 
so it is getting to lie with hogs. It iu recog
nized that in order to be profitable they must 
lie sold at 9 and 12 mouths, instead of 18 and 
21 months.

In Kentucky, 1 understand, about tlio only 
profitable business now pursued on thoirhigh- 
priced lands is feeding mulct», and breeding 
line cattle, horses, sheep and hogs. The mule 
colts arc bought iu the fall at home as largely 
as possible, and abroad across the river in 
Ohio and Indiana from tflO to 875 being paid 
for fair to best male colts. These colts are 
placed on 'the highly cultivated, high-priwd, 
rich lands, and arc pushed with all the art 
and skill the experience of half a century lias 
gained, until they are sold the spring they 
are two years old. .These animals so fed are 
never allowed to gut hungry, never wet, never 
athirst, and their appetite is never suffered to 
be cloyed. The market for them is on the 
cotton plantations of tlio South, where they 
bring from 8400 to 8600 the pair, according 
to the quality and the market. If wc should 
feed cattle, hogs and mules as they ought to 
bo fed, there would lie few tilings better 
than corn and oats. - B. F. J. in Coun'ry 
Gent le man

TO PREVENT CATTLE JUMPING.

r

means

posite to tlie side it lies oil. \ 
feeding, it is upright in the air.

f

\Ci '7 ALDERNEY CATTLE.

The Alderney cow gives a moderate 
amount of exceedingly rich milk, richer in 
cream than the milk of any other breed of 
cattle whatever. A cup of coffee is never 
so good as when flavored with Alderney 

Butter is never the best unless 
made of the cream of the Alderney. It is 
second best wrhcn made in part of Alder
ney cream, and third when made from the 
cre'am of other breeds. Some dairymen 
claim that to incorporate the milk of one 
Alderney with that of half a dozen other 
cows, v. ill improve the color and flavor of . 
the butter vciy materially. One Alderm y 
dairyman near Boston sells his butter regu
larly to iauiilies in tlie city at 81.25 per 
pound. Another in the same vicinity,whose 
process of manufacture is not so perfect, 
sells at 75 cents, this latter price being 
about double the price of good common 
bitter.

The Alderney was originally from Nor
mandy, a province in the northwestera 
part of France. The British Channel It-

\
X

!BREEDINO TOO YOUNG.

Ewes should not be permitted to breed at 
The lambs of such young mothersone year.

will be of little use, always small, puny and 
unprofitable, and the mother will not grow 
much afterward. Besides, there is no profit 
in this early breeding, for the first llcccc will 
be so much less and the young owe of so 
much less value, as to quite overbalance the 
gain in the lamb. The ewe should not breed 
at less than two years old, and she should lie 
fed most liberally the first winter to keep lip 
that healthy gr 
on her mother’s milk and good pasture.

Green food seems even mrfre necessary for 
sheep than cattle. 'i’liereiore a small quan
tity of turnips, beets, carrots or potatoes 
should bo provided for land . Let the young 

be healthy and stronç an 1 the lambs 
will be like them and sell at high figures to 

But early lambs always sell 
ueeders should provide such

cream.

wth made the first summe"

ewes
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lands, Alderney, Jersey and Guernsey are 
now the homes of these celebrated cattle, 
and they are known now under three dis
tinct names, viz : Alderney, Jersey, and 
Guernsey. The latter are the larger cattle 
and not considered equal as cream produ
cers to the Aldemeys, neither are they so 
fine. Some claim that there is a difference 
between the Jerseys and Alderneys, but 
we imagine there is a distinction here with 
out a difference.

eluded to come, and has never regretted 
the step.

Hispartner.Mr. John Taylor’s part of the 
business is to employ and look after their 
outside salesmen and attend to the de
livery of trees. With the combined ex
perience and ability of these two gentle
men, they are enabled to do an immense 
amount of business. They make ship
ments of trees of many car-loads in the 
spring and fall from this vicinity. Their 
grounds are in excellent order, their stock 
of young fruit trees is uncommonly healthy 
and vigorous ; in fact, we never have seen 
a finer growth of young trtees at any place. 
Their office, and seme of their grounds are 
only ten minutes’ walk from the G. W.R.R. 
station. If you are contemplating planting 
this spring call and examine for yourselves; 
if you are at too great a distance, send for 
their catalogue. Yeu will see their adver
tisement in the paper.

two in different parts of the country ready 
to raise grafts from, to raise the fruit 
when desired.

In the southern parts of Canada it may 
not be of so much consequence as in the 
northern parts, as the hardiness of this 
variety must be an important considera
tion.

The Marengo Apple.
It behooves us to notice any new seed, 

implement or plant that appears likely to 
be of advantage to us. There are many 
things brought under our notice that we 
deem it prudent not to mention, as there 
are so many humbugs ; sometimes we may 
have been caught ourselves, and most pro
bably may be again.

The accounts we see published about 
this apple are such as we think deserving 
of notice. We see a very large number 
of high testimonials regarding its value, 
signed by the leading nurserymen in the 
States. These gentlemen have a high re
putation at stake and would not give their 
names to such commendations unless they 
had fully been convinced of the correct
ness of the assertions.

Novelties are scarce at first, and, conse
quently, they must be dear and can only 
be purchased in small quantities by the 
wealthy and enterprising. We would by 
all means caution any one against planting 
an orchard of this new fruit at the present 
price, and persons of limited means should 
wait a few years until larger stocks can be 
raised. It might be well to have a tree or

This variety is as yet procurable in 
Canada only from Messrs. Pontey & Tay
lor, of the St. James’ Park Nurseries, 
near this city. We extract the following 
from their catalogue :

“We have made arrangements with the 
holders of the original stock of the above 
really valuable addition to the list of apples, 
and are enabled to offer it for the first time 
in Canada. A long list of testimonials, em
bracing many of the leading nurserymen and 
Pomologists m the United States, establishes 
the reputation of the Marengo Apples beyond 
a doubt, from which we give two or three.

" Standing well on the bleak prairies of 
Minnesota, within eighteen miles of St. 
Paul, it recommends itself for those sec
tions of Canada where other varieties of 
apples are with difficulty grown.

“The remarkable productiveness of this 
species, amounting almost to a fault, to
gether with the fact that the trees bear young

The Alderney cow has a dark nose, gen
erally black, with a rim around the eye of 
the same color, a large full eye. The head 
is a good deal like that of the elk, is blood
like in appearance, the skin being thin, 
the hair soft and fine, and the bones of the 
head finely chiseled. In other words, the 
appearance of the head, and expression of 
the countenance is deer-like, not like any 
other breed of domestic cattle. The horns 
are small and tipped with black, the neck 
depressed but fine, the bosom tolerably 
deep but not wide, consequently the fore
quarters are pretty close together. The 
loins are not wide, the thighs are thin, the 
legs tapering and fine. The udder is ot 
medium size, and covered with skin and 
hair of exceeding fineness, and soft to the 
touch. One of the leading traits of the 
Alderney is timidity. Like the deer, they 
are ever watchful for their safety, and if 
allowed to grow up without due domesti
cation, are very shy, easily frightened, and 
if handled roughly by strangers, take on 
the appearance of an untamed deer or elk. 
But when accustomed to daily handling 
they are more domestic than the common 
cow, and become pets with the children 
and servants. For the yoke or for beef 
they are not valuable. Those inclined to 
invest in them may as well do so for the 
cream, and the cream only. In the Eastern 
States they are becoming quite common, 
and sell at various prices, the fancy mark
ings having much to do with the prices. 
Pale white and red is perhaps the most 
common color of the Alderney, yet 
are what is called “ self colored,” which 
means, when applied to an Alderney, all 
of one color. In the island of Jersey those 
all pale red are fancied and command the 
highest prices. Squirrel grey is not an un
common color with them, and when this 
prevails over most of the body it constitutes 
a fancy color. On their native islands they 
sell at $126 to $250, according to the 
rits possessed by the family from which 
they have originated, and the markings. 
They are known only as the Jerseys, and 
when they reach England or the United 
States, they are generally called Aldemeys. 
Dark brown, nearly black, prevails on some 
animals, varying in extent, combined with 
white, and many prefer the dark color to 
pale red as a matter of fancy. But as the 
most valuable trait of the breed is richness 
of milk and cream, all other considerations 
are secondary, and no points,either in color 
or form, be they ever so fanciful, will com
pensate for the highest excellence as cream 
givers.—Iowa Homestead.

Talks with Farmers and Gar
deners.

We are always happy to see our subscribers 
at our office, and have a chat with them, and 

many valuable hints are let free during the 
conversation, we will, from time to time, give 
you jottings from what is said.

One day last week, one of our friends, from 
near Exeter, was in.

“ How is your stock ?
“I sold a lot of stock in the falL One 

farmer bought five head, and I notice that he 
has since been obliged to buy hay and straw. 
It think it will trouble him to sell them this 
spring for cost. It is my impression that 
there will be a scarcity of grass fed beef this 
spring. ”

“H i

as
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0 you read the Prize Essays on the 
Turnip Question ?”

“ Yes, and I think it was a capital idea to 
offer prizes for practical essays on this subject.”

“We knew you to be one of the believers 
in turnips, that is why we asked you.”

“ Yes, indeed, I do believe in turnips, and 
in fact, in all root crops. We Canadian far
mers will have to pay more attention tg this 
subject. When 1 was in here last time, you 
asked me what weight of green fodder 
could raise to the acre, but I could not tell 
you. When I went home I measured off a 
quarter of a rod of Western Com, which I 

cutting green for fodder. I weighed what 
came off' this fourth of a rod and got ninety- 
five pounds, that is about thirty tons to the 

. I think that is a pretty heavy yield.”
“ Yes, that is very good. Now, 

reading, a few days since, in an English far
mers’ paper, an article from a farmer, who 
said that cows do not improve the farm, and 
that a dairy farm will in time run out. Ho 
maintains that it is the fat cattle that enrich 

*the ground, and the sheep. ”
“ Well, I think he is right in 

There is no doubt but that the droppings of 
fat cattle are richer than those of milch cows, 
and I, myself, believe in sheep for enriching à 
farm. 1 will tell you something curious, 
which I have noticed in my grain crops; when 
my grain comes up delicate and yellow, I 
am sure of a good crop of straw and generally 
good grain. This may be attributed to the 
depth of the seed in the ground, but I am 
not sure. What is the general opinion about 
manure; is it better of being put out in the 
fall or spiing?”

“ Well, now, that is a question which we 
were ourselves examining. There is a great 
variety of opinion. You will see by our re
marks on the Turnip Question, in the March 
number, what we think about it.
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and annually, would indicate a near alliance 
to the crab, while its rich and delicate flavor 
has won for it the reputation of being a 
splendid dessert apple.

“ The points that arë claimed for it, and 
which we think 
the views of practical 
ticulturists, are :—-

“1st.—That these Siberian Apples 
entire novelty in fruit culture.

“ 2nd.—They possess qualities of excellence 
not belonging to the common species, and 
arc valuable for a great variety of uses.

“3rd.—They are specially demanded in 
the best fruit districts to fill a want now 
but imperfectly supplied, viz, : a small, rich, 
handsome and reliable apple for the table 
and fancy market.

“4th. —For northern sections they 
indispensable on account of the superior 
hardiness of the species.”

These gentlemen are now among the 
leading nurserymen of Canada. We call
ed at their grafting establishment the 
other day and were surprised to find 
seventeen employes in that building. They 
were just finishing their grafting, which 
many of our readers may not be aware, is

a winter occupation ; the stems and roots 
are attached by waxed paper being wrap
ped round the joints. The plants are 
packed away, labelled and numbered, in 
large boxes ready for planting in the 
spring. They have now ready for plant
ing 100,000 grafts, and their cutting scions 
and stocks will make this spring 200,000 
more.

LONG WOOL SHEBP.

H. L. Rudd, of Peoria, Linn county, writes 
us as follows, under date of Juno 16th, 1872 : 
“ I see by the last Farmer that you want to 
hear from some man owning long wool sheep. 
My sheep are pure-blood Cotswold, import
ed by myself from Canada. They 
two years old last April. One of my bucks 
sheared seventeen pounds, and one fifteen 
pounds ; the ewe eleven pounds. The ewe 
has raised two fine large lambs, and they 
have had nothing but ordinary keeping, 
wool is clean and free from dirt. The

are fully established by 
men and leading Hor- What do you think of the Winningstadt 

Cabbage, Mr. Gamage 1
Well, it is a splendid head—very large, 

but I don’t think the quality so fine as 
other. However, it is a good kind to raise. 
Now, last year I sowed Canon Ball on one 
side, Jersey Wakefield on the other, and 
Winningstadt in the middle. Well, the 
flies cut off the Canon Ball and Jerseys 
entirely, and left the Winningstadt un
touched, and that is just how I find with 
the slugs,—they will eat all the other cab
bages first.

Are you in favor of rotation of crops in 
gardening ?

Well, not in all cases. I find that onions 
and tomatoes come forward a great deal 
earlier when sown year after year on the 
same ground. This has been my experience, 
and I am now over sixty years old, 4na 
have been all my life gardening.

were
are an

Mr. Alexander Pontey has the whole 
control of the grounds and plants. He has 
worked himself up to this position from 
a very humble commencement. He served 
his seven years apprenticeship to the busi
ness in England, went two years to the 
world-renowned Kew Gardens, the great
est botanical gardens in England. He 
emigrated to this country, employing him
self at the principal gardens, nurseries 
and horticultural establishments in the 
States. He acted as Mr. Leslie’s foreman 
and salesman for a series of years. When 
in Mr. Leslie’s parlor one evening in com
pany with the writer and Mr. Leslie, 
gave him verbal encouragement to ’ 
mence business in this viemity. He

The
gross

weight of the bucks is, ore, 310 pounds, the 
other 302$ pounds. If any one has larger 
sheep, I should like to hear from him.”

During the past year the leading cheese 
factory, in Hillsdale county, Ind., has manu
factured $17,335.39 worth of cheese. The 
average profits over all expenses is $3(i. 30 per
cow,

The Houstan (Texas) Union says that more 
cattle have perished in that State this winter 
by cold and starvation, than in any former 
equal duration of cold weather.
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Mr. L. Gray, Missouri, sowed some Mc- 
Oarling wheat and Fife on same ground, 
last year, and had bushels more to the 
acre from the McCarling. McOarling is 
rather weak in the straw, but he likes it 
well, and will sow again. Met a man last 
year delivering Soule wheat ; asked him | 
how he came to raise wheat that i&plciyedout. 
His reply was, “I know that, but a iriend of 
mine at a distance reported so favorably of 
it that I -thought I would try it again.” 
His land is good, but he has been biting 
his fingers ever since, it has turned out so 
badly. I can see very plainly that we 
must change our seed often . Am well pleas
ed with my Scott wheat, which I bought 
from you ; it covered the ground well in 
the fall. I don’t know what we would do 
without the Agricultural Emporium, to 
supply a change of seeds, and it was dis
graceful for the government to have stolen 
your ideas without any remuneration.

DECAPITATIONS. 66.—What is high in the middle and round 
at both ends ?49. —Behead an animal and leave a preposi

tion.
50. —Behead a vegitable and leave to crush.
51. —Behead me I am a lake, behead again I 

am a termination to a good many words which 
are pronounced differently, behead again and I 
am an exclamation of disgust—at first I 
farming implement.

67.-Three-fourths of a cross and a circle 
complete,

One perpendicular and two parts of a 
circle meet,

Two parts of triangle and a horizontal, 
Two semi-circles and a circle complete, 
My whole is called a weed.

was a
M. J. Me.

Elsie Craig.52. —Place four threes so that they will make

53. —How many peas are there in one pint ?
W. A. Furlong.

34. fi8.—A man without eyes siw appl 
tree- He did not take apples off or he 
leave apples on, so what did he do ?

Bella Finch.

es on a 
did not

CONUNDRUMS.
54—Which are the three most forcible letters 

in the alphabet ?
55.—Which

69.—
two contain nothing 7

56. —Which two are in a decline ?
57. —Which four indicate exalted station ?
58. - -Which four express great corpulence ?

----- A. McClure.
59. - What word does this represent -

Place twenty- 
four matches 
as shown here; 
take away 8 
matches and 
leave only two 
squares.

O
Elizabeth Robertson. 

HIDDEN CITIES.
70—Was the king stoned by him ?
71. —Either George, Noah, Isaac or Kate 

may go (two answers. )
72. — That is a poor omen.
73. —That parcel is bonded.

74. —

IlL»

60.—If all the ladies went to China where 
would the men go ?

27CLE TOM’S
£> COLUMN.

WILD FLOWER ENIGMAS.
61. —A limb transposed, an article, a metal 

and a voweL
62. —Precise, an a girl’s name.
63. —One of the wclve tribes, a consonant, 

a vowel and a wild beast.
65 MCrafty animal and an article of clothing

H. C. Brown.
, „• . „ ,------- , 5 in the middle
“ seen ; the firs- of all letters, the fiist of all 
figures take up their station between : my whole 
is a king of great fame.

75. How is it that a man with long lc-s 
not travel faster than one with short legs”?

Richard Shiner.

Now, my dear child, 
rem, I am ready to tell 
you ab- ut can-PRIZES. E

For the best 2 Con
undrums, one of Vick’s 
Splendid Chr 

F<-r the best 2 Puz
zles, our $2.50 colhc-

om-'S.

tion of Flower Seeds and Bulbs.
For the best Comical Story, your choice of 

the above Prizes
For best lot of Answers to puzzles in this 

number one of Vick’s Chromos.
And now remember,
1st—Answers must be in by the 19th of April.
2nd —Write only on one side of your paper.
3rd—Say at the top of each page what prize 

you are trying for.
4th—Give your full name ; and address, 

“Farmers’ Advocate” Office, London, Ontario.
6th -Leave you letter unsealed, and only pay 

one cent postage. Mark on the envelope 
“ Printers' Manuscript." If you are writing 
about business, of course you Will have to pay 
three cents

Now,let me see how many nephews and nieces 
there are in my family. Let every one of you 
let me know if I am helping you to be happy.

Youb Loving Uncle Tom.

e.

I have so many correspondents this time that 
Mr. Weld has been compelled to Issue a supple
ment to put their names in, so I want you all to 
to examine the supp ement, and read the names 
of my nieces and nephews and se£ what they all 
have been doing.

v
]L »

a ITT
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN MARC H NO
29.- FARM 

AREA 
REAR 
MARY

31. —Whiskey.
32. — John Stone to C. Speedy.

To 2 iron Ploughs - - - - -
“ 1 Wooden do (1 would not do) 40 
“ 1 Wood do (1 would do)

f
30.— SOIL 

OGRE 
IRON 
LENT

S

$80

4) BqWeitnm.v
The Kilmarnock Weeping Wil

low.
This tree ia beet adapted to lawns. We have 

seen them make a fine appearance, but do not 
consider them as hands >me an some other kind». 
We give it an insertion at the present time as 
an ornament, and to call attention to the plant
ing of trees by those gentlemen that can afford 
it. Many very handsome trees will thrive with 
us, and to those wishing to plant a p .rk,shrub
bery, walk, drive or roadside, we would by all 
means give this advice:—Send for Ellwagn r & 
Barry’s catalogue of orn imental trees. Ell wag- 
ner & Barry arc the largest nurserymen in 
Amenca. Their grounds are at Rochester, N, 
Y. They have 650 acres devoted to the busi- 

They issue three catalogues at 10 cents 
each—No. 1 on fruit; No. 2, ornamental trees; 
and No. 3, green-house plants. They give a full
er description and greater variety than any 
have seen. You should also send for our Ca
nadian nurserymen’s catalogues and compare 
prices, &c. To the majority of our readers we 
would say, You are not in a position to go to 
large expense in ornamenting your grounds,but 
there are very few of you who cannot take one 
day and go to the pinery or cedar swamp or 
hemlock grove and bring home a few trees. If 
this is too much to ask of you, take a half day 
and go to the woods and bring home six maple 
trees; outjoff the tops; plant them near the

$40 road at your entrance, or along some fence in 
the fields that lack shade. Girls! some of you 
are equal to this task even, if the boys are too 
busy. In years to come, what pleasure you 
would have in pointing to or sitting under that 
fi»e old shade tree, and telling your grandson 
that you planted it. Now, boys and girls, let 
us hoar if j ou’re ready; which will excel? who 
will have the handsomest farm garden or 
grounds? If y -u cannot get six tree*, plant one. 
Girls, to be able to point to a fine shade tree in 
five or ten years after this, that was planted by 
y°ur own hands, will give you a deal more r>lea- 
sure than your finest crochet work, or your 
finest piece of music. It will be a standing 
memorial of honor to you. We will give a pre
sent of a package of various kinds of seeds to 
the girl that sends us the best account of her 
planting trees—done during the fiivt 15 days of 
April, and the account to be sent to us by the 
20th of this month. Give a name to the tree 
or grove that you plant— call it Weld’s tree, if 
you like. The little hoy that plants his grove 
or tree or row, and sends in the best account, 
must also have a prize of seed. It is too 
te transplant evergreens yet, 
prize will he for planting the common forest 
rees, such as maples, chestnut hickory, elm,, 
wh, &e., &c. Thia will cost you no money 
only little exertion, that must tend beneficially 
to your farm, your stock and the country

So you see he only bought the one plough.

33.—Because it stretches from pole to pole. 
34.—Marri-age. 35.—In the dictionary. 36.— 
Because the bed won’t come to us. 37. On the 
evening of the 16th day.

38. —The l’g are the white men, the 0’s the
blacks — «
1 10 1 11000001100111101000100110

39. —The letter M. 40.—Windsor. 41. — 
Newmarket. 42. -Berlin. 43. —The Moon. 
44.—Noise. 45. — An egg. 46—Your mother.

NEW PUZZLES. neas.
47.—C AP 10BBBBSENTHISCC

D D
C C 2 T H E D eaat D AND F E D we

D D
Them

POTOOOOOOOO
Thus. A. Nelson. aoon 

therefore this48. - My first is part of company ;
My second ahuna company ;
My third assembles a company ; 
My whole puzzles a company.

Robert Armstrong.
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PHIL HINTS. .
AtSiBSBySR. De not let the stock on the 

clover fields. Let it get a good 
•A start—for saving it up in the
MWsÈSp3 sP"n8> y°u will he amply re- 

P^i'l in the summer; but young 
vpÿ-ZrU «b* clover plants eaten down too 
/ jf early, will be always weak.

And do not let the cattle on pastures or mea
dows when they are wet. It does them no 
good, as the little they get of the young grass 
will only give them a disliking for their food, 
and the grass roots will bo greatly injured. 
Nothing is more injurious to young grass than 
trampling down in the spring when wet.

If there are any bare spots in .your newly 
laid down clover fields let them be seeded 
anew now, there is no time to bo lost.

If there are any vermin on your calves ap
ply the proper remedies. A little lard rub
bed in behind the ears has been found an 
effectual cure,if they are not too badly affect
ed. If calves have been properly cared "for 
during the winter they are seldom affected 
with vermin.

Look well to your lambs, and guard them 
against any exposure to cold that can le 
avoidedp Attend to the ewes. Let all your 
stock be well fed and kept clean. The good 
wintering of cows tells much on the profit 
they pay in the summer; and there is no time 
that good feeding is more needed than at the 
close of the winter season.

See to your manure heaps. Turn over your 
compost heaps, and have all ready for use.

See that your farm tools are in order. Re
pair your fences where needed, and see that 
your gates are all right.

Attend to your drains and watercourses ; 
suffer no water to lie stagnant on your crops 
or grasses; repair your farm roads ; and have 
all things ready before the hurried time is 
upon you

This month the Garden will begin to claim 
your attention. Prepare your hot-bed in the 
beginning of April. This is early enough in 
this cold climate. Some people may need 
some directions for making the hot-bed.

prepare the manure; take fresh manure 
from the stable, the horse droppings and lit
ter well mixed, put it in a heap under eovor 
for a few days. It will be much better if a 
large portion of it—one half—be leaves. Let 
tile place for the hot-bed be well sheltered 
from the north winds; dig out a trench (as if 
for a potato pit) of the size you desire, and 
about a foot m depth. Prepare your frame, 
made of good plank. When the manure has. 
been a few days prepared as directed, it will 
1)0 heated ; throw it over, to have it well 
mixed, then spread it evenly, burning the 
liot-bed, )>eating it down well with the fork. 
The manure in the bed should bo about thirty 
inches in height, and should extend outside 
the frame sash, say about twelve inches. 
Place on the frame as soon as made; liank the 
bed outside the frame witli earth, and cover 
the manure within it with fine garden mould, 
about six inches in depth, keeping it covered 
for a few days, if necessary, that it may ac
quire the desired heat. Then nicely loosen 
and level the soil. Open drills across the bed, 
the depth to suit the seeds to be sown.

The bed will need to bo protected from the 
mid day sun by partial shading, and from the 
night frosts and cold, as long as the nights 
are cold. The glass will not lie sufficient. A 
matting or lightuoard covering will be needed. 
Ins tear! of glass, good calico, well painted and 
oiled, may l)o used as a substitute. The hot
bed may be made on the surface of the ground 
instead of making an excavation for it.

A cold frame is preferred by many to a 
hot-bed, as the plants grown on it are hardier; 
they are not forced by the heat of manure, as 
in tlie hot-bed. For this the latter part of 
April is considered early enough.

Other gardening operations for the month; 
Remove the covering from strawberries, 
grapes, etc. ; rake off the litter from asparagus 
beds; fork in fine manure and salt. Plant 
out strawberries as soon as the ground is in 
suitable condition. Plant out cuttings of goose
berries, and currants. Make every prepara
tion for tho busy season now at hand.

Have your horses well cared for. Spare 
not good feeding and grooming—they will 
pay you for it all.
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE.68I
Hampshire and other New England States, and 
is a shrubby plant. It is perfectly hardy and 
well adapted to our soil and climate ; a good 
grower, is emphatically a hedge plant, and is 
furnished with an abundance of thorns. Un
like the Osage, it needs no trimming, sending 
up shoots from the main root, and close to it ; 
on one we have just counted forty-seven 
sprouts where six years ago there were but 
three.

In a hedge it need not be planted nearer than 
three or four feet, as these shoots will soon 
make it impassable to all small animals, while 
the dense top will prove an effectual barrier to 
cattle and horses. The roots do not extend so 
far as many other hedge plants, and it < 
propagated with ease and certainty by th 
and cutting*. We can attest with “ 
Woman ” the virtues of Barberry jelly or jam, 
and no New England housekeeper of the old 
school ever thought her stock of preserves com
plete without it. The bark is often used in 
coloring a fine shade of yellow. The shrub is 
ornamental—the first plants on our grounds 
that put on their dress of green is the Bar
berry, and it is the last to lay it off in compli
ance with stern winter’s demands.—Iowa Home
stead.

fruit. The tree gets enough of its peculiar 
food to keep it alive and thriving moderately, 
but nothing to spare for making fruit ; and so 
the tree lives as long as it can, by appropriating 
all the food it can get to sustain its own life, 
but yields no more fruit till the lost ingredients
are restored. , , ,,

As to how these can best be returned to the 
soil, lack of space forbids now to enlarge ; but 
we will say here that for large old trees, bear
ing less and les» every year, the following com
post could hardly fail to bear well

Two cart loads of fresh virgin sou, on which 
no fruit trees had ever grown ; two bushels of 
lime, two of wood-ashes, and one of common 
salt for each tree ; less of the same for smaLer

If apple tree wood is ever burned as fuel or 
otherwise, its ash may well be preserved and 
applied to the orchard, as it of course abounds 
in the minerals required. Instead of the fresh 
virgin soil above mentioned, peat, black vege
table mold of any kind, and decayed leaves, 
grass or weeds may be used. A mixture of all 
or any part of these, is good.

We think barn manure is not the right thing. 
If green it may prove injurious ; if well rotted 
it is worth more for other purpose*.. Soap suds, 
rrfuse lime after plasering or white-washing, 
and the lime from old buildings toi n down, are 
all good, especially the suds. Throw it up 
among the lower limbs and let it trickle down 
the trunk. The youngest trees may be treated 
in this way with advantage, whenever any 
roughness of the bark appears, provided the 
suds be not over strong. As it usually comes 
from the laundry it is safe.—Observer.

(Sank», (Orduml & «lordt.gSartknltnral,!■'
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INJUDICIOUS TREATMENT OF TREES.
“ It is a matter of universal regret that the 

magnificent chestnut trees in the Tuilleriesgar- 
dens are dying out, not, says a French paper, 
owing to injuries received duiing the siege, 
though a few small or es have had their bark 
torn off by the horses kept there at that time, 
but on account of the mistaken treatment they 
have received from the engineers in whose 
charge the trees of the French metropolis 
placed. They are accused of two great errors 
in forest l re ; one is the neglect of lightening 
the earth sufficiently above the superficial 
roots, by means of which a tree lives and 
breathes as much a« by its branches. I he 
other consists in the violent remedial efforts em
ployed to restore the vigor of unhealthy trees. 
Trenches are made round them and tilled with 
i resh soil, but the most important roots are cut 
in the process ”

We are indebted for the above extract to an 
English paper, the Pall Mall Gazette. _ The 
writer very judiciously points out the mistakes 
in the treatment of the trees. Those roots 
that, coming near the surface, inhale from the 
atmosphere those elements which are necessary 
to the existence, the health, and even life of 
the tree, should not be too heavily covered.— 
And care should always be taken, not only in 
the removal of trees, but also in the culture of 
the soil, to preserve the roots from being in
jured.— As’st Ed.

PROPAGATING ROBES WITH CUTTINGS.

Roses are very easily grown from cuttings. 
The shoot should not be too young, nor yet so 
old as to be woody. Peter Henderson says :— 
“ If a cutting will break readily it is in the 
best condition to grow ; but if it bends it will 
not root as quickly, if >-t all. ” It should be cut 
off just below a joint, trimming off the leaves 
at the bottom, aud leaving not more than two 
buds with leaves at the top, and if these are 
large it is better to cut off one or two of them, 
for if there are too many leaves they will 
surely wilt. , . ,

Clear sand is the best to make all kinds of 
cuttings gr \v, but it must be thoroughly soaked 
with water all the time, for if alloyved to dry, 
the cuttings will su'clydie. Bottom heat is 
also essential to the successful growth of all 
kinds of cuttings, and if a hot-bed or hot water 
tank is not to be had, we must improvise one 
with a pan of Lot water, placing the pots into 
it and changing it two or three times each day. 
The great secret in growing cuttings is in the 
evenness of the temperature, which should not 
vary more than from 05 to 70 degrees ; if al
lowed to vary from 50 to 80 degrees they will 
rarely live. So, if possible, cover the cuttings 
with a glass, and remove it when it is very 

If a lar; e pot is only half full of s. nd 
and kept in yvarm water, and covered with a 
fiece of window glass, a very good tiny hot 
_> d is procured.

In summer it is wed to plant cuttings out of 
doOra in sand, with a partial shade from the 
sun, and enclose them in glass-shades night and 
day. As soon as a few tiny leaves show that 
the rootlets are formed, the Cuttings must be 
tran planted into the richest soil, for although 
sand is the best medium to force the roots, it 
will not nourish them sufficiently to form many 
leaves.— Springfield Republican.

HORTICULTURAL ITEMS.
TEarly Pegrs.—The Doyenne d’Ete pear 

ripens at Norfolk, Va., in the latter part of 
June, or about the time or soon after our 
northern strawberries, 
bushels would be acceptable to the people of 
the North about that time.

Greenhouses.—The Rural New-Yorker ob-
dwell-

;

A few thousand5
5

are
jects to connecting greenhouses with 
ings, on account of safety from fire, the un
pleasant odors of fumigation with sulphur, 
tobacco, &c , and the dust and annoyance of 
workmen.

Strawberries.-—At the discussions of the 
Illinois Horticultural Society, two cultiva
tors of the strawberry pronounced the Wil
son and Green Prolific as the two best and 
most productive sorts. Others objected to 

. the Green Prolific as being too soft. It was 
stated that the Colfax is so rampant a grower 
that it kills all the weeds and takes care of 
itself.

Mulching Pear Trees.—A writer in the 
Tribune mulches his pear orchard over the 
whole surface with salt hay, in June, and 
rakes it up in November. This gives fine 
crops and protects the fallen fruit.

Canker Worm.—A correspondent of the 
Fruit Recorder gives additional evidence of 
the value of printer’s ink to keep the canker 
worm from crawling up the tree. It is put 
on belts of sheathing paper. But the best 
remedy of all is the square box, described in 
the Illustrated Annual Register for 1872.

Dwarf Pears sometimes succeed finely at 
the west. A correspondent of the Agricul
turist describes an orchard of 300 trees, 10 
years old, which bears annually “splendid” 
crops, in Lincoln County, Ky.

liases.—The Editor of the Fruit Recorder 
says he has grown the Washington Noisette 
and the Caroline Mamiesse in exposed places 
without any injury from winters. Doubtless 
the exposed places favored the early ripening 
of the wood, and thus rendered them har
dier.
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:l; CORN INJURIOUS TO HORSES.

I am much interested in the welfare o 
dumb creatures, and especially of that noble 
animal, the horse, which suffers, in my 
opinion, more than all the rest.

I most earnestly believe, for years, we have 
been feeding our horses on unnatural food, 
which has developed pain, disease and suffer
ing beyond all calculations. Furthermore, I 
have no doubt but this is the cause of the 
prevailing disease.

I may be too positive, but .1 have carefully 
watched the effects of corn upon the system 
of horses, until I am convinced that it is not 
only bad policy for owners in view of 
strength, health, and life of their horses, hut 
that it is downright cruelty. I think the 

is degenerating rapidly, and that we 
shall lose it entirely if we keep on many gen
erations more.

Compare the number of foundered horses ■ 
to-day with those of fifty years ago, when in 
the country no one but the doctor “kept his 
horse up.” Take into consideration tho 
countless cases of colds, fevers, and like dis
eases among horses, and the incalculable 
number of foundered, broken-down beasts, 
just when they ought to be the strongest, and 
most serviceable, and must we not conclude 
there, is some wide-spread and prominent 

It is not all from over-driving ; for 
wc have many cases where family horses, re
ceiving, as their owners suppose, the kindest 
care, shortly turn out to be broken-down 
beasts, from some unknown and mysterious 
cause.

In regard to this disease : I believe com, 
which has been fed for years past, has en
gendered heat and disease in the blood of 
horses, until they are keenly susceptible to 
the sudden changes of our climate, and that, 
and no other, is the cause of all this suffering 
and trouble. We have had a season of fre
quent and remarkable changes. The disease 
was in the blood, and ripe for developement ; 
and we have reaped the reward for past ig
norance.

That horses should eat no corn at all I do 
not believe. A change of feed is desirable. 
As the cold winter comes on, I begin to pre
pare my horses for that event by mixing' 
enough corn to keep them warm. Doubtless 
our winters arc colder than the natural cli
mate for our race of horses ; and a little corn 
is beneficial in assisting their natures to re
sist the cold.

If any one wishes to la»rn the most natu
ral food for a horse, let him try the experi-

until

INSECTS ON PLANTS.
:! A lady of Illinois writes to the Germantown 

Telegraph that she is opposed to smoking 
plants to destroy insects, but tells how she does 
it by watering :—

“ My plan is simple and costs nothing but 
time and water, yet it has saved us plants 
which might otherwi-e have perished. When 
you first notice insects on a plant, prepare a 
vessel of lukewarm water and give it a thor
ough sprinkling. If this does not remove them 
you may use your fingers or a straw aud push 
them off into the water, which is sure destruc
tion. In vain they try to reach the vessel’s 
brim. The hapless insects never learned to 
swim. It is but seldom that more than one 
such bath is needed.

Plants want to be kept clean and free from 
dust to thrive, and as nearly all insects are op
posed to cleanliness, they will not be very 
troublesome where proper attention is paid to 
the comfort if the plant. Of course where 
there are a great many plants in a small room, 
they are more liable to be troubled.

“ I will mention two instances with their re
sults. In one smoke was the agent, in the 
other pure water. A lady liad a fine tree of 
carnation pink which became infested with in
sects. Believing as she did in the smoke 
theory, she subjected it to a thorough fumiga
tion ; expecting to find her efforts successful 
when the smoking process was over, she ex
amined the pink. The insects were apparently 
killed—only apparently, as she aft' rwards 
found—and— her pink also. We had a large 
plant of the same variety, gave it frequent 
showerings. and never but once have seen these 
insects upon it when we treated it as I have 
described. The pests die I, the pink lived, and 
I think that smoke, as a general thing, is death 
to the plant. Though many uphold the theory 
I have never seen the plant that had suffered 
a thorough fumigation, that looked well or was 
freed from ii sects. To be sure, my plan takes 
time and patience, but there is nothing that we 
can do which does not require both.”

Nevertheless, smoking is a good thing. Good 
florists smoke their green-houses twice or three 
limes a week, filling.them with tobacco smoke 
and shutting them up all night, not only as a 
cure, but also as a pre ventive. Smoking stupe
fies the plant lice, and then they are easily 
washed off by sprinkling, and drowned in a 
pan of water if you wish.

The red spider is the worst enemy to contend 
with, f..r it is so small as to be scarcely seen 
with the naked eye, and its ra\ ages can only 
be known by the brown, discolored and wither
ing leaves. Frequent syringing over and under 
the foliage, and maintaining a moist atmo
sphere, will drive off, not destroy, this p.-st : it 
can’t endure wet.

Perhaps the lady referred to above smoked 
her plants too much. The writer has done so 
with plants. I once had a pot of pinks badly 
infestid with green flies : th. pot, plant and all 
were soaked in a vessel of vvatvr until every in
sect was destroyed. With large plants this is 
not convenient. Have had small rose bushes 
and carnations infvsti d the pr< sunt season, 
which were snv ked by turning a box over them 
and putting under it a pot containing tobacco 
and a few live ooals. A few minutes done the 
work, aud the plants were nut destroyed.
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Large Pears.—The Horticulturist says 

that one bushel of pears raised at Norfolk, 
Va., sold in New York for 12 dollars. They 
were so large that 48 specimens made the 
bushel—25 cents each.
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THE S.AMBUCUS EBULUS AND ITS USES.
Among the homely shrubs usually consid

ered a weedy nuisance by farmers, is the 
“ Sambucus ebulus,” or elder, indigenous 
throughout the Eastern and Middle States; 
it grows mostly along fences and roadsides, 
but the elder, like many other despised and 
discarded things, can be made really useful 
to housekeepers.

The berries of the elder, which ripen the 
latter part of August and 1st of September, 
lasting till the heaviest frosts, are very nice 
when dried, answering the same purpose for 
cake and mince pies as Zante currants ; they 
have the merits of costing nothing but the 
slight labor of drying, which can be done by 
banging the stems of the berry clusters on 
lines in a dry warm room, or laying the ber
ries on plates in the sun, or near a hot stove. 
Elderberries also make a nicer jelly, requir
ing only a quarter of a pound of sugar to a 
pound of juice, with a little lemon juice 
added, and the steeped lemon peel fur flavor
ing.
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MANURING ORCHARDS.

In efforts to keep orchards in bearing, mis
takes are often made in the place for applying 
the manure. It should not be in contact with 
the trunk, unless for the purpose of a mulch, 
aud to be removed early in spring. The ter
minal roots i f an apple tree fifteen years old, 
in a good soil, are twelve to sixteen feet from 
the trunk, and still farther in older trees. These 
fine, hair-like roots take from the soil all, or 
nearly all, the nutriment for the fruit. Conse
quently, the manure should be applied where 
they are for a tree fifteen years ol ', twelve to 
six.een fe.t from the truck ; for one of twenty 
to twviity-five years’ growth, eighteen to 
twenty-three feet ; and for a very large, full 
grown true, still farther. But in all cases we 
would commence the dressing as much as three 
to six fert from the trunk, thickening it out
ward, and then tapering outward so as to make 
the dressing very heavy about where we sup
pose the finest roots en.l, but much reduced 
both in.idc and outside of that ring.

If the object were ti smother the tree in 
grass and weeds we would pile the manure 
against the trunk, for file rains would wash it 
outwards and would surely produce growths of 
some kind, but not of apples. Why do we see 
everywhere so many orchards with trees look
ing som what thrifty, bearing abundant leaves 
but no fruit? It is not because the soil is ex
hausted ; the soil, in many cases, if plowed up 
and cultivated, wou.d give forty bushels of 
corn, .......
hay to th
not always the cause of failure, 
bear because tho growth and former fruiting of 
the orchard have exhausted tho peculiar sub
stances required for the apple tree and its

I
%
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f: A very good wine is also made from elder
berries, useful in sickness, ami palatable pies 
can be made from those berries, cither in a 
dried or fresh state, with a couple of table- 
spoonfuls of boiled cider, and the same am
ount of molasses or sugar, according to taste, 
and a little flour to each pie ; one tablespoon
ful of vinegar will do, if cider is not to be 
had.

-,
i

.

The blossoms of the elder in infusion, are 
useful as a medicine for constipation of the 
bowels in young children, and the bark 
steeped in Cider is said to be tho only dis
covered remedy for that fatal malady known 
as Bright’s disease of the kidneys.— Com. in 
Country Cent.

ment by turning the horse out to grass 
all grain is out of his system, and then give 
him free access to all kinds, and see which he 
will choose.

r
! ■'

Ever after, let him have that 
as a staple. It will Drove to be oats.—M. C. 
in “ Our Dumb Animals."

blejr
groi

An English farmer, who lias kept sheep 
for forty years, says he has found rock salt 
a valuable antidote for liver rot, and that, 
these animals cannot be too liberally sup 
plied with this saving substance. lie fur
ther declares that in cases of congestion of 
the liver or rot lie has found two table
spoonfuls of turpentine shaken up in half 
a pint of water and given to the sufferer a 
frequent cure, unless the disease has made 
very great progress.

TMORTALITY AMONG JACKS.
tion
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. There appears to bo great mortality among 
the jack stock in Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, 
Tennessee and Kentucky, by the ravages of 
the epizootic influenza. In Kentucky the 
disease was terribly fatal, fully three-fourths 
of the jack stock in that State having died 
from its effects. Although the jennies suf
fered less than the jacks, the mortality 
among them was greater than among the

and then, if seeded down, two tons i f 
Extreme poverty of soil is 

They fail to
BARBERRIES.

We are not specially called on to give “ on 
opinion” of tho Barberry, but we can furnish 
information that will he new to many.
Barberry is a native of the mountains of New horses.
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êoob gcaltlj. “ Would you like a prescription that would | 
take away this iron wedge in your chest, and j 
remove all your bad symptoms? I can give I 
you bne that you can find great benefit from in j

vîTTce ” one ?ay’ and ■*" don’t doubt but a few days ' whole OR cut TURNIPS.
Dr. John W. Corson, of Orange, N. J., fur- weak tea* ami'll slice of '’stlde^brealT’and°exceb I y S,IR’ f 1 am, quitc a novlce in stail feeding, 

ni-hes the Medical Record with a valuable pa- lent butter, for dinner a bowl of broth with like to liave yourorsome of your
, , , . . per on “ Borak and Nitrate of Potass, in the bread crumbed in it, and for supper a cup of dependents opinion as to the comparative ad-

within a few weeks of foaling. The summer i,of8 of Voice from Colds in Public Speakers tea only ” P 1 ; vantage of feeding whole or out turnips with
she was suckling she was put to the horse, and Singers;” and we have no doubt our read- “ Why, a fellow would starve to death on' Ifovender nee or three times a day ; also, whe-
but has been served every year since, and by era will thank us for reproducing some of his that.” „ | thvr it would Le better to commence with a
every variety of stallion, from the thorough- practical hints. , “ Not quite, hut he will die of over-eating an1t l { Prov.ender and increase, or
bred to the pony. She was during all this Dr. Corson says that some years ago, while very speedily if he keeps on long in your pro-- -°f . Tif?11"3 through. Any
time in what is considered a natural state—i. in charge of the class of “ Diseases of i he chest sent course, with your present symptom». Be; 1101 1 1,10 c er wn i ’j’f' 
e., on grass—and was sometimes in high and throat,’ in connection with the New York persuaded to save your life for a dozen years! x.ureene.
flesh, at others in opposite condition. Me- Dispensary, at the suggestion of a non-profea- longer, my friend. It is sinful to commit sui- I
chanical means were likewise resorted to by ,rf®n. eaï Vls^0CYtl0n’.j'e cuje as you are doing. ,

-, • was led to test the efficacy of the Borak, or the Mr. A. was at last induced to follow the! ,expellenced hands, but m vam. biborate of soda, in many caa-s of sudden spirit, if n„t the letter, of Ids friend’s dirve-! '
At length a bright idea struck me". I re- hoarseness from cold, which he at once found tions, and a month after <b dared that he felt WHITE beans as a CROP AND AS t’OOn FOR SHEEP’

membered those lines in Virgil, where he ad- I in mild attacks ac tel like magic. Ten minutes "like a new man, mentally and physically. — j Take a poor,worn oat stubble and immediate-
vises that the mare, before being introduced before any continuous vlfoit at speaking or There are a great many who could follow the • ly after the oats ar* removed, put on the culti-
to the sire, should be violently exercised.— ringing, a lump of borak the size of a garden same prescription writh great profit. 1 vator, and give the land a good scarifying,
Forthwith I changed my tactics ; I took the Peaii or abo'it lh^,e °r .four. grains, is to be held ------ ! crossways and lengthway s. Tins should be (lone
mare off grass, and I gave her a season’s ln the ™outh ,1Iltl1 lt 13 al'™!y di.solytd and unbolted flour bread. j when the s-.il is dry, as the object is to kill the
hunting ; I „„ he, igt. training, «,„1 « SSÏ& £oT"L iXHit Ï iiUB SSjaS&ggaStllyg: £

couple of (lays after she had won a private tbe voice quite silvery and clear. For this pur- TaWt exri^ surface to germinate, to ensure their- Je.tuction
steeplechase, I gave her the horse. pos. it possessed three special advantages. It to be ike most delicious and wholesome bread by the plough and al.o to enrich the Isold in

As I had her in condition, and as, notwith- is easily obtained, convenient to carry in the ;n n8e- , some measure by their decomposition. Plough
standing her age, she was remarkably fresh, bucket, and is perfectly harmless q'he unbolted bread which I consider so deep in the fall, if the subsoil is of sufficiently
I thought I might as well enter her fora Borak thus used, as one may readily prove, wholesome is unleavened bread .generally known fertile a character t-> bear bringing to the sur- 
eouple of small stakes; but now her very stimulate the secretion of saliva and m_Kes by the name of “ gems.” It is made perfectly face;if such is not the caseplough only well a
“*”? ™l tu hu„ uiulergone .change' £ *t*gSi «£» uffiftS «. i-ilwiag 1 *j» ff St£

she 5r£Brwiroiia05tytetoeb<& niUC>! for.borak. and he remarks that neither stir t‘gether unbolted flour and eld water, 1 lar‘ds 1 b« it «■ not too wet and that no 
she was completely pumped out before she ln chrome affections of the throat, nor in acote two-thirds water or one-third sweet milk or watcr can i- the furrows during winter, 
had gone a mile, and was easily bowled over inflammation, nor in “tonsillitis,” once estab- cream to about“ Consistencv of cu™ cal e Manure on the surface, it u sure to get down 
by an animal that she had ‘lost ’ a short time lished, has he found borak of any special elh- hatter Bake in a hot oven iiftwn to twenty 1 deep enough". I have found the best results from before. From being of an extremely hot and cacy as a curative mb»,tea in smallpansnott^u,a„two »il weli-rotteS sheep manure. When putting in
irritable temperament, she now became so J ne use oî the other remedy named, JNi- a half inches square an t one inch deen If y,ll,r Rl‘rmg grain.if you see a«.y weeds showing 
cool and indifferent that Lanercost himself | tra*e uf Potassa,” is thus introduced : larger pans are used the bread will be heavy- their heads, i un the^ulti vator over the piece,
might have envied her; and this change, An early friend and patient of ours, since if much smaller, it will be dry and hard. Vast <>ncu or uvice, wlwn the weather is dry, to kiU 
coupled with a defeat she sustained from deceased, a New York deck builder, much ex- ;rcn g(.m pans can be procured at almost any t As soon as your gram is in, say the 20th
rubbish that at another time she could have P°^dl to the weather, claimed to have a secret tin 01. etove „tore. Thti pans should first be ° Mav.- I rM>are la,ul„for b"a,ia' by cr, “8"
distanced at last opened mv eves to the fact renl®dy^or c°lds. But he was ton genei- heated hot, and then well greased ; now fill even ploughing into wi le acts, say JO yards enc.i
that she was in an°mtcrestiiiff ^condition **1 ou3,*° bury anything .uaeful. _ At length he fuU and bake until the gems are of a light Wk:a - w s.,ls into the furrowsiso as to leave
that she was in an interesting condition. 1 confessed that it consisted m . covering up brown. Th wi„ then bo ft(i ht ltlK, ,„,r”us the land nearly lev. 1 ; or if the land is mellow,
have my own ideas anent the matter, but warmly in bed, dnnkmg a glass of water and aS sponge cake, and much more vvliolcsome than (wh-ch it ought to be for beans), a good stirring
leave your readers to draw their own coil- sucking a piece of the nitrate of p..tassa—or fermented bread. with the cultivator, I have found to ans we f as
elusions.” I “saltpetre,” as he preferred to call it—the size Fermented bread or biscuit made with yeast Wel* na ploughing ; in either case the land must

of a garden pea, or a little larger, till it was cail be maje with unlxdted Hour as light as be well pui verized before drtiling. If you have
slovly dissolved or swallowed. We th nk we with bolt(,(] floul% an(1 ia muc]l Inore wholesome. \u,t K‘îl a '’‘<mblv mould board i lou^h, you can 

. improved his prescription by sweetening the This, however, is not to be com, ared with the <lo qmte well with any ordinary plough. What
In Barbary pacing horses are held m such water, to cover the mawkish taste of the salt- ; above unfermented bread called gems. -Ex. 1 nre vallv<l single dr lls are the best as they can

high estimation that the method of making a petre, mixing them and swallowing both t'«ge- ___ _ * j b« ma le lighter and more expeditiously, they
sihrited trotter shackle like a boat in a chop ther. We also increased the dose, from, grati- WHY N()T M0RE slMPi F food 9 I made in the same direction as the
sea is reduced to a science. To make him fying personal experience, to five graine. Asa . . *. . . 1 fail ploughing had been done. I make thedrill
rack easily a rimr of lead covered with courtesy from our profession to clergymen and Many lathes who agree in thinking that rich or 30 inches wide, and three inches deep. A 
leather is vmt around each hoof • n nord from singers, we may suggest that they will find it ctikes and pies are unwholesome, remark that bov should follow with a seed sower, dropping 

eic/tt aenends and is fastened to the very convenient, in travelling, to carry a few their husbands feel that thvir comfort is not the seed immediately after the plough, so that 
1 n ;g . 1 iasLCi.eu LO vue ^ grain powders of the nitrate of potassa properly cared for if such things are not pro- it may be deposited before the horse walks in

saddle, trout and rear ; next, a strap runs preparcd by druggists, for ready use. Like the yided in profusion. To such 1 would say, try the drills, by that means it is placed at a uni- 
horizontally from the fore to the hind foot on borak, it relieves the dryness of the vocal cords, if your husbands would not be equally con- form depth and more in line ; cover with two 
both sides. Being rather short, it is impos- it i8 also easily obtained in every household, tented wdth plainer cakes and with simple and rubs of a diamond harrow, given lengthways of 
sible to make a long step. Restraint compels and, taken in the dose recommended, is f^uite delicate puddings for desserts. If you donut the drills, before the soil gets too dry. The seed 
tbe animal to practice a new gait to progress harmless. mention the absence of pastry, my word for it, should lie dropped about three inches apart in
at all. As soon as a habit is established of With the help of the extra clothing and the they wiil never notice the: difference. the » .rill ; I should prefer having three seeds

ahead thus tethered the desirable am- I glass of water.it excites for a who e night a It appears to me that the main secret of the placed at intervals of nine inches for conven-
fnllv ami nprinancntdv floomnnHshed _ gentle perspiration, and thus, if taken at the supposed attachment of the masculine gender lence in cleaning and harvotii.g. This latter I

^ ^ ^ ^ very commencement, breaks up the cold. ♦* It to such articles of diet is, that our housekeepers have never been able to accomplish, in fact, I
j accomplishes this as do warm foot baths, if far too generally leave what they consider the have raised hundreds of bushels of beans, the

used early, by opening those millions of pores coarser items of cookery to the uneducated seed of which were dropped with a tin pail with 
of the skin which Erasmus Wilson counted daughter^ of Erin, and devote their own 1 a half inch hole iu the uottom. The moment 
through his microscope. As the aching, the clearer perceptions to the moi e subs antial and the beans are high enough to hoe run ahorse- 

The value of domestic animals is not fairly I weariness, and the headache of a severe cold less necessary viands, so that really the 1>. st hoc twice in a r*.w, as c/o$c to them as is poes b’e
tell us. the blood is slightly poisoned by sup- cooked eatables in the houses are those which without rooting them out ; by attending to this

are too rich to srtisfy a vigorous appetite, with- you will leave little or nothing to be dune by 
out serious injury to the stomach. If the beef , the hand hoe. They should get a second hoeing 
is outwardly but a cinder, and inwardly but before they get too large. When the pods are
raw flesh ; if the potatoes are watery; the forward, if the crop is good, t e rows will touch
beets hard, the beans blackened, the peas , and form one mass of green, very grateful to 
cooked to a.mash, and the bread heavy or, the eyes, at a season too when nearly everything 
clammy, or sour, while the pies are light, crisp j eue is parched with the heat of “dog days.” As
and delicately palatable, what can be expected soon as a majority of the pods are ripe the crop
but tha1 the latter should be preferred. is fit to pull ; in fact. I have seen beans pulled

If ladies turned their brighter wits and more green, ripen ; and although a little smaller on
dexterous hands to the bread, meats and vege- that a< count, they have turned iut much better
tables, leaving t > Biddy the pastry and sweet than if h ft standing while green until struck by
calces, would not the case be reversed ? Would i frost. Beans raised in sandy loam, or santf,
Paterfamilias send aw^ixy a nice juicy steak to might be taken out by an implement drawn by 
take in exchange a piece of greasy or s de- one horse, with knives a tached, to take out 
leather pie crust, think you ? If you set before two rows at a time, in the same manner as a 
him on the table delicious bread, some finely writer in the Advocate describes one for taking 
shaved smoked beef, or thinly sliced tongue, or out turnii p. I have generally raised them in 
cold boiled ham or chicken, or a bit of nicely clay, • r should have attempted something of 
broiled huh, with plenty of fruit, either fresh the kind. I have tu employ (> j. s and sir s from 
or canned, or even dried and stewed, will he be eight to twelve years of age ; each one takes a 
likely to scold ? Will he not be butt"r pleased row, two ehiUlren pull together, in bunches the 
than with uneatable hr* au and unappetizing size of a half bushel ; small bunchis are safest, 
meat, while the cake basket is piled with many a* they dry out leadijy after a slight rain. If 
varieties of rich cake ? The trouble of pre there is danger of bad weather, it is better to 
parution is 4bout equal either way, but the stack iu the field. Some stack in a conical form

Corresponbettct.BARREN MARES.

A correspondent of the’Irish Sportsman & 
Farmer writes as follows :— URK FOR “ LOSS OFHOARSENESS — S1MPL]

“ I have now in my possession a half-bred 
mare that, after producing one foal when put 
to the stud, some eight years ago, has re
mained barren until this season, but is now
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VALUE OP DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

wmseiTtiil famine “o^Tome^othe^cMam'ity" I Pressed perspiration. And the simple lesson of 
reminds them of their dependence. When ^ » P™P««^fTheso rZl 

epidemic sweeps over the land prostrating ^edg’.6 incrtiage.iyby putting on a warm
the noble horse, internal commerce is para- gbawi or great coat and throwing the arms 
lyzed, domestic intercourse is stopped, and abm,t, a,,d walking the floor rapidly till the 
a stagnation in business follows the loss of hands and feet are in perfect glow before rttir- 
thç services of the faithful horse. Man is | ing to bed. 
dependent upon the brute creation. Nations 
can only become independent by developing 
their agricultural, animal and mineral 
resources. It is the productive power of land man, and as be advanced in life, very naturally 
and labour that feeds and clothes mankind, turned over the haidcst of ms work to hia
lioyermncntu t0_ W É- »m., ym-. CR-ÿlg, JSMattKSTStt 
their subjects m agriculture, and P1" fered untoti miseries from dyspepsia, 
their ammal and cereal productions. .Stock « I have such dreadful nights,” he sai l to a 
raising is a source of national wealth. It friend. “If I sleep, I (beam more than a 
constitutes tlHLstrength of anation. It con- malefact0r might be supposed to, and if I am 
tributes tu the public defence by feeding and awake, I am always in great dhtresa. lt seems 
clothing armies. It is the fulcrum that holds almost as though t had an iron wedge in my 
the balance of power. The animal kingdom stomach. I’ve taken a power of medicine, but 
was created to perpetuate their kind and pre- nothing seems to help me.” 
serve the human race. They are indispensi- “You live pretty well at your house, don t
hie to human existence an,I national pro- | J °u ?wdï?mWdlfc:f my wife is as good a cook

as there is about.”
“What do you generally have for supper? 

Last night, for example, what did you eat ?" 
“Let’s eee. We always have buckwhea

au

PRESCRIPTION FOIt A DYSPEPTIC.
Mr. A. had been for years a hearty laboring

rm

the most natu- 
try the experi- 
t to grass until 
and then give 

nd see which he 
; him have that 
be oats.—M. C.

aft. r troubles of chronic dyspepsia or periodical 
sick lie ml aches, make the balance very un
equal.—Health and Jlinhe.

around a pole stuck firmly in the earth. This 
a-Bwers veil enough if built on sticks or stones, 
to ke p them off the ground, and covered with 
straw. I prefer si acking on two rails eighteen 
inches apait ; on tb* se I put the beans with the 
rmls inwa-d, until I built a stack ten feet long, 

111 every hog pen thtro should be deposited ! thr ■ feet wide, six f et high at one end and four 
W. eitly. a quantity of charcoal. The hog • at-, ri y i f ‘t at t i.e other, supported by four stakes driven 
ib voui « this Buhitnnce, and is greatly b< nofitte i Jii tliv gnpuM, two at eacli side. I cover with 
and strengthened by its tic. It prevent* muny j ill re.- boi.rds. One of these stacks will hold ti - 
unplea-ant diseases, and contributes largely to i teen or twenty bushels - nd are perfectly safe, 
the fatty secretions. A few spoonfuls of pul- i As so-.n a, quite dry, draw them in, and put 
verized brimstone or flour of sulphur, in a little j them on a loft, where they can have air. If lor 
dough, should be administered as often as once j sale i hrcali with a flail. In winter they thresh 
a fortnight to swine while fattening. easy. If intended for sheep they may be fed

gross.

The small birds question receives an illus ra
tion from the case of St. Helena. Bishop Piers 
Claughton states “ the island has the most won- cakes, buttered hot for supper, and last night 
derfully fertile soil, and the climate is most I we had sausage and fried potatoes and pumpkin 
favorable to the growth of both tropical and I pie, besides the common fixings of hot biscuit, 
European productions. But ihe-e were of no I pickles and such like.” 
avail for many years, from the inroads of various I “ I sopp so y,m mao-- a rood meal 
insects, and it was not until the assistance of l “ Well, middling. I didn't feei muc/, ,ij.|,e- 
various Indian and African birds bad b*en ob- I tite before I sat down, but 1 kind of niolded 
tained that the jieople were able to cultivate I round till I got up one, and finished off the 
their gardens with success. This they are now I last slice of mother’s pie myself.” 
able to do. The same thing is true of Arcen- I “ So you could not sleep well'last night ! 
sion Island." 1 “I heard the clock strike every hour.

JACKS.
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to teach the sons of other people to be farmers, 
the thing had a popular aspect, and the bili 
passed. Many States came at once into the 
possession of a very large elephant. “ Agricul
tural education ! Oh ! yes, of course we must 
have it! We wonder how we ever got along 
without it !” was the general feeling, and the va
rious States set to work to realize upon their 
land-grants, and then to carry eut the provisions 
of ihe law by establishing an Agricultural col
lege. We do not know that any State consi
dered the questions, “ Do we want an Agricul
tural college at all?” or “ What sort of a col
lege shall it be ?” but all went to work with 
the desire to do something, and the result is a 
melancholy array of failures. Not that all the 
colleges are failures, but as a whole, the entire 
Agricultural college system is an illustration 
of the folly of supplying a thing before there 
is a demand for it.

Now there has come a demand for more 
money, and a b.ll granting still other lands has 
already passed the Senate in what seems to us 
a most hurried manner. Befon

In the pods, of which they are very fond, pre
ferring them to hay. Bor feeding in this way, 
I should recommend planting later, and pulling 
greener, as the leaves would remain on. I have 
never fed any but damaged beans to sheep, 
which I bought cheap, not certainly so nutri
tious as good sound b- ans, yet my sheep have 
done well on them, and have not dropped their 
wool as they are apt to do when fed on grain. 
I find half a pound each daily quite sufficient to 
fatten sheep. But will it pay ? is a question 
that naturally arises, and a very p oper ques
tion it is, for no farming is good that is not 
within a reasonable time remunerative. The 
answer is—It will pay to’raise beans directly if 
the price is good and the market of easy access ; 
or fed to sheep, should the market be distant or 
the price low. Indirectly, in the crop which 
follows ; this, I think, the most important fea
ture of the arop, viz., the improvement of the 
soil, for I have, for ten years, proved it the very 
best preparation fer wheat. There is no oth< r 
crop as well suited for a green fallow as beans 
because, drawing their nutriment from the air, 
they do not exhaust the-seil, while with their 
numerous and spreading leaves they shade it, 
thereto keeping down the growth of weeds. 
And, finally, their last act is one of benificence, 
for by enriching the soil with their leaves, they 
do what very few of us do-they leave th 
world better than they find it.

S. Going.

will produce a fattening tendency. H. T. 
Losee would force calves and have heifer cows 
in at two years old. This he said would check 
the fattening tendency and turn it into a milk
ing property. H. Vanvalkenburg would force 
calves for beef, but would not feed calves in
tended for the dairy extra. Would have heifers 
come in at two, then let them go farrow one 
year and bring them in a again at four years 
old. Would not buy pampered stock for breed
ing. Thought stalks and corn fodder the best 
kinds of feed. J. Ghent would,by crossing with 
the short-horn, get a larger breed. Thought 
too many calves were raised by half. Gilbert 
Moore advised gentle treatment of all animals. 
Thought that where two teams were required 
on the farm one of them should be an ox team. 
They were less expensive, and when worn out 
could be fattened, and the money received for 
the beef could be used to replace them by a 
young yoke. If more oxen were used we would, 
to a certain extent, evade the most selfish and 
despicable Harness Makers’ Association.

At our meeting on March 8, Elias Mott was 
president, and the subject was “Draining.” 
The meeting was lively and interesting, but so 
much has been written and said on draining 
that I ferbear giving an account of the discus
sion.

It almost seems to me that the most ignorant 
could see where it is necessary, but for going 
into the details of under'Iraining, I consider 
myself incompetent. It seems to be a trade, 
and you may read and read till you are blind, 
but you will never understand draining until 
you go at it and perform some of the labor.

For our next meeting H. T. Losee was elected 
president. Subject, “Management and Feeding 
of Dairy Cows.” B. J. P.

with turnips in the whole, for a turnip should 
never be cut. Ne- er cut the skin of a turnip 
or a potato when you cook them; nature put 
that jacket round them to preserve their nutri
ment. Fill in your steam box some cut hay or 
straw first on the bottom, then turnips, man
gold, bran, chaff, chopstuff, flaxseed bow's on 
top—then you have feed for everything.

B—Root trap. A—Boiler and steam pipe 
into feed box.

My plan is. have a good grainery over your 
root, feed, pig and fat cattle establishment. 
Roots received at trap B. Steam house F. — 
Chaff, bowls, bran, &c., can be received from 
above. Roots, &c., can be flung in from the 
root house. Start your little fire at A, well 
secured. Shut up your steam house, go and 
attend to your bu»in- ss. Return in proper 
time, and find a box of the fine t feed for all 
your stock. You can have your pigs, &c., as 
warm as you please. Doors at C, C, 0, You 
can pass through into cattle she 1 in under 
barn, &c. I would like to have a place like 
this. Yours trul
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Before the House 
passes this bill, would it not be well to inquire 
what has been done with the money received 
from the grant of 1802, and if the results have 
been such as to warrant another appropriation 
of the public domain ? We believe in education 
of agriculturists as we do in that of machinist*, 
blacksmiths, shipbuilders, shoemakers, and 
everyone else, and would not appear to oppose 
the amplest public provision for the education 
of farmers’ sons. But we think this is a proper 
time to inquire how the money has been used. 
Not to go outside of our own State, we find that 
the share of the national grant coming to New 
York was turned ovtr, under certain conditions, 
to Mr. Ezra Cornell, to found a University 
which should perpetuate his name. New York’s 
portion was 91)0,0VO acres of land.

The Register of Cornell University shows 
that there are in all departments four hundred 
and ninety-four students, and in the classifica
tion it appears that of this number fifteen 
agricultural students. Here is the great State 
of New York, which, second to none 
Agricultural State, or in the intelligence of its 
farming community, sends only fifteen of her 
sons to study agriculture at Cornell If there 
were not something wrong about the whole 
matter, each township in the State should fur
nish as many students. What the matter is, 
we will not now discuss, and we select Cornell 
in no invidious spirit, but because the figures 
happen to be at hand. We have no doubt that 
the statistics in other States will show that it 
is worth while for Congress, before it appropri
ates more lands, to ask what has been the use 
made of the foimer grant, and whether it is 
worth while to force Agricultural Colleges upon 
a people who have not yet shown that they re
quire them. The subject is one presenting 
many aspects, only one of which has been hint
ed at in the present article.

An account of Cornell University, in the 
report of the department of agriculture for 1869, 
which was evidently prepared by some ono 
familiar with the subject, statvs that a large 
portion of the land-scrip has been favorably 
located, and that the estate at that time be
longing to the college was valued at $2,509,000. 
This is exclusive of donations from Mr. Cornell 
and others. The State of New York then has 
given 'o Cornell University its portion of the 
national grant, valued at $2,500,000. In the 
way of agricultural education we have to show 
for this fifteen students. The income on two 
and a half millions should be $175,000 per ann., 
and this, among fifteen students, 
eleven thousand dollars a year to each one. We 
merely put the statement in this form to show 
what is done in New York for agricultural 
education, ami as an indication of what might 
have been done had the fund been differently 
disposed of.
TUB COLLEGE LAND GRANT BILL DEFEATED.

Every right-minded farmer in the United 
States will feel rejoiced at the final defeat of 
the College Land Grant Bill in Congress. Wo 
have heretofore called attention to the mat
ter editorially, and have quoted from such of 
our cotemporaries as have fought the iniquity 
that was so persistently lobbied by certain 
agricultural college professors, in their own 
interests, and which at one tinje we antici
pated would become a law through the trick
ery of a member. Later we feared it would 
be ruu through in an “ omnibus ” during the 
hurry incident to the close of the session. 
Perhaps the astounding corruption brought 
to light during the present session has made 
our Congressmen careful for the present. The 
Bill will undoubtedly be brought up again; 
if so, the lobbying of professors and regents 
will be spotted.

Those agricultural colleges that are doing 
their duty should he fostered, and the States 
in which they are situated can well afford to

to be devoted to the foundin'- of Acr'cul- aferrleultural cotemporary naively wants 
tural and Indust, ial College,. As°the land was ‘ ‘ suc.h a showing up of the monstrosity that 
to be divided among the States according to no future Congress will entertain it for a mu- 
their population, tbo oldrr unes came in for a ment.” That is the next thing to locking 
fair share in the distribution ; and as the object the stable door after the horse is stolen, but 
of the donation was to educate farmers’ sons, or better late than never,— Western Rural.

i:
!Ed. McCollum.It

AMr. Editor-—I am sadly b. hind in my cor
respondence to the Advocate.
North Norwich Farmers’ Club, I may say. that 
it is an established institution. With a mem
bership of about fifty we do not think of break
ing down. I think the plan of electing a presi- 

v dent for each meeting is far superior to that of
DBAS Sir:—Y our valued and welcome paper an annual election. Since Christmas we have 

to band. In the.essay on the culture or cul- held meetings semi-monthly, but intend going 
tivation of turnips, I held myself to the sub- back to the monthly rule in the summer. Our 
iect7T..9'r*“re.> î° Till, Improvement.” I last meeting in February was an interesting 
dont think this had anything to do with the one. Mr.Jno. Ray was president, and his subject 
quantity of seed, storing, &c., and your judges was “ The Breeding and Feeding of N
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Table of Vegetable Seeds
THAT MAY BE SOWN IN EACH MONTH, FROM 

APRIL TO SEPTEMBER.

April.—Sow in hot bed : Sweet Com, Cu
cumber, Egg Plant, Melon, Pepper, Tomato, 
Mustard and Cress. Sow in open ground : 
Asparagus, English Beans, Beet, Brocoli, 
Brussel Sprouts, Early Cabbage, Carrot, Cau
liflower, Celery, Cress, Kohl Rabi, Leek, 
Lettuce, Onion, Parsley, Parsnips, Peas, Po
tatoes, Radish, Spinach, Early Turnips, Sage 
and Lawn Grass.

May.—Sow in open ground : Artichoke, 
Asparagus, Beet, English Beans, Dwarf Beans,
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Pole Beans, Brussels Sprouts, Late Cabbage, 
Carrot, Cauliflower, Celery, Sweet Corn,Young

Pigs.
Young
Pigs. Cress, Cucumber, White Endive, Kale, Let

tuce, Melon, Onion, Parsley, Parsnip, Peas, 
Potatoes, Radish, Rhubarb, Salsify, Spinach, 
Tomato, Early Turnip, all Herbs and Lawn 
Grass.

Junk.—Sow in open ground : Bush Beans, 
Lima Beans, Pole Beans, Beet, Brocoli, Brus
sels Sprouts, Early Cabbage, Carrot, Cauli- 
ilowcr, Sweet Corn, Cress, Cucumber, Endive, 
Kohl Rabi, Lettuce, Melon, Nasturtium, Ok
ra, Early Peas, Potatoes, Pumpkins, Radish, 
Spinach, Squash and Swede Turnip.

July.—Sow in open ground : Bush Beans, 
Beet, Carrot, Sweet Corn, Corn Salad, Cress, 
Cucumber, Endive, Gherkin, Kale, Lettuce, 
Early Peas, Pumpkin, Radish, Spinach, 
Squash, White Turnip and Swede Turnip.

August.—Sow in open ground : Bush Beans, 
Corn Salad, Endive, Lettuce, Welsh Onions, 
Radish, Spinach, Turnip and Winter Radish.

September.—Sow in open ground : Cab
bage for cold frames, Cauliflower for cold 
frames, Corn Salad, Cress, Lettuce, Mustard, 
Winter Radish, Spinach, Turnip and Lawn 
Grass. Also in October.

Opinions of the American Agri
cultural Press on Agricultural 
Colleges.
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laid great weight on both these points in giving 
their decision.

; Cattle.” A few extiacts from his speech might 
be advisable. He classed the breeds of cattle 
of this country as follows :- -First—Our own 
native breed, because they are accustomed to 
our. climate and the usage cattle generally 
receive in this country. If we were to lose all 
our breeds but one he would rather have that 
one native than any other. He thought that on 
the whole the natives would yield the general 
farmer the rno.t profit. As second he would 
place the shorthorns Thought a cross 
between the natives and short-horns never 
amiss, but advisable at all times and in all 
places. Third—The Devons; fourth,Galloways; 
after them the Hereford, Ayrshire, Jersey and 
Alderney. He thought the system of deacon
ing calves, as in Norwich, a bad one, because 
we do not raise some calves, but when the ma
jority are deaconed we do not select good bulls 
because we do not think it worth while to sup
port good bulls when we raise so few calves. 
When we have a cow that is rather an extra 
militer we sh' uld raise her calves and see that 
they were got by a good bull. On the other 
hand, a.1 calves from an inferior milker should 
be deaconed or vealed.

I would like to hear the opinion of good, 
experienced farmers on the question of manur
ing in the fall, or allowing the manure to mix 
with the soil for a length of time before plant
ing, or placing the fresh manure in the fresh 
opened drill, right under the plant The best 
crops of turnips ever I saw raised at home or 
in this country, were the green-toped Swede. 
It is a fine, large turnip. The fly does not ra
vage half so much on it as on other varieties of 
the Swede. It pushes out a strong leaf, much 
like the Yellow Aberdeen, and when it arrives 
at maturity the leaves cover the whole ground. 
It greatly improves the land, much more than 
any other turnip. You can’t think the effect 
this first of turnips has on the soil—leaves it 
mellow and as rich as you please. It throws 
off a large crop of leaves—a treasure in them
selves if properly used. If they are put course 
about in your straw stock or y.ur straw in 
your straw loft, you may 
thing your cattle will th
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more land for agricultural college.

The so-called Agricultural College grant 
which has lately been so industriously lobbied 
before Congress,has passed the House of Repre
sentatives, it is said, by one of those tri ks so 
well-known to the wiseacres who make 
laws. We have heretofore given considerable 
apace to the discussion of agricultural educa
tion, and have also freely stated our views on 
the question. The Hearth and Home thus 
pointedly states the case in reference to this 
new and old grant : —

Some years ago, when the public lands were 
being disposed of with a free hand, a New Eng
land senator, finding that the appropriations of 
these lands were mainly for the benefit of the 
newer States, thought thht the older States 
should have a share of the plunder and he hit 
upon a plan for giving every State a portion of
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the winter. Try it As to storing, I hope yet 
to have a good root house and cook house and 
pig house, all under the same roof, with a store 
overhead for all my chaff, bran, chopstuff,corn, 
and, above all, flaxseed bowls. Every farmer 
should sow from an acre to two of flax every 
year for the seed alone; save it dry in the 
howls. This is the stuff to mix on top every 
charge in your steam feed box. Men along the 
Humber, in England, can pay $29 per acre, 
and raise flax for the seed alone, and make uo 
Use of the fibre. I ripped and saved the bowls 
of seven Irish acres every year in the old coun
try, Then have a good steam box, fill it up

ir >
He said it used to be 

considered sufficient for cattle to find shelter on 
the !ee side of the barn, fence or straw-stack, 
but now we find them mostly in stables’. 
Thought that iu pasturing cows should have 
the run of the whole field, and not be changed 
about from oi.e field to another. Breedihg”he 
considered one half and feeding the other half.
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After Mr. Ray several members spoke, and 

from them some good ideas might be gleaned. 
W. S. Moore said in breeding for milkers he 
would not only look at the cow stock but also at 
the bulls. Ho aid that if a calf is forced it
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:
1New floors are better for oiling than old 

ones, although I think with care old ones can 
be made to look very well.'

While on the subject of floors, I will give 
an idea for keeping oil cloths looking fresh 
and nice. I know of one that lasted ten 
years on a hall where there was a great deal 
of wear all the time, and it was not 
the very best cloths either.

New York, March 21.—Flour : quiet and 
steady, receipts, 7000 bbls. ; sales, 7000 bbls, 
from #5.85 tb #8. Wheat: quiet and firm- 
from #1. GO to #2.15. Rye, dull at 93c. to #1. 
Com, 644 to 654c. Oats, 444 to 51o.

œpsssoBA^«rti&,Se.FLoSndon.ARKB!’ d°°r ‘° U“
INNIE MAY’S

DEPARTMENT.

For Strong, Early and 
Good Plants of

We are glad to notice that Mr. À. S. Wheeler 
has been appointed, by Messrs. Bell & Co., of 
Guelph, to act as agent in this city for their 
renowned Organs and Melodeons. His office is 
No. 107 Dunuas Streef.—See advertisement in 
this paper.

-----------m----------- -
>®^The Farmers’ Advocate, edited in London 

Gnt._, D. C. Terms, 1 per annum, if in advance ; 
vl-25, if in arrears; postage prepaid. Advertise
ments 10c. per line, agate space. Communications 
and advertisements should be in the office by the 
15th of the month to ensure insertion in the follow
ing number Postage and all other expenses 
charged on collection of accounts, if in arrears,

Great Western Railway.
Trains leave London as follows :—

Going West.—12.50 p. m.: 5.35 p.m.: 2.46 a.
m.: and 5.45 a.m., and 6.45 a. in.

Going East.—6. a. m. : 8.40 a. m.: 12. 35 
p.m.: 4.40 p.m.: 11.3 p. m; and 1,15 a.m.

Grand Trunk Railway.
MailTrain for Toronto, Ac.,7.30 a. m.; Day 

Express for Sarnia, Detroit and Toronto, 11.10 
a.m. ; For Stratford and Goderich, 2.65 p.m.

one ofFRIZES.
It was an American cloth, and we all 

know that the English cloths are far superior 
to any others. About once in three months 
it was nibbed with a preparation of beeswax 
and turpentine. First wash and allow time 
to dry ; then take the beeswax and turpen- 
tine, well mixed together, and rub on with 
a woollen cloth ; then mb over it again with 
another woollen cloth, and, lastly, polish 
with a clean cotton cloth. It requires con- 
siderable hard rubbing, hut well repays for 
the work. It is like a varnish, and forms a 
coating which preserves the cloth.

It is rather slippery at first, and care must 
lie taken in walking on it not to fall. The 
night before you wish to use it, put your 
beeswax (cut up in small pieces) into a bowl, 
and pour the turpentine over it ; in the morn- 
ing stir it up, and if too thick, add more tur- 
pentine ; have it like a thick paste ; do not 
rub on> hut a little at a time. Some people 
use milk to wash oil cloth with, hut I prefer 
the beeswax and turpentine, because in many 
cases the milk makes the colors dull and 
gives a greasy appearance.

Here is a letter from a little girl :—
Dear Minnie May,—I am a very little 

girl, hut old enough to he very fond of candy. 
Molasses candy is very nice, and mother 
says if you will tell me how to make it, I can 
have some. I am one of Uncle Tom’s nieces.

Ellen Gray.
a great many people besides 

girls that like candy. I am one of thorn 
myself, and I think that Uncle Tom likes 
candy as well as any little boy or girl. You 
ask him sometime.

CABBAGE,
TOMATO,

PEPPER,
VERBENAS.

FUSCHIA, ^

So^d *erS anC* °^ber Annuals from Imported 

Send to

F I will send our 
Mâ. #2.50 package of 
f Flower seeds and 
> Bulbs as a Prize to the 

farmer’s wife, daugh
ter or sweetheart who 

_ sends me the Best
Letter on the Care of Flowers 
House Plants. Also, a similar prize for the 
Best Letter on Dairy Management. An
swers must be in by the 19th of April.

Minnie May.

CAULIFLOWER, 
CELERY,

EGG PLANT. 
GERANIUM, 

COLENS,
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„ C. E. BRYDGES, 
City harm Gardens, London.

Address P. 0. Box 60 B. 4-tf
A voung married couple—Mr. and Mrs. 

Bland—have recently moved in near me, and 
have gone to housekeeping. The wife 
of those unfortunate beings who, though 
brought up by an excellent mother, is yet ig
norant of all the common arts of daily life.

That word excellent, I think, I must take 
hack, because how can it be applied to 
mother who, knowing what changes fortune 
may bring in a single day, lets her children 
grow up without knowing how to make 
bread or do their own plain sewing.

This lady lost her parents, and, being left 
nearly destitute, was obliged to make a living 
by teaching music. She is now married to a 
young lawyer, just beginning in his profes
sion, and in domestic economy she has every
thing to learn.

The first time I called on her she was so 
full of her troubles she could not help talk
ing about them. “ My husband is so fond'of 
hot muffins,” she said, “ and I have no idea 
how to make them.” I promised to send her 
my recipe ; it was given me by an old house
keeper, and said by her to be infallible.

MUFFINS.
Mix a quart of wheat flour smoothly with 

a pint and a half of lukewarm milk, half a 
tea-cup of yeast, a couple of beaten eggs, a 
heaping teaspoon ful of salt, and a couple of 
tablespoon fuis of lukewarm melted butter.-— 
Set the batter in a warm place to rise ; when 
light,butter your muffin rings or cups, turn in 
the mixture and hake the muffins to a light 
brown. This week I made a jelly cake that 
John said was better than Mrs. Wisetop’s.— 
It is a new recipe, much nicer than any I 
ever came across. - >■

FOR SALE.
ANK RED A WHITE AYRSHIRE BULL, 
•Vv«mon PBm' “ Oxford Liu ; ” Sire—

wd.7dge'v ,A superior bull: took Sewnd
KijSMS'M* “*

COTTON YARN.
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New Brunswick Cotton Mills, 
_________ St. John, N. B.Hite’s Cultivator tr
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EMTIRE COLT FOR SALE
TB
cannot be beaten. PETER M0TAVT8,

Bruo.fl.ld,

BEST WROUGHT IRON
And is not only strongly made, but light in draft 

Every improvement that experience can suggest haa 
been e fleeted. The frame is of the best wrought 
iron ; the feet are made of the best steel, and the 
manner of lowering or raising is both simple and 
efnoicnt.

1 in
There are 

little COSSITT’Sfarmers

See White’s Cultivator
Before purchasing. It may be examined at ml1 
workshop, Ring St., London ; or at the Canadia n 
Agricultural, Emporium, Dundas St Price *3$ 

White’sCultivator has taken FIRST PRIZE at every Exhibition

it:
MOLASSES CANDY.

Two large coffee cupfulls of molasses, and 
four very large tablespoonfuls of sugar ; boil 
as rapidly as possible for twenty minutes.— 
Try if it is brittle by dropping into cold 
water. When done, rub one teaspoonful of 
soda smooth and stir dry into the boiling 
candy. Mix thoroughly and pour on to but
tered pans. Stir while boiling to keep from 
burning. Do not pull it. If you like pop
corn halls, pop it fresh and stir into a part or 
whole of it.

GUELPH - - ONT.
Manufactures all kinds of Agricultural Imnle 
menla— y
CANADIAN SIFTER FANNING MILLS 

PARIS STRAW CUTTERS. ’ 
LITTLE GIANT STRAW CUTTERS, 

One Horse Seed Drills, Hand Seed Drills 
One Horse Plough», Turnip CurrBRg, ’ 

Ac., &c.

bttJSSMSWiü.îÿs'SiSÏRÎÏÈ'ji
of iron, sows two rows, and runs the oannlster with 
an endless oha n instead of friction wheels, there
fore is not liable te slip and miss sowing; and by 
raising a lever the sewing can be stopped at any 
time, thus preventing the waste of seed when turn
ing at the end of drills. Orders from a distance

A F.TER MANY YE Alts- EXPERIENCE ingrow- * att*"d*d “d '‘lEV^OoSsYtT1*611'
A ing strawberries, I find this the best both for 4 tf Nelson Crescent Quelnh
market and home use, and well adapted to this ---------------------------------__- 1 uuelpD'
climate. It is a cross between the Triomph de rr\ A n n ~ , "^radyonhtac^!;ftVer.M^ethrr?ctXs 50 ^6 for Sale.
and line scarlet of the latter-of excellent flavor.- rm;N MILES FROM LONDON; » miles from 

hy11 )a Jrry uniform in,size, and as productive 1 Themesford; fiacres mod ; good house, well 
as Wilson s Albany, the plant is most healthy and finished ; 4 acres orchard, grafted fruit, beet kind ! 
robust 16 plants for »1, or 100 for $6 ; mailed free outbuildings good andlsrge; comers on two era- 
a'/dLVa1 i-'R A°Vcr-?Diidia" Dela,Tare Nursery. I veiled roads ; good creek runs through it. Priée— 
Address A. 1-RANCIS, Delaware, 4 2in $3000. Apply at this office.

FARM FOR SALE
JN S9,VVIRGINIA, suitable for three 
1 families, there being 020 acres of land, with 
three houses thereon and rlenty of barns and other 
outbuildmps. Climate delightful and healthy.— 
Can be rented for the first year on trial, at a low 
rent.

For full particulars apply to Mr 
DYASOffice of this paper.
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We have received a sample of colored cot

ton yarn from Messrs. IV. Parkes & Co. It 
is pronounced the best seen by the ladies to 
whom we have shown it. See adv’t.

The Col. Cheeny Strawberry is advertised 
in this paper. We have not yet seen them, 
hut we are acquainted with the gentleman 
who advertises them. He is an old and re
liable settler in the township where our farm 
is. He has for a long time devoted his at 
tention to the strawberry plant. We think 
him the best gardener in the township.

Breakfast.—Epps’s Cocoa.—Gbatrfui, and 
Comforting.—“ By a thorough knowledge of the 
natural laws, which govern the operations of diges
tion and nutrition, and by a catofel application of 
the fine properties of well selected oocon, Mr. Epps 
has provided onr breakfast tables with a delicately 
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy 
doctor’s bills.”—Civil Service Garotte. Made 
simply with Boiline Water or milk. Each packet is 
labelled—“James Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chem
ists, London.” Also, makers of Epps’s Milky 
oocoa (Cocoa and Condense 1 Milk.)

JF.I.LY CAKE.
Three eggs beaten very light ; 1 cup of 

white sugar, 1 cup of flour, 1 teaspoonful of 
cream tartar mixed dry in the flour, 4 a tea- 
spoonful of soda dissolved in hot water, 1 
tablespoonful of cream or butter, 4 a tea- 
spoonful of essence of lemon or vanilla. This 
makes one nice cake of three or four stories.

Col. Cheeny Strawberry.

Tuesday, John Munson dined with us. Ho 
was an old college chum of John’s, and is a 
very agreeable young man. He noticed 
Gussie’s hand tied up, and asked what was 
the matter.

“Burnt it over the spout of the tea
kettle,” Gussie said.

“ What have you done for it ?”
“ Mamma put arnica and water on at first, 

and then wrapped it up in raw linseed oil.”
“Yes," sail! John, “that is good, but 

scraped raw potato is better. Just cover the 
burnt place with a poultice of potatoes ; 
whenever the pain returns put on a fresh one 
and you null have no more trouble. I have 
known people who were fearfully burned to 
be cured in a few- days by using this simple

4 It
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Latest Market Report.

London, Ont., March 22.—White wheat,
#1.20 to §1.29. lied winter wheat §1.18 to

*».*■ * •««>,*« H. *«-. ?•=-; a'ts SSffbfs,
, TH/MllrSJ?,ït?B,’3.0FJE1ŒD IN, ™TI,,K confidence to farmers

not have his floor scrubbed before applying Cutter, 10c. to 16c. per lb. Cheese', 9c to ffc xlnNP ° ?n \he DePart™e.nt of Agricultural Implements it 1» INFERIOR TO
the oil. Now, I should think that any one per lb. Lard, 8c. to 9c. per lb. Eggs, fresh', ^ roflh" ^lab%"latL Dg 1 vplemen.t; It>« .operated with ease by a lad 12 or 14 years old. Its 
with common sense would know enough to per doz., 17c. to 20c. x ‘ °g ' ’ Avantage over all other rakes consists in this :-

ïsr *■ •'« «v ■idi   « iuesssufssaf », ».Have the bn.,,.,1» ncfncil,. .i , , . Î -o , k,lluls.of g™n. raising attachment the operator can throw the teeth of the rake higher in passing over the win-
the effet will let' ■ Ct ^ •C<ian ,aniJ ''y ! or yTiitc wheat hi ought *1.41, and spring *1.22 row than any other manufactured. The elasticity of the teeth enabhs it to pass over ston»i and 
Dmve li it 0 '“Jure instead of to îm- to 81.23. leas, 67c. to (,9c. Oats, 40c. to other obstacles. The teeth are ro shaped and attached that they do not scratch or harrow the 
prove, uo not be arrant to use plenty of hot 41c. Hay and straw were in large supply, ground like most steel teeth rakes.
water and soap, and only put on enough oil the former going at .*15 to §26, with a wide This Rake is the result of steady and repeated experiments. They are manufactured from
to smk into the pores of the wood ; do not range of quality, and the latter §9 to §13.50. 8°od material and arc well finished, being nicely painted, striped and varnished, 
allow it to remain standing on the surface.— Poultry was scarce and dear, turkeys now
If the floor is dirty the pores are already commanding 124c. per It,., and geese 8c. to 9c. ’ OF RAKE
filled, consequently the oil must remain on Chickens are quoted at 60c. to 70c. per pair, ! “ Willi IHtlKter and SeCll SOWCF, •
tlm surface, and wiU catch aH the dirt and andl'lucks at 5°c. to 7oc. Eggs are steady. All orders addressed to the manufacturer, A. HOWELL, Brantfo or W. WELD

• London, will be promptly attended to. Descriptive Catalogues sent free on application. 4-4in

remedy.” if;
gajfcrj

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE.62
1. Exhibitors and their Agents will receive tie 

kets entitling them to free admission to the Exhi 
bition.

On account of the limited spice of time remain
ing, intending exhibitors should lose no time in 
placing themselves in communication with Her 
Majesty’s Commission Committee.

.J. H. POPE,
Minister of Agriculture.

ST. JAMES' PARK NURSERIES, .«51

!
’ jo 0FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, 

SHRUBS, ROSES, &C.,

For Planting in the Spring of 1873.

frjBLIC NOTICE.p Dondon, Jan., 'STS. 231
j

Department of Agriculture, 11

Ottawa, 11th October, 1872-
NEW SEEDS FOR 18 73t

?v \A/ E have now received our NEW IMPORTA VV TIONSof
GARDEN & FIELD SEEDS,

and shall be glad to receive a continuance of that 
patronage with which we have hitherto been fa
vored. Our Seeds are all selected from the best 

ties, and from well-known houses in the trade, 
In fact, we take every possible care to obtain the 
very best articles. We offer, among other varieties, 
the following
Cabbage.—Large Drumhead, Early and Large 

York, Flat and Red Dutch, Savoy, Winning- 
stadt.&o.

.—Early Horn, Long Orange, Altringham, 
Intermediate, White Belgian. Jo.

Turnip.—Early Stone, Skirvings Purple Top 
Swede. Yellow Aberdeen, White Globe, Orange 
Jelly, <fco.

Clover an<l Timothy, Tares, Flax Seed, Hun
garian Grass, Ac"

» JEWELL,

I was i 
Hubbart 
Marbleh 
Sweet ( 
many otl

!■ VIENNA EXHIBITION.I Standard and Dwarf Apples,
Standard and Dwarf Pears, 

Standard and Dwarf Plums,
Standard and IBwarf Cherries,

:! i In pursuance of an Order in Council, dated 2nd 
October, 1872, notice is hereby given to Companies 
Firms or Individuals who may desire to send on 
their own account articles to the forthcoming Vi
enna Exhibition, of the following abstracts of rplcs 
furnished, and the offer of services tendered by the 
Committee of Her Majesty’s Commission entrusted 
with the management of the Exhibition of Colonial 
productions. 7

The Vienna Exhibition programme refers to ob- 
jects*-."Coming under a classilioation comprising 
twenty-six groups, viz. :

5
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•,i: CarrotPEACHES,i
; Grogu» 1. Mining, Quarrying, and Metallurgy. 

GVe»#i^2.' Agriculture, Horticulture, and For-
restry. ...... ......

Group St Chemical industry.
Group 4. Substances of Food, as products of 

industry.
Group 5. Textile Industry and Clothing.
Group fi. Leather and India Rubber Industry. 
Group?. Metal Industry.
Groups. Wood Industry.
Group 9. Stone, Earthenware and Glass Indus-

■ Grape Vines, English and American Gooseberries,
CURRANTS,

Ornamental, Deciduous and Evergreen Trees,
Ornamental Flowering Shrubs,

HYBRID PERPETUAL, MOSS & PROVINCE ROSES.

Hardy, Herbaceous Flowering Plants, Mam
moth Rhubarb, Giant Asparagus, 

etc., etc., etc.

I

Corner Dundas and Richmond Sts.,
LONDON, ONT.73 3-3

m TREES, SHRUBS, VINES,try.
PLANTS, &c.Group 10. Small Ware and Fancy Goods.

Group 11. Paper industry and Stationery.
Group 12. Graphic Arts and Iudustrial Draw

ing.
Group 13. Machinery and Means of Transport.
Group 14. Philosophical and Surgical Instru

ments.
Group 15. Musical Instruments.
Group 16. The Art of War.
Group 17. The Navy.
Group 18. Civil Engineering, Public Works and 

Architecture.
Group 19, The Private Dwelling House, its in

ner arrangement and decoration.
Group 20. The Farm House, its arrangements, 

furniture and utensils.
Group 21. National Domestic industry.
Group 22. Exhibition showinc the organization 

and influence of Museums of Fine Art, as applied 
to Industry.

Group 23. Art applied to Religion.
Group 21. Objects of Fine Arts of the Past, ex

hibited by Amateurs and Owners of Collections 
(Exposition des Amateurs).

Group 25. Fine Arts of,the Present Time—Works 
produced since the Second London Exhibition of 
1862.

Grc p 26. Education, Teaching and Instruction.
To the Exhibition of articles coining under the 

ab<ive mentioned titles are added what is c'.tRed
ADDITIONAL EXHIBITIONS and TEMPOR
ARY EXHIBITIONS, the former having refer
ence to

1. The History of Inventions.
2. The History of Industry.
3- Exhibition of Musical Instruments of Cre

mona.
4. Exhibition of the use of waste materials and 

their products.
5. The History of Prices.
6. The representation of the Commerce and 

Trade of the World, and the latter having refer
ence to
Z 1. Live animals (horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, 
dags, fowls, game, fish, Ac.)

Z 2. Butchers* meat, venison, poultry, pork, do.
,°. Dairy produce.
4. Garden produce (fresh fruits,fresh vsegeta- 

bles, iiowers, plants, do.)
5 Living plants injurious to agriculture and 

forrestry
The Managing Committee above mentioned of 

colonial productions is under the wesidency of the 
Marquis of Ripon.

The Secretary of Her Majesty’s Commissioners 
fur the Vienna Exhibition is Phillip Cunliff Owen,
Esq., who is to be addressed “ Vienna Exhibition 
Offices, 41, Parliament Street, London, S. W.”

The following is an abstract of the rules as far 
as it may concern private individuals, i c.

a. Her Majesty’s Commission is appointed to re
present British and Colonial Exhibitors.

b. Exhibitors will have to defray all expenses, 
including transport of goods.

e. The Austrian Committee will communicate 
solely thiough Her Majesty’s Commissioners.

, (1. The Exhibition will open at Vienna on the 
Ibt May» and close on the 3bt October, 1873.

c. Exbibitois are responsible Dr the packing, 
forwarding, receiving and. unpacking of their 
goods, both for the opening and after the close of 
the Exhibition.

f. 'Iho objects will be submitted to the judgment I 
of an Intel national Jury.

g. The objects for Exhibition will be received at
•ei-nnirom tllu Ot February until the loth day of •{-, CHOICE II. OW lit SEEDS for $1.

April, lhio.
h. Ti c objects exhibited will bo protected 

gains: piracy ul invention or desigr.

1-4

Geo. Leslie & Sons
AFFER for Spring of 1873 a completely assorted 
V stock of

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES 
FLOWERING SHRUBS, ROSES, 

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS, 
BEDDING PLANTS,

GRAPE VINES,
DAHLIAS.

ESCULENT ROOTS, &c , &c.,
of varieties proved te be suited to the wants cf our 
climate.

This is our 31st year in business, and we think 
we can give satisfaction lo all our patrons.

ms- We make our ENTIRE BUSINESS A 
SPECIALITY. 'Xî® Our stock is packed to carry 
safely to any part of the world. Orders by post or 
telegra ph will receive as careful attention a* if pur
chasers were personally present. Priced Descrip
tive Catalogues—43 pages—sent to any address on 
receipt of a two cent stamp.

Send Two Cent Stamp for De8criplivc Catalogue. CARRL
Welling!

II 9PONTEY & TAYLOR,
VETST. JAMES’ PARK F, O., ONT.

1 Grad
Office—t 

Marl 
oppo

4 in A& M, Aug. & Sept.

DT J ft D. 1 
V. Lony jms>* £ '4m'MvdâF/'fg IKSafll

! GEO. LESLIE & SONS.
Toronto Nurseries , Leslie P. 0.,

FORN B.—All orders should be sent to us at as early 
a date as possible. The Montreal Telegraph Co 
have an office on our premiics. 4 2in INK

C.h
“ HEIKES TRIUMPHSm THE )Over the Seasons.” Ho offers from his extensive 
cellars a general assortment of Trees. Plants, Vines 
a.nd Seedlings, IN LARUE QUANTITIES and in 
fine condition. Goods will be carefully packed, and 
can be shipped at any time. Address W. F. 
IIEIKES, Dayton, Ohio. 3-1
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BASKET OF EVERLASTING FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL CRASHES. THE SHORT-HORNED BULL

C. A.. SHARPE,
SEED MEBOHAHTS,

LONDON LAI)
AAGED 14 month ; color, light roan; very hand

le some ; well pr x>rtioned ; dam Karina by Arte- 
mus. He took first prize at St. John’s, and first at 
Lobo Exhibitions. Price $150. Pedigree recorded.

JOHN TUCKEY,

GUELPH, ONT.,
Will forward, post-free, on application, their prico-1 catalogue uf seeds for farm and garden, for 1S73' Apply to

Lot 29, con, 4, London, Lobo P.O.i

For si 
the Agr, Farmers, Look Here !

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE YOUR MONEY 
by sending fur a Right of

FRESH GARDEN, FLOWER, TREE 
AND SHRUB, EVERGREEN, 

FRUIT AND HERB SEEDS 
PREPAID BY MAIL.

SEEDS! SEEDS!!
h STROHM'S RACK & GRAIN LIFTER GEO. J. GRIFFIN,

LONDON SEED STORE
CITY IIALL BUILDINGS,

Begs to call the farmers, attention to his stock o

SWEDISH TURNIPS,
MANGLE WUBZEL,

CARROT SEEDS,
AND

WHOl| T RAISES THE WHOLE LOAD AT ONCE. 
! and when elevated, it can be pitched off by 
hand, or thrown into the mow by a horse at one 
pull.
It is the ONLY CHEAP and GENUINE 

Machine Jor the purpose {jet invented. 
Any jinndy farmer can erect one in three days.
3 V-* Satisfaction guaranteed, or the money re

funded.
Address—Martin & brothers,

Oneida I’. 0 ,
Township, County and Far ' 

3i-2

A COMPLETE avd judicious assortment. 25 
A sorts of either class—ÎI UU. The six classes 
( 59 packets) for $6.00.

Also, an immense stock of one year grafted Fruit 
Trees, Small fruits, Fruit Stocks, Young Fruit, 
Ornamental and Evci green 
Roses, Vines, House and border ihants, Ac., Ac., 
the most complete assortment in America. Pre
paid by mail. Priced Catalogues to any. address, 
also, trade list, gratis. Seeds on Commission.— 
Agents wanted.

B. M. WATSON, Old Colony 
Nurseries and Seed Warehouse,

t

ST]
Seedlings, Bulbs,

Londo

GJGARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
A cents-wanted. 

Rights lbr sale. I /. in groat variety, and of the very best quality. ODGH ha'
STOCK. most de 

buggies. 
Family 
Wc wou 
and see 
All the 
growth !

GRATIS !GLATiVLOGrUES
0OllORT HORN BULL for Sale; age 2, rising 3. 

m Colour, red and white. A well-made, handsome 
PIl 111 O mil. nia.- 8 L>till>llsliv<l *12. bull; never been damaged by over feed or wer

work. Pedigree furnished. Price $120.
4-2 in o J. SCOTT, Coldstream

;4
ESTABLISHED 18554-lt
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Tie Uctanu Patent
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Hand Machine. Price $25.
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No. 1. Plain Top. Price $32.
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ICXIVSN.HAMILTON

1

MANUFACTURING MACHINE 
Price, $55.

WILSON LOCKE & CO,
MAXUFACTUliEKS

HAMILTON ONT '8-ti

RESTORE YOUR SIGHT.

f®
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Spectacles Rendered Useles
OLD EYES MADE NEW.

All diseases of the Eye successfully treated 
by

Rail's New Patent Ivory Eye Capa.
Read for yourself and restore your sight.
Spectacles and Surgical operations rendered 

useless. The inestimable blessing of Sight is 
made perpetual by the use of the new PATENT 
IMPROVED IVORY EYE CUPS.

Many of our most eminent physicians, ocu
lists, students and divines have had their sight 
permanently restored for life, and cured of the 
following diseases :

1. Impaired Vision ; 2. Presbyopia, or Far 
Sighteduesa, or Dimness of Vision, commonly 
called Blurring ; 3. Asthenopia, or Weak
Eyes ; 4. Epiphora. Running or Waterr Eyes;
5. Sore Eyes—specially treated with the Eye 
Cups-cure guaranteed ; 6. Weakness of the 
Retina, or Optic Nerve ; 7. Ophthalmia, or 
Inflammation of the Eye and its appendages, 
or imperfect vision from the effects of Inflam
mation ; 8. Photophobia, or Intolerance of 
Light j 9. Over-worked Eyes ; 10. Mydeeopia 
—moving specks or floating bodies before the 
eyes ; 11. Amaurosis, or Obscurity of Vision :
12. Cataracts, Partial Blindness ; the loss of 
sight.

Any one can use the Ivory Eye Cups with
out the aid of Doctor or Medicine, so as to re
ceive immediate beneficial results and 
wear spectacles ; or, if using now, to lay them 
aside forever. Wo guarantee a cure in every 
case where the directions are followed, or we 
will refund the money.

9309 Pertinentes of Pure,
From honest Farmers, Mechanics, and Mer
chants, some of them the most eminent leading 
professional and business men and women of 
education and refinement, in our country, may * 
be seen at our office.

Under date of March 29, Ron. Horace Greeley, 
of the New York Tribune, writes : “ J. Ball, of our 
city is a conscientious and responsible man, who is 
incapable of intentional deception or im;>ositlon."

Prof. W. Merrick, of Lexington, Ky , wrote April 
24th, 1809 : “ W ithout my Spectacles I pen you thie 
note, after using the Patent Ivory Eye (June thir
teen days, and this morning perused the entire con
tents of a Daily Newspaper, and all with the unas
sisted Eye.

Tiuly am I grateful to your noble Invention t may 
Heaven bless and preserve you. I have boon using 
Spectacles twenty years; I am seventy-one years 
old. Truly Yours, PROF. W. MERRICK.

Rev. Joseph Smith, Malden, Maas., cured of par
tial Blindness, of 18 years’ standing, in one minute, 
by the Patent Ivory Eye Cupe.

E. C. Ellis, late Mayor of Dayton, Ohio, wrote ns 
Nov. 15th, 1859: “ I have tested the Patent Ivory 
Eye Cups, and I am satisfied they are good. I am 
pleased with them; they are the Greatest Invention 
of the age.”

All persons wishing for full particulars, certifi
cates of oures, prices, Ac , will id ease send your 
address to us, and we will send our Treatise on the 
Eye, of 44 pages, free of charge, by return mall.

Write to
DR. J. BALL A CO., P. 0 Box. 957. No. 91, Lib 

erty Street. NEW YORK.
For the worst cases of Myopia, or Near-Sighted 

ness, use our New Patent Myopic Attachments 
which applied to the Ivory Eye Cups, has proved 
a certain cure for this disease.

Send tor pamphlets and certificates—free. Waste 
no more money by adjusting huge glasses on your 
noao and disfiguring your face.

Employment for all. Agents wanted for the new 
Patent Improved Ivors Bye Cupe, just introduced 
in the market The success is unparalleled by any 
other article. All persons out of employment, or 
those wishing to improve their circumstances, whe
ther gentlemen or ladies, can make a respectable 
living at this light and easy employment Hun
dreds of agents aie making from #5 TO$20 A DAY.
To live agents $20 a week will he guaranteed. In
formation furnished free of charge. 8end for pam
phlet, circulars, and price list. Address
mi. J. RAUL Ac. CO., Ocullsle,
B. O. Box 957, No. 91 Liberty St., New York.

never

THE ONTARIO CABINET LAWYER
Being a Handy Book of Forms, with observations, 
dc-igned for the use of Farmers, Merchants and 
others. Enabling them to draw their Deeds, Mort
gages A' ., without the assistance cf a lawyer.— 
Price $1.50. bent free by mail to any address, on 
receipt oi the amount

71-9:1 K. A. TAYLOR, A Co* London Oat

!

oi,

; ,

WILSON & HASKETT,
PRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISSION 
L MERCHANTS- Office,—Corner of King and 
Oxford Streets, INGERSOLL, Ont.
JAS. M. WILSON. | JNO. HASKETT. 3-tf

AGRICULTURAL
INVESTMENT SOCIETY

AND SAVINGS BANK.
SHARES $50 EACH

Payable $1 per Month.

Stockholders receive Periodical Dividends.

RICHARD TOOLEY, Esq., M.P.P., President. 
ADAM MURRAY, Esq., Co.Treasurer, Vice-Prcs. 
RICHARD BAY’LY, 15sq., Barrister, Inspecting 

Director. --------
DIEECTORS.

James Owrey, Esq., J.P., Westminster ; Lt.- 
Jas. Moffat Brigade Major, London; Wm. Glass, 
Esq., Sheriff of Middlesex ; Y. A. Brown, Esq., 
M.D., London ; Gee. S. Birrell, Esg.. of John Bir- 
rell A Co. Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants, Lon
don; John Peters, Esq., J.P., London Township, 
J. D. Dalton, Esq., London ; A. T. Chapman. Esq., 
of Smith, Chapman A Co., Hardware Merchants, 
London ; L. Leonard, Esq., Merchant London.

Solicitor—DAVID GLASS, Esq.
F. B. LEYS,

Secretary <t Treas. 
OFFICE-TALBOT-ST., ONE DOOR NORTH 

OF DUNDAS-STREET.

Col.

6-y
London, May 26, 1872.

GETTING UP CLUBS.
Great Saving to Consumers.

PARTIES inquire how to get np CLUBS. Our 
X answer is—Yon should send for Price List, and 
a Club Form will accompany it, with full direc
tions, making a large saving to consumers and 
remunerating to Club organizers. Send for it at 
once, to

MILLER’S GREAT TEA WAREHOUSE,
52 and 54, Front Street East Toronto, Ontario. 

Local Agents Wanted.
Toronto, April 26, 1872. 5-tf

■W-,.

HOWARD S IMPROVED
IRON HARROW.
mills Harrow is superior to all others, because it 
1 is the most complete. It covers 14 feet of land. 
It leaves the ground finer, works freer, and adapts 
itselfto unevenland. It does not bend,and choke 
less than any other Harrow. It is so constructed as 
to draw either end The teeth being so set as to 
tear the ground up to a good depth, or to pass light
ly over the surface, as the teeth are beveled 
side. It can be worked wilh a span or three horses, 
or it may be uujointed and worked with one or two 
horses, in one, two or three sections.

They are giving entire satisfaction.
Price of Harrow complete, with three sec- 

lions, treble-tree, and two coupling-trees, $35. 
Price of two sections and one coupling tree, $22.

Address- THOMAS HOWARD,
Adelaide Street, London, Ontario 

be seen and orderstaken at the 
71.4e

on one

Samples may 
Agricultura Emporium.

AND

Telegraphic Institute.
milE OLDEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST COL- 
1 LEGE in the Dominion.

Young Men Fitted for a Business Life.
No matter What in ay be your calling, take a course 
with us, and you are better fitted to pursue it. No 
class of men are more imposed upon by lawyers 
and others than farmers : but if thev take a courso 
at our College it will enable them to do their own 
business, and thus s ive hundreds of dollars 
yearly.

70S' Send for Circular to

JONES A: CO.,
London, Ont.2-5
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IMPORTA

I was the first to introduce to the public the 
Hubbard Squash, American Turban Squash, 
Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage, Mexican 
Sweet Corn, Phinney’a Water-melon, and 
many other

ÎEEDS,
uance of that 
erto been fa- 
from the best 
is in the trade, 
to obtain the 
ther varieties,

New & Valuable Vegetables.
This season I have a new and exceedingly 

valuable squash, new varieties of com, three 
fine melons, and other choice new vegetables 
for my customers.

My business is to supply what every good 
farmer is anxious to get, the very best of vege
table seed. I grow a hundred and fifty kinds 
on my four seed farms, right under my own 
eye, making new vegetables a speciality, besides 
importing their choicest varieties f> om Euro
pean growers. A fine selection of flower seed, 
home-grown and imported, will also be found 
in my Catalogue, which will be sent free 
applicants.

As stated in my Catalogue, all my seed is 
sold under three warrants : 1st, That all money 
sent shall reach me. 2nd, That all seed ordered 
shall reach the purchaser. 3rd, That my seeds 
shall be fresh and true to name.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

y and Large 
my, Winning-

, Altringham,

Purple Top 
Robe, Orange

x Seed, Hue-

iVELE,
dSts.,
XDON, ONT.

to all

VINES,
L

1-4

Sons ABBOTT BBOS.,
letely assorted CARRIAGE BUILDERS Dundes Street, East of 

Wellington Street,
FAT, TREES 
ROSES,
N’TS,

9 LONDON, ONTARIO.

J. II. WILSON,
VETERINARY SURGEON,

3,

c , &c«, 
s wants cf our

Graduate of the Toronto Veterinary College.
Office—New Arcade, between Dundas street and 

Market Square. Residence—Richmond street, 
opposite the old Nunnery.and we think 

Irons.
BUSINESS A
racked to carry 
ders by post or 
ntlon as if pur- 
riced Desorip- 
ny address on

D. HOLMES. BARRISTER, Ac,, Dundas St., 
V. London, Out. m-c

>

SONS, 
s , Leslie P. 0.
i u s at as early 
Telegraph Co 

4 2in
FOR FATTENING AND BRINGING 

INTO CONDITION HORSES, COWS, 
CALVES, SHEEP AND PIGS.

FMPHS THE YORKSHIRE CATTLE FEEDERn his extensive 
>. Plants, Vines 
PITIES and in 
lly packed, and 
Address W. F.

IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY

i iRST-CL ASS BREEDERS.
3-1 Stock fed with it have always taken FIRST 

PRIZES. Milk Catt'e produce more milk 
and butter. It fattens in one-fourth the usual 
time, and saves food.lULL

Price 25c-, and $1 per BoxLAB
A Dollar Box contains 200 feeds...

HUGH MILLER & CO., 
Agricultural Chemists, 

107 King St., East, Toronto. 
For sale by Druggists everywhere. Also at 

the Agricultural Emporium, London. l-4i

in ; very ha nd- 
Ltasina by Alto
n's, and first at 
digree recorded. 
! TUCKEY, 
don, Lobe P.O.

DS! !A 1

FIN,
STORE

NGS,

a

WHOLE WINTER STOCK REDUCED.
n to his stock o

Now for BARGAINS
AT THE

STRIKING CLOCKRZEL,
SEEDS, London, Feb., 1873, 2

OA.K,E,IJLC3-El SER SEEDS
best quality. 1 TODGINS & MORAN, Makers, Richmond st , il harç now on hand, ready for Spring trade, a 

most desirable lot of well-finished caniages and 
buggies. V e notice some very neatly finished 
Family Phætons, and consider them very cheafT. 
We would advise our friends and the public to call 
and see their entire stock before buying elsewhere. 
All the work warranted, and made out of second- 
growth hickory.

rR-ATIS !

SEEDS for $1.

D 1855 3-3

;

YORKSHIRE e 
CATTLE, f EEDER.

■-
.n
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Short Horns, Ayrshire», tuid 

Berkshire fis*.
mUE subscriber offers a few choice animals of the 
1 BE>T BREEDS, male ami female, from IM
PORTED STOCK of the most approved strains. 
Catalogues on application. M. Jl. COCHRANE, 
Compton, P.Q. Canada. 8

W. BELL 3s CO., TREES,BREEDERS DIRECTORY.
R. S. O'NEIL, breeder of L'nooln and Leicester 

Sheep and Short Horn Cattle. Birr P. 0., London 
Township._________________________________ ly

J. S. SMITH, McQillivray, Breeder of Leicester 
Sheep and Durham Cattle, Ailsa Craig.

JOHN EEDY. Qranton P. 0.. London Tow 
p, Breeder of Leicester and Cotswold Sheep. U
Q. WELDRICK, Thornhill, Breeder of Cotswold 

Sheep.

G DELVII, ONT. SHRTJBS, PLANTS ! !
S1‘1UN<; OF 1873.

We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers 
to our large and complete stock of 

Slan<lar«l and Dwarf Fruit Trees.
«rap.-Vines, Small Fruits.
Oriiainenlnl Trees. Slirnbs, Roses.
New and Rare Fruit and Ornamental Trees. 
Evergreens and Huilions Hoots.
New .t Rare «reçu .t Hot House Plants. 

Small tmrcels forwarded by mail when desired.
Prompt Attention Given , to all Enquiries.
Descrijttive and Illustrated irriccd Catalogues tent 

pre-puid. on receipt of stamps as follows :
No. 1—Fruits, 18c. No. 8—Ornamental Trees, lOr. 

No. 3—Greenhouse, 10c. No. 4—W holosale free. 
Address,

1
mFOB SALE.

PRIZE MEDAL

11-u A GOOD DURHAM BULL, AGED FOUR 
years.
gentle, and lias never been injured in any way.

App'y to G. LEACH, Delaware.
ÔT ALLION FOR .SALE—Lark Bay, X yr7. old' 
O 17 hands high, girt 6or 7 inches ; good action. 
Sired by Anglo Saxon ; Daui sired by Messenger. 
Apply at this office.

A sure ml good stock producer, quiteQEO. JARDINE Hamilton, Importer and 
Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle and Leicester Sheep. 11 yJ. BILLINGER. Richmond Hill. Ont., dealer 
n Canadian Bred Stallions Best prices given for 
good Horses, and some first-class Horses for sale

8-tf 0Cabinet Organs!H. E. IRVING, Hamilton. Breeder of Galloway 
Cattle, Sotrthdown and Leicester Sheep and Berk- 
ihire Pigs. 8 HILTONS NEW AND MEI.ODEOXg.

Estabvd mo. ELLWANGER & BARRY,
3-2 Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N T,

N. BETHELL, Thorold, Ont., Breeder of Short 
Horns, Berkshire and Yorkshire Pigs, Southdown 
and Leicester Sheep. 8 Patent Waslim lade. Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

“ THE ORGAN ETTE, ” CABLE SCREW WIRE BOOTS & SHOES 
the best in the World. CHEAP at

Cbbssall’s Penitentiary Stork, 
Dundas St., Cor. New Arcade.

DAWS & CO. Lachine, P. Q, Importers and 
Breeders of Ayrihire Cattle.______________8-Iy

J. PINKHAM, Westminster, Breeder of Devon 
attle.

Containing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying Tubes.WHAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT :
1st—It is the best ever offered to the public for 

the following reasons, viz: It will do its work 
quicker, easier, and better than any other machine, 
cleansing effectually and perfectly- no hand rub
bing being necessary, and without the slightest in
i' . to any article submitted to its operation, nei
ther breaking nor misplacing buttons or other fast
enings.

2nd.—Its range or scope of action is greater, act
ing singly upon a lace or linen collar, and accom
modates itself to the heaviest article of bedding 
without change or adjustment of the machine.

3rd —Itis durable, not likely to get out of order, 
■nd when so, easily repaired, being constructed in 
■uch a manner that any of its parts can be supplied 
by the manufacturer without the presence of the 
machine, and adjusted to its place by any person, 
which is evidentat first sight of the machine.

In witness of the above read the following :
We, the undersigned, having used Mr. Hilton’s Pa

tent Wash’ng Machine one yea*-, can fully endorse 
the above claims:—Wm. Rapley, S. A. Eakins, 
Jos. Benjamin, W. W. Hull, Jas. Manson, Isaac 
Moore. G. Street, and others. Strathroy, Ont-, 
February, 1872.

Awarded the Only Medal!
Ever given to makers of Reed Instruments at Pro
vincial Exhibitions, besides Diplomas and First 
Prizes at other Exhibitions too numerous to specify.

. 9 ll-y
R. D. FOLEY, Bowmanville.fmporter & Breeder 

f Devon Cattle, Berkshire Pigs and Merino Sheep mHE SUBSCRIBER IS PREPARED TO 
1 fit up Public Buildings, Churches, and Pri

vate Residences with V el vet, Tapestry, Brus
sels, 3-ply Kidderminster Carpets, Floor Oil 
Cloths and matting at short notice and very 
moderate prices. R.S, Mu beat. July

jury
CAUTION !WALTER RAIKES, Barrie, P. 0., Breeder of 

hortHoms and Berkshire Pigs. 72-1-y As we have purchased the sole right of manu
facturing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying Tubes, for 
the Dominion of Canada, we herebv caution all 
parties from purchasing them elsewhere, as they 
will be liable to prosecution. We have copyrighted 
the name of the

JOHN CRAWFORD, Malvern P.0 . Breeder ol 
Heavy Draught Horses and Cotswold Sheep. 1-y

VO]JOSEPH GARDNER, Brittania P. 0., Breeder 
of Short Horn Cattle, imported Berkshire pigs. 72

RICHARD RUNELSON, Galt, Breeder of Cots
wold, Leioester, and Southdown Sheep.

JOHN ELLIOTT,

PHŒNIX FOUNDRY.
“ ORGANETTE,”

For our instruments containing this wonderful im
provement. Any manutacturer infringing on this 
copyright will be prosecuted.

Illustrated Catalogues furnished by addressing
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W. LANG, St. Mary’s, Breeder of Short Homs 
end Berkshire Pigs. "1YTANUFACTURER of Stoves, Ploughs, 

J-V-L Reaping machines, Threshing Machines, 
Lap-Furrow Ploughs, Cultivators, and Gauge 
Ploughs, &c., Lotiobn, Out.

ly /
W. BELL & CO., Guelph.

A. S. Wheaton, Agent, 107 Dundaa Street 
London.

A. PARK, Ingersoll, breeder of Ayrshire cattle.
JOHN CURRIE, Versohoyle, breeder of Berk- 

«hire Pigs.__________________________________ 12^
J. FEATHERSTONE, Credit, breeder of Essex, 

Suffolk, and Yorkshire Pigs, and Cotswold Sheep.
JOHN JACKSON, Grahamsville, importer and 

breeder of English Cart Horses, Berkshire swine, 
and Leicester sheep. __________ 12

Town and County Rights for sale. Price of Ma
chines, 814. All orders addressed to the under
signed will be promptly filled 

ll-y KALEX. IIILTON, Strathroy, Ont.

isi i:J. MAIN, Boyne, importer and breeder of Cots
wold Sheep and Suffolk Swine. 12
GEORGE MILLER, Importer and Breeder of 
VX Short Horn Cattle, Cotswold A Leicester Sheep, 
and Berkshire Swine, Markham P. 0 12

TYTLER & ROSE,
Family Grocers & Seedsmen.

«
SR!n"5A?

:

T0M at 0rpiMOTHY and CLOVER SEED; all KINDS ol 
.1 FIELD SEED. TURNIP, MANGEL, Ao. Ac., 
imported direct by themselves, and of the very best 
quality.—LAND PLASTER.

JAMES LAWRIE, Malvern P. 0.. importer and 
breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester Sheep. 11-ly

MARKHAM BELL FOUNDRY.(GEORGE G. MANN, Bowmanville, Importer 
and breeder of Thorough-bred Devon Cattle 11-ly. isÉfeU.TI TLE It & ROSE,

WINE MERCHANTS AND SEEDSMEN,
DUNDAS-STRKKT.

JOHN SCOTT, Coldtsroam, Breeder of Leices-
__11-ly

THOS IRVINK, Logans Farm, Montreal. 
Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Yorkshire and,Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester Sheep.

11-ly

No.l Bell, 15 inches diameter—yoke A crank...$10 
No. 2 “ 16 “ “ “ ... 12
No. 3 “ 181 “
No. 4 “ 19 “
No. 5 “ 26 “
No. 6 “ 30
No. 7 '■ 36 “

ter ,'heep and Short-Horn Cattle. RAISED BY 6. H. MITCHELL, ST. MARY’S.
” ..2(1

—Yoke A Wheel... 30 
“ ... 50

London, April, 1872. 2
Matures earlier than any other variety. The 

llesh is solid and rich, having onlv about half the 
quantity of seed usually found in tomatoes. The 
fruit sets more overly in the vines. It is loss liable 
to rot in wet weather, having no green leaves 
about its stem Color—red. Shape—from oval to 
round ; some have a few indentations. It is of 
medium size.

From all reports received we believe it will bo a 
groat a"quisition to our gardens. We have ao- 
ceeded to Mr. Mitchell’s request to act as sole 
sole agent for it in Canada

W. WELD, Manager of the Canadian Ag
ricultural Emporium, London, Ont, 

25 cents per packet.

VALUABLE FARffl for SALE. 70
...120

BR0DIE,S0N A CONVERSE, Breeders of York
shire Pigs and Ayrshire Cattle. Address Jas. Bro- 
die, Rural Hill. Jeff. Co., N. Y. ; J. F. Converse, 
Woodville, Jell. Co., N. Y.; Hugh Brodie, Belle
ville, Ont. 11-ly

There are about 1800 of the above bells now in 
use and giving the host of satisfaction, costing only 
one-third the amount of ordinary bells, and are all 
warranted one year. Encourage home manufacture 
and purchase a warrante! article. Farmers 1 
throw aside those dinner horns, which cause the 
ladies to get swelled necks by blowing. JONES <fcV 
CO., Markham P. 0.,Out. W. Wrld, Agent,Dnn-

I 0T NO. 1, N. HALF 14th CON., TOWNSHIP 
of London, consisting of 107 acres; 30 acres of 

excellent wood land, and the remainder in a good 
state of cultivation, 
never-failing creek ; excellent young 
choicest fruits nf all kinds; good brick 
000 bricks in it,—with slate roof Good barns, 
sheds and outbuildings. Distance from London, ‘5 
miles. Soil unsurpassed in quality. Price, $5,500.

AST' This is ajrare opportunity, as the proprietor 
is determined to leave.

Apply to—

or to this office.

Wed fenced, well watered;
orchard ot 
house—90,-

W. HOOD, Guelph, Breeder of Galloway Cattle. 
______________________________  ll-'y.
H. H SPENCER, Breeder and Importer of 

Devon Cattle, Clydesdale Horses. Southdown and 
Harapshiredown Sheep, and Berkshire Pigs. 
Brooklin P. O., near Whitby. Ontario. 11-ly

J. MILLER, Thistle-“ha,” Brougham P. 0-, 
Breeder of Short-Horns, Cotswold Sheep, improved 
Berkshire Pigs and Clydesdale Horses. 11-ly.

72

F H. MITCHELL, M. D., C. M., Graduate of 
1. McGill University, Montreal,
Physician, Surgeon, &c.

Office: Gothic Hall, Dundas Street, London,
71-12-y

DURHAM BULL FOR SALEREUBEN BISBEE, Devizoe P.0.
Ont.

A Thnro’-bred Durham Bull, eleven menthe old.— 
Dark Red Color.R. LEAN, Coldepringe, Breeder of Leicester 

Sheep and Berkshire Pigs. 11-ly
G. MORTON, Morton P. 0., Breeder of Ayrshire

. 11-ly.

o. MOORHEAD, TO FARMERS AND MARKETMEN. TH08- FUTCHER,
St. Thomas, Ont.WHOLESALE ANI) UETA1LCattle. You want none but the very best of seed, 

grown from carefully selected Feed stock. With 
tin- money you have to invest in manure, help 
and glass, you know you cannot a ford to use any 
<'thcr; you feel very anxious about it; TRY 
mink. Catalogues free to all.

N- B.—Call in the Spring and see what 
onions, cabbages, &c., I set out to grow seed 
from.

Manufacturer of Furniture.
UPHOLSTERER, &c. EGGS FOR SALE. MnvJOHN SNELL A SONS, Edmonton, Breeders 

of Short-Horn Cattle, Leicester and Cotswold 
Sheep, and improved Berkshire Pigs. Winner of 
the Prince of Wales prize for the best Bull and five 
of his Calves at Provincial Exhibition, Kingston, 
1871.____________________________________ 11-tf.

F. W. STONE, Morton Lodge Guelph, Importer 
and Breeder of Short-IIom and Hereford Cattle, 
Cotswold and Southdown Sheep, and Berkshire

11-tf.
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TIAVING PROCURED A CHOICE STOCK of 
11 POULTRY from Mr. J. Plummer. ’ 
re ired from the Poultry business. a»d from sev
eral other prominent poultry gentlemen, I am now 
prepared to supply eggs that I will guarantee

1-tf King Street, London. who hae

JOIHST MIDDR,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL JAMES J. H. GREGORY,

Marblehead, Mass.
Pigs. Pure and FreshBOOKSELLER, STATIONER & NEWS DEALER. i-i

JAMES COWAN Clockmohr, Galt P. O. 
Breeder of Short-Horns, Leicester Sheep and 
Essex Pigs. 7i-io

J. R. HUNTER, Alma, Breeder and Importer 
ei Short Horn Cattle. 11-71

JOHN EEDY, Granton P.0., Biddulph Township, 
Breeder of Lincoln, Leicester and Cotswold Sheep.

EDW. JEFFS, Bond Head, Breeder of Short 
Homs, Leicester Sheep, Berkshire and Chester 
White Pigs._____________________________ 72-3-y

THOS, GUY, Sydenham Farm, Oshawa, Breeder 
Of Ayrshire and Devon Cattle. 72-3-y

M. A A. A. Mo ARTHUR, Lobo, Breeders of Lei 
eester Sheep.

QE0RGE VAIR,

LANDSCAPE GAUD NE It.

KICHMOND-ST., LONDON. from the following varieties, viz. ;

BLACK POLANDS,
DARK BRAHMAS,

LIGHT BRAHMAS,
BLACK SPANISH, 

GREY DORKENS,

Aylesbury and Rouen Dueks.
PRICE—$3 PER DOZEN.

Address JOHN WELD, London. Onl,

American Papers received twice a-day 
from New York.

Kngllah Magazines receive.! weekly from 
louden.

London, Ont . Oct. 28, ÎS72.

Plans given, selecting, arranging and planting 
iruit and ornamental trees- Address—

8-tf TORONTO and BARRIE
fiOOD FARM FOR SALE—Seven miles from city, 
vl 189 aces ; 4 acres wood; new two-storey brick 
house; 3 barns and driving shed ; two good wells; 
aspring creek runs through the farm; -oil clay 
and loam; splendid wheat land; cannot bo boat in 
Canada ; good orchard: gravel road running past 
the house.—Apply at this ollice.

August 27, 1872.

12-tf
(

G-reat Sale of Cutters & Sleighs
in all varieties and designs, on and after.Decem
ber 1st, 1871. Warranted first rate material and 
workmanship.

Poultry 
Mr. : 
Poul 
Cost 
Fowl 

CORRESPI 
Impi 
How 

Advertisi

8-tf ■

l
0 the cheapest Dry Ci ootid, Millinery Red. Dam, °” Maid^ the Dale ; ” Sire 

L and Mantle Store m the City of London. “ Pickering Lad.” Apply to JOHN Me
I. 3-y GURK, Thorndale P. O. 3in-c

HODGSON <35 JXTOR^vlsr
pOR SALE—Imported and Thoroughbred Richmond Street, near Crystal Palace,

LuM>ON, ONT.
12-GiNov. 25th, 1871.
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